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I. Executive Summary 

Project goal 
Rising out of the strategic alliance between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) and the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Cities Initiative (GLSLCI), the motivating goal of this 13-
month project was to create a more resilient Great Lakes region by fostering climate adaptation planning. 
NOAA and GLSLCI recognize that municipalities across the Great Lakes Region will suffer economic, 
structural, health, and other impacts under a changing climate, and will need to engage in adaptation 
planning in order to mitigate and minimize these losses. The problem this project seeks to address is to 
surmount challenges in building adaptive capacity in a governance environment that is multi-level, cross-
jurisdictional and resource-limited.  
 
Our team focused on showcasing the ongoing efforts of Great Lakes cities to move the region towards a 
more resilient future, and our deliverables were designed to fill critical information gaps that may hinder 
robust action. We provided a suite of multimedia decision support tools that:  
 

1) Support city officials’ efforts to increase Great Lakes-specific climate literacy within their 
municipalities 

2) Disseminate descriptive climate adaptation “best practices” among Great Lakes municipal 
officials 

Key findings 
1) Municipal planners often have unclear ideas of what constitutes an adaptation action. Although 
there is growing institutional enthusiasm around climate adaptation, throughout our interviews and 
literature review we found many different, sometimes conflicting concepts of what climate adaptation 
actually is. Interviewees would often talk about mitigation or broader sustainability goals when asked to 
discuss adaptation actions. There are fundamental differences between mitigation and adaptation, and it is 
important for municipalities to understand their nuances, especially when there are trade-offs between 
these actions. In this context, “mitigation” refers to efforts to reduce or stop the impacts of climate 
change, commonly through reducing or capturing greenhouse gas emissions. “Adaptation” or “resilience” 
refers to efforts that seek to lessen the degree of impact these changes have on a system. Mitigation 
efforts seek to slow or stop climate change by eliminating the impacts themselves, while adaptation 
efforts accept that not all impacts of climate change are avoidable, they are currently or will soon be felt 
by the system in question, and will need to be adapted to.  Education – in the form of outside expertise, or 
even the training modules that we developed for NOAA, will help raise the level of awareness about 
concrete adaptation actions and thought processes, and help planners clearly identify adaptation actions 
from mitigation or sustainability actions.  
 
2) Adaptation in a municipality is decentralized. Across our case-study cities, the entire suite of 
adaptation concerns and adaptation actors were never contained in just one unit or department. The same 
climate driver will have impacts that affect multiple sectors, and sectors that are managed by different 
departments and multiple-levels of governance. Cities now are using decentralized staff within various 
departments to develop climate adaptation plans and actions, and utilize existing knowledge and expertise 
from across these departments. While this decentralization requires a “knowledge broker” within the 
municipality to communicate information on impacts and adaptation which may hinder cohesive action 
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and progress, it may at the same time make it easier to aggregate resources from different sectors, and to 
build on insider knowledge of each department or sectors regarding key concerns and planning systems. 
 
3) Adaptation is still the low-hanging fruit. Most adaptation actions identified by the case study cities 
included substantial co-benefits; e.g. the action has some additional mitigative or economic benefit 
outside of increased resilience. In Great Lakes Cities, actions taken to adapt to a certain climate impact 
often had additional climate mitigation co-benefits; for example, green infrastructure in a city serves the 
dual purpose of reducing the impact of flood events, but also absorbs carbon emissions. Another common 
co-benefit and potential driver of individual adaption actions are those that are also cost-saving at 
multiple temporal scales. 
 
4) The knowledge barrier to adaptation is substantial. While the funding barrier was the most 
commonly cited barrier to adaptation in our case study cities, they also identified the need for accurate 
and easily accessible knowledge resources. Municipalities expressed difficulty finding adequate resources 
on climate impacts and climate adaptation for public education outreach, difficulty finding resources and 
tools to inform strategic plan design, and a lack of understanding of or access to descriptions of 
adaptation actions in practice and their relative success. Organizations such as NOAA can address this 
barrier through providing streamlined top-down support. 
 
5) The city-scale is appropriate for adaptation. Adaptation and cities are a good fit. Adaptation is an 
exercise in complex problem solving. Cities as a unit are designed to tackle complex problems as 
uncertainties, and have experience planning for a set of scenarios, rather than a concrete future. While the 
concept of adaptation is new, most cities already possess the right frameworks and modes of thinking to 
engage in complex environmental problem solving.  
 
6) There is no universal adaptation action. Adaptation actions should be unique to a locality, and there 
is no silver bullet. Our case studies, modules, and infographics are descriptive, rather than prescriptive 
because what will constitute an effective adaptation action is highly tailored to each unique set of 
physical, cultural, economic, and governmental systems in a locality. A “checklist” format for adaptation 
actions was found to be overly reductive, and did not include enough overlap between generalizability 
and usability to be helpful. Introducing descriptive examples of problem solving in order to foster 
“adaptation thinking” may be more useful for cities wanting to engage in adaptation planning. 

Recommended next steps 
We encourage NOAA and GLSLCI to continue promoting work and communication across jurisdictional 
boundaries and disciplines. Adaptation is necessarily complex, and requires buy-in and engagement from 
multiple sectors throughout the process. Municipalities are already equipped to work on multi-sector 
efforts, and this should be further incentivized. Departments should work together to make a strategic 
plan that demonstrates a commitment to cross-office resilience building. 
 
We recommend that cities closely examine diversifying their infrastructure portfolio with both classical 
and green engineering. Adaptation to climate change requires an integrated approach to infrastructure 
planning. While green infrastructure is often touted for its many co-benefits, the importance of classic 
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“gray” infrastructure can not be overstated. Green and gray infrastructure work best when they are 
designed to complement one another. For example to reduce combined sewage overflows, Milwaukee 
built a deepwater tunnel to hold large amounts of storm water in a single place and also has funded green 
infrastructure to hold small amounts of water in many places. By integrating the objectives of green and 
gray infrastructure Milwaukee was able to maximize the adaptive capacity of their storm water 
management system. 
 
Finally, we recommend that cities, NOAA, and GLSLCI leverage existing frameworks and knowledge. 
Existing resources increases all the time, and keep update on the new sciences and technologies is 
necessary. 

II. Background and Scientific Basis 
  
The scientific evidence for anthropogenic climate change and its associated impacts is compelling, and 
mitigative action has been slow (IPCC, 2013). Municipalities worldwide are already experiencing the 
impacts of climate change, and are expected to experience more as we approach a 2˚C world. In the Great 
Lakes region, warmer temperatures and changing climate regimes are already impacting city 
infrastructure, resources, and public health (Pryor et al, 2014). Average temperature is expected to rise by 
1˚ to 3˚ C in the basin by 2050 and up to 6˚ C by 2100 (GLISA, 2014). The direction and magnitude of 
change of precipitation in the basin is currently unclear, but studies generally agree that a smaller 
proportion of precipitation will fall as snow, and there will be in increase in extreme storm events. 
Reduced winter snowpack may lead to an increase in summer drought, and an interesting consequence of 
more frequent extreme weather events is their potential to drive an increase in harmful algal blooms 
through increased delivery of legacy nutrients to the lakes (Paerl and Scott, 2010).  
 
The impacts associated with these climate changes will be felt in every economic sector of Great Lakes 
municipalities. The economy of the Great Lakes is fully dependent, if not fully integrated, with the 
ecosystems of the basin. The changing phenology, temperature, and weather patterns will be felt most 
succinctly by regions dependent on agriculture and tourism, as well as the public sector economies. 
However, Great Lakes/St. Lawrence cities can mitigate many of these impacts if adaptation actions are 
deliberate, careful, and swift, and cities must soon begin to adapt to and prepare for unavoidable impacts.  
 
At the municipal practitioner-level, the field of climate adaptation is nascent (Beirbaum et al 2007). The 
focus of this project was to create multimedia communication tools that can help advance climate literacy 
and understanding of climate adaptation strategies among municipal officials in the Great Lakes. Our 
team, composed of six masters students from the School of Natural Resources and Environment at the 
University of Michigan, began working on this project in March of 2014, and delivered the project 
outputs to our two clients in April of 2015. 

Project Clients 
Our project’s primary purpose was to provide resources to strengthen the objectives outlined within the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Cities Initiative 
(GLSLCI)’s strategic partnership.  
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA GLERL) 
NOAA is a scientific agency within the United States Department of Commerce focused on the 
conditions of the oceans and the atmosphere. NOAA’s Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory 
(GLERL) provides scientific understanding to inform the use and management of Great Lakes and coastal 
marine environments. 

Great Lakes and St Lawrence Cities Initiative (GLSLCI) 
The Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Cities Initiative is a binational coalition of U.S. and Canadian mayors 
and other local officials working to advance the protection and restoration of the Great Lakes and St. 
Lawrence River.  

NOAA & GLSLCI Partnership 
NOAA is working in partnership with GLSLCI to help accomplish their mutual goals of assisting Great 
Lakes municipalities to prepare for and adapt to climate change impacts over time.  
 
Specifically, this partnership will support the development of an online toolbox for municipalities that 
provides: 

1. Training materials and resources with on-the-ground examples of how cities are incorporating 
climate hazards and impacts into planning 

2. Infographics and visualizations that will assist cities in identifying potential hazards (i.e., flooding 
and inundation) and how best to plan for them  

 

5 Great Lakes municipalities 
Our project’s aim was to create resources that would be immediately relevant to municipal decision 
makers in the Great Lakes. In order to achieve this goal, we worked closely with five of GLSLCI’s 
member cities: 
 
• Milwaukee, WI (USA) 
• Traverse City, MI (USA) 
• Goderich, ON (CA) 
• Evanston, IL (USA) 
• Niagara Region, ON (CA) 

 
Our team visited each of these cities throughout the course of the project. During these visits, we 
interviewed a range of municipal officials and community stakeholders, and toured some of the areas that 
are most impacted by climate change. We were able to see firsthand the adaptation strategies being 
implemented on the ground, and delved into informative conversations about what the biggest adaptation 
challenges are. 
 
Thanks to the guidance of the five GLSLCI member cities with whom we worked, our team was able to 
synthesize a descriptive list of strategies that are already working well for Great Lakes cities. 
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Advisors 
In addition to the guidance provided by NOAA and GLSLCI, our team benefited from the experience 
shared by academic leaders and adaptation professionals. 

David Allan PhD, School of Natural Resources & Environment 
Our project advisor was Dr. Allan, whose research investigates stream ecosystems and the influence of 
human activities on rivers and their watersheds. This includes active research into the effects of landscape 
and land use on stream health, assessment of variation in flow regime, and estimation of nutrient loads 
and budgets. Additional, collaborative activities are directed at the translation of aquatic science into 
useful products for management, conservation and restoration of running waters. 
 
Dr. Allan provided important project management guidance and helped our team better understand the 
scientific nuances of climatic impacts on Great Lakes aquatic systems. Dr. Allan’s support, advice, and 
knowledge were extremely helpful to our team as we synthesized complex concepts into generalized 
language and graphics. 

Beth Gibbons, University of Michigan Climate Center & GLISA 
Beth serves as both the Director of the University of Michigan Climate Center and Program Manager of 
NOAA’s Great Lakes regional RISA, GLISA. GLISA integrates information from a wide array of 
scientific fields, develops collaborations between entities with similar goals, and helps inform decision 
makers throughout the region with sound science. In both roles, Beth’s core responsibilities include 
fostering the transfer of information on climate change and resilience from the research community to 
stakeholders throughout the region. 
 
Beth’s experience transferring information between diverse stakeholders was invaluable to the team. She 
offered sage advice throughout the project; our team’s research and interview methodology, as well as the 
relevance of our finalized deliverables were all strengthened thanks to Beth’s contributions. 

Deliverables 
In order to fulfill these objectives our Master’s Project team provided an accessible summary of the 
current knowledge about climate impacts in the Great Lakes, as well as a set of best-practices in 
adaptation planning tailored for different city types (eg. rural, suburban, associated basin).  
 
These materials were delivered in the form of an online toolbox, which will be hosted on GLSLCI’s 
online portal. The materials build upon, rather than replicate, the efforts of a 2011-2012 Master’s Project 
Team. The final deliverables include: 
 
• Case Studies: 5 descriptive case studies of Great Lakes cities engaged in adaptation activities; 
• Climate adaptation training modules: 7 training modules delivered as webinars by GLSLCI; 
• Infographics: 2 city-informed data visualizations on relevant threats to resilience and solutions to 

these threats; 
• GIS based maps: 2 GIS based maps and associated data to identify threats and green infrastructure 

opportunities; 
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This Master’s Project report dives into further detail concerning the primary needs that inspired the 
project, the purpose of each deliverable, and the team’s project methodology.  

III. Motivation 

Why adapt? 
While there is still a great need for mitigation efforts, the need for adaptation in tandem with mitigation 
efforts is increasingly recognized. “Adaptation” in a climate context describes taking actions that 
anticipate future impacts, and plan in ways that will help the system withstand and manage these 
anticipated impacts or shocks. Even if global warming is held to 2˚C (the current goal in international 
treaty negotiations), this will not negate certain impacts.  
 
Domestically, many cities are already feeling the impacts of climate change. While no single event can be 
directly attributed to climate change, many midwestern cities have reported experiencing more extreme 
weather events, like storms, extreme heat, and extreme cold events. Particular catastrophic events - like 
Chicago’s 1995 heat wave, Milwaukee’s 2010 flood, and Goderich’s 2010 tornado - are well remembered 
by planners and residents in these cities, and are held up as an example of what these cities might 
experience under climate change.  
 
Nor does adaptation happen in a vacuum. Many adaptation actions at the city-level have co-benefits, or 
additional mitigation (or economic) benefits beyond just resiliency. For example, adding white roofs to 
city buildings helps cool the city in an extreme heat event (adaptation) but also reduces the gray 
infrastructure’s overall albedo (mitigation). Many adaptation actions that cities can take involve updating 
outdated infrastructure to more resilient and more efficient systems; often, these updates are cost-effective 
even without internalizing the negative externalities of climate impacts. 

Why cities? 
Most aggressive action on adaptation has been done independently at the city level (Bulkeley, 2013), and 
this is not a coincidence. This is partly attributable to the American political landscape; climate action 
remains controversial in many states and localities and can still be a significany political liability, but 
charismatic leaders in receptive cities (like Grand Rapids, Michigan) have been able to move past such 
political barriers and take action. Cities are also uniquely poised to engage in adaptation -- they enjoy a 
degree of autonomy that allows them to develop their own plans and efforts on a relatively short 
timescale. Cities are already built to plan, and possess much of the expertise and networks that will need 
to be mobilized for adaptation efforts. Actions are also more easily implemented at the city level -- urban 
municipal governments can influence the built environment as well as land use and land cover change 
through zoning codes, building codes, and water management systems. Cities also are centers of the 
cultural, political and intellectual transformation that is vital to forming new frameworks and paradigms 
through which climate change adaptation can thrive.  
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Why multidimensional deliverables? 
For many cities and localities, however, adaptation is still a confusing effort. It involves complex problem 
solving across disciplines, and access to scientific expertise. The concept of adaptation is still fuzzy, and 
significant informational and technical barriers as well as financial barriers still impede the process.  
 
Tutorials are a means of addressing some informational barriers in a cost-effective, easily accessible 
manner. The tutorials are not meant to be the end process for adaptation learning, but instead a first step 
for localities and cities that may be at the beginning of the adaptation process. The tutorials, rather than 
outlining prescriptive, step-by-step actions, instead focus on efforts that other cities have done as a model 
for thinking around adaptation, and examples of adaptation actions. The webinar format allows for a 
greater reach to participants in the Great Lakes - Saint Lawrence region, without requiring governments to 
fund conference travel. 
 
Case studies provide a format to investigate how cities and city planners have grappeled with thinking 
around adaptation -- they allow for a holistic discussion of specific opportunities and challenges, as well 
as a discussion of the process, not just the outcomes, that can help inform efforts in other cities that may 
be facing the same impacts, confounding political factors, or other barriers. Infographics build on both the 
tutorials and the case studies, easily communicating impact information to a lay audience, but also 
customizable to include a particular city’s set of problems and solutions.  

IV. Case Studies 
 
Our team conducted a series of interviews with Great Lakes municipalities to evaluate past and current 
adaptation practices, and to determine how those endeavors were executed, funded and staffed.  Because 
climate change heightens the existing risks that municipalities face - including risks to economies, 
infrastructure, assets and vulnerable community populations (GLISA, 2014) - our goal was to conduct a 
comprehensive assessment of the strongest adaptation practices in the region.  From these interviews, we 
drafted five brief, readable case studies that highlight each city’s top three adaptation successes and 
discuss the barriers they faced.  With these case studies, we hoped to offer an accessible collection of 
decision-relevant information for municipal adaptation planners.    
 
While cities are already actively engaging in planning and implementation, they nevertheless often face 
personnel and funding challenges as well as a lack of certainty about how to use scientific information in 
their planning processes (White, 2014).  Similarly, it can be a challenge for cities to package that 
information for the public in an accessible and digestible way.  Due in large part to these reasons, we 
elected to create city case studies to assist municipalities with this process. 
          
We chose the case study format for several reasons.  Foremost, case studies deliver salient information in 
a compact, concise and readable manner.  We hoped to improve on this by developing a highly visual 
layout that incorporated bulleted lists, “callout” boxes and imagery.  In comparison to a case study with 
standard academic formatting, these tactics make the material more inviting to the reader.  Our template 
includes climate projections and trends for the city, resilience milestones achieved, major partners, 
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funding sources, challenges and key lessons learned.  It also provides links to governmental and nonprofit 
websites that house grant information, climate visualization tools and adaptation support.  With this 
template, our aim was to assist cities in quickly extracting the adaptation success stories from other cities 
that faced similar constraints.   
 

 
Figure 1.  Template for case studies, as seen in the Traverse City case study example. 
   

Case Study Methodology 
Our clients helped us identify a diversity of Great Lakes cities, both in the US and in Canada, that were 
facing unique adaptation challenges.  Since these cities range widely in terms of size, demographic 
composition, geography, governance structure and resources, we were able to examine a useful cross-
section of the region’s adaptation practices. In some cities, like Goderich and Milwaukee, severe weather 
events kick-started the conversation about adaptation and catalyzed municipal action.  In other locations 
we visited, such as Traverse City, adaptation and resiliency planning had been discussed extensively, but 
personnel and resource constraints posed a significant barrier [to project completion].  The goal of the 
case studies was to get an overall sense of the circumstances that might allow adaptation work to 
progress.  How did adaptation efforts differ across borders, and could we identify anything universal?  We 
hoped to capture the innovations employed by each city so that other cities might build on those, 
incorporating the strongest regional lessons into their own municipal efforts. 
 
Methodologically, our research was grounded in qualitative social research strategies, learned through our 
SNRE coursework. We conducted preliminary phone interviews with officials from each city.  The 
questions we asked attempted to gauge baseline climate adaptation awareness, both among city staff as 
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well as the general public.  An example of the preliminary interview questions is available in our 
Appendix section.  While an effort was made to keep these questions fairly consistent across cities, we 
found that we frequently needed to include questions that addressed specific weather events and funding 
strategies that were particular to a given locale.  Once the preliminary telephone interviews were 
completed, we traveled to each city for an in-depth team interview (please find example questions in the 
Appendix).  In some cases, we were able to tour the city’s adaptation infrastructure and meet with 
community partners as well.  These interviews provide the foundation for our case studies.   
 
Below, we include a short summary of each case study. See the Appendix for the full text. 

Case Study: Milwaukee, WI (See Appendix F) 
Milwaukee is a leader in climate change adaptation. An increase in extreme storm events have motivated 
the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (sewerage district), City of Milwaukee Office of 
Environmental Sustainability (sustainability office), and The Water Council (water council) to build a 
network of programs that engage the public to build resilience to climate change. Building political 
capital for adaptation following various crises, these organizations have focused on shared resources to 
empower the private sector and community residents and to build adaptive capacity in Milwaukee. 

Case Study: Traverse City, MI (See Appendix I) 
Traverse City, Michigan is the largest city in the Northern Michigan region, and serves as the County Seat 
of Grand Traverse County. While the city itself boasts a modest year-round population of 15,018 (as of 
the most recent 2013 Census), its tourism and outdoor recreation industries attract more than 1.4 million 
visitors to the region annually - with the popular National Cherry Festival alone drawing approximately 
500,000 travelers each year. In fact, Grand Traverse County is Northern Michigan’s most popular resort 
destination, and the population of Traverse City increases by a whopping 22% in July, during the prime 
festival and vacationing season. 
 
With a highly engaged citizenry, a geographically favorable location and richness of natural resources, 
and a history of progressive innovation in land use planning, development, and public participation, 
Traverse City is primed to be a future leader in climate adaptation and municipal resiliency efforts. Its 
strides in forming durable community partnerships and its emphasis on distributed, collaborative 
leadership makes Traverse a unique model city for other Great Lakes communities. 
 
Traverse City’s most notable achievements in resiliency planning include the creation of the City of 
Traverse City Climate Action Plan (in partnership with the nonprofit organization SEEDS), the unique 
citizen-led Grand Vision (born from a 5-year collaborative engagement process), and the City’s Master 
Plan. 

Case Study: Goderich, ON (See Appendix I) 
In 2011, Goderich was hit by an F3 tornado. It tore through Goderich’s downtown, causing the death of a 
salt mine worker and preliminary damage of $100 million. Within 15 minutes, 54 buildings were 
demolished and 283 more required repair. The entire town was left without power and over three dozen 
people were injured.  
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However, thanks to years of institutionalized resilience practices and critical infrastructure upgrades, 
Goderich recovered from the tornado’s damage. Furthermore, the town’s leaders leveraged their 
experience with the unexpected natural disaster as an invaluable learning experience that would 
strengthen their overall resilience efforts. 
 
Herein lies a collection of the best practices that Goderich demonstrates with its dedication to disaster 
preparedness, community engagement, and collaborative partnerships--all critical components of a 
holistic resilience strategy. 

Case Study: Niagara Region, ON (See Appendix G) 
Niagara Region, Ontario, famous for Niagara Falls, sits on the Canada – United States border. The region 
has experienced severe climate change impacts and has taken steps in reacting to climate change. The 
region developed its first climate action plan in 2007, and joined the Partners for Climate Protection 
(PCP) program in 2009. A steering committee and planning team in the regional government serve as the 
leaders and coordinators in strategically designing and implementing the action plans. In collaboration 
with the nearby university, Niagara Region has received fundamental scientific support for this planning 
effort. The region has actively engaged multiple communities in the planning process and developed 
various partnerships through forums, workshop, online surveys, and collaborative meetings. Niagara 
Region has completed and published the government and community climate change action plan with 
identified action items, and is in the process of implementing the plan, with an evaluation planned for 
2017 

Case Study: Evanston, IL 
At the time of writing, this case study was still in progress. In June of 2015 it will be housed in GLSLCI’s 
website (http://www.glslcities.org/). 
 
Evanston, IL prides itself as an environmental leader on multiple fronts, and was among the first US cities 
to take formal action on climate change. In 2006, Evanston joined the U.S. Mayor’s Climate Protection 
Agreement, a voluntary agreement for member cities that seeks to meet or beat 2005 Kyoto targets. In 
2008, Evanston released its first Climate Action Plan, with the most recent update in 2012.  
 
Key impacts that concern Evanston are extreme heat, extreme cold, and extreme storm events. For 
example, extreme cold and ice events may put the city’s water system at risk due to the formation of frazil 
ice at the water intake point (Force). Most of the anticipated impacts for Evanston are not necessarily new 
phenomena, but rather more frequent and intense occurrences of previous extremes. 
 
While Evanston’s robust climate mitigation actions have included many adaptation co-benefits, the city 
has yet to release a specific climate adaptation plan. However, the city is well poised to begin such an 
effort – the Office of Sustainability already acts as a knowledge and information broker across critical 
departments on climate change issues, and has the support and momentum of the mayor’s office to take 
further action on climate adaptation.  
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IV. Training Modules & Webinars 
 
In addition to the case studies, we created a series of 7 climate adaptation training webinars.  The goal of 
this webinar series was to help inform municipal officials about the most pressing climate change topics 
by breaking down the major trends and projections for the Great Lakes Region.  The webinars also 
showcase positive municipal responses to climate threats.  Webinars are brief and more interactive than 
simply reading an academic report, thus our hope was that they might be more appealing to a busy 
municipal audience.  Additionally, they provide networking and relationship-building opportunities for 
the participants. 
 
The previous Climate-Ready Great Lakes Cities master’s project had already compiled online webinars, 
but the data was no longer current and the visual design needed improvement.  We updated and 
condensed these existing modules to cover the following topics: 
 
• Introduction to Climate Change 
• Introduction to Adaptation 
• Climate Change and Vulnerable Populations 
• Water Systems 
• Infrastructure Networks  
• Transportation 
• Ports and Shoreline Management  

 
GLSLCI presented these webinars to their member audience in Spring 2015.  The average attendance was 
26 participants per webinar, and most of the audience was comprised of Canadian municipal officials 
(statistics provided by GLSLCI).  These webinars are now housed on the NOAA and GLSLCI websites, 
as well as online on the GLSLCI YouTube channel 
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl_6viIUesmos6hZ7RkVahQ/videos). 
 
Name of Module Date Piloted YouTube Link 
Introduction to Climate 
Change 

10/23/2014 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKbqDqB2ZAM 

Introduction to 
Adaptation 

11/05/2014 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROShqhv6hgo 

Climate Change and 
Vulnerable Populations 

12/03/2014 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VCMUuzyb60 

Water Systems 01/28/2015 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIA7AIwoGdM 
Infrastructure Networks 02/11/2015 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFLpxdKVVKk 
Ports and Shoreline 
Management 

03/11/2015 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yyb928v15hQ 
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Figure 2.  Excerpt of title slide for Water Systems training webinar. 
 

Module 1: Introduction to Climate Change in the Great Lakes 
Module 2: Introduction to Adaptation 
Module 3: Climate Change and Vulnerable Populations 
Module 4: Vulnerable Populations 
Module 5: Infrastructure Networks 
Module 6: Transportation Systems 
Module 7: Ports and Shoreline Management 

V. Infographics 
 
Two infographics were developed to be used by municipal officials to facilitate efforts in educating and 
engaging the public into taking climate adaptation actions. The first infographic covers general climate 
trends in the Great Lakes region and the relevant impacts to residents. The second infographic specifically 
hones in on how climate change impacts urban areas and what people can do to adapt to climate change. 
By providing concise and visually effective information, the two infographics can help educate a lay 
audience about climate change issues prevalent in where they live and empower them to take actions.  
 
The infographics serve as a visual tool to aid public engagement by conveying information in a concise 
and visually appealing way. Infographics are meant to be eye-catching, easy to scan and remember, easy 
to disseminate, fun and engaging.  
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Infographic Methodology 
Infographics (or information graphics) are graphic visual representation so information, data, or 
knowledge “intended to present complex information quickly and clearly” (Smickilas, 2012). Benefits of 
using infographics include eye-catching, easy-to-scan and remember presentations of information, and 
fun, engaging, and easy way to disseminate information.  
 
In our project, we used infographics to convey climate change information through picture and icons, 
which are not only visually appealing, but attract people’s attention to the information the graphic 
contains. These graphics can also create more effective and lasting messages for viewers, and may 
incentivize climate adaptation efforts.  
 
We first laid out a landscape and the primary elements of a watershed and the landscape of an urban area. 
Second, we collected information on climate change impacts via sources that included NOAA and the 
EPA’s websites. Then, we translated the information into graphs and concise texts. After that, we listed 
additional resources for people to reference in order to learn more. Finally, we solicited feedback from 
city practitioners on ways to improve the infographics’ aesthetics and suggested resources. 
 
The infographics are designed for both online and print use. The vector based infographic can be 
expanded without impacting on the quality. The additional resources listed are both hyperlinkable and QR 
code scannable so people can link to those sources easily using different mediums.  
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Infographic: Climate Change and the Great Lakes 

 
Fig. 3. Climate Change and the Great Lakes Region (in draft) 
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Fig. 3 is an infographic with a watershed layout: forests, agriculture, urban areas, wetlands, and the lakes. 
The climate projections are from the GLISA fact sheet about the climate trends in the Great Lakes region 
and the main impacts on each sector are concluded from the GLISA fact sheets, the Freshwater Future 
fact sheets, and Great Lakes Coastal Wetland Communities report from Environment Canada, University 
of Waterloo, and Snell and Cecile.  
 
The infographic offers a description of the major climate change projections and impacts on the Great 
Lakes region, including changes in average temperature and precipitation, increase in extreme weather 
events and decrease in lake ice coverage.  
 
In the callout boxes, we draw out climate change trends in forests, agriculture, urban areas, wetlands, and 
the Great Lakes. Specifically, we call out climate impacts that are personal-relevant to our audiences, for 
example changes in growing seasons are affecting agricultural producers and agriculture-dependent 
economies, degraded air quality and increased demand on the energy grid are some of the primary 
concerns in urban sector, and loss of migratory habitat and reduced stormwater infiltration are how 
climate change impacts people through impacting the wetlands. Additional resources are provided on the 
side to encourage people to learn more about how climate change impact different sectors in the Great 
Lakes region.  
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Infographic: Climate Change in Evanston, Illinois 

 
Fig 4. Climate Change and Evanston, Illinois (in draft) 
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Fig. 4 is an infographic focuses on encouraging resident actions on coping with climate change in the 
built environment, transportation, human health, and shoreline sectors. The climate change impacts on 
each sector and what people can do to help are based on the fact sheets from GLISA and Freshwater 
Future and also what we learned from the project case studies and training modules in general.  
 
The information presented in this infographic is general climate change impacts to urban areas in generic 
mid-size Great Lakes cities. Given that climate change impacts in those cities are similar, the same 
information can then be tailored to be used in different cities. For example, the infographic shown is an 
infographic we designed for Evanston, one of our partner cities. We added the lighthouse in the 
infographic to tailor the infographic to audiences from the city of Evanston. Other mid-size Great Lakes 
cities who are interested in using this infographic can use the same background and information presented 
in this infographic and add their own landmarks to target their residents. Cities can also adapt the 
infographic to suit their own needs by adding in the “Learn More” section their specific resources from 
the city. [Please see appendix E.] 
 

VI. GIS Maps 
 
The GIS component of this project sought to address resource limitations that many municipalities in the 
Great Lakes basin face. Great Lake cities have limited resources for climate change adaptation. Effective 
planning and deployment of adaptive techniques requires an understanding of the locations within a 
particular city that are most vulnerable to climate change. By targeting resources in this way cities can 
“get the most bang for their buck”. This end goal is the guiding framework for the GIS analyses carried 
out by the Climate Ready Great Lakes team. Two methods of climate change vulnerability mapping are 
described in this section. The first is “extreme heat and flooding” or “warm season climate change 
vulnerability”. The second is extreme cold and winter weather infrastructure damage or “cold season 
climate change vulnerability. The methodology for both types of maps is similar. Final discussion will 
focus on how cities may customize the analysis by providing their own data and/overlaying the results 
with suggested layers. There is also room for improving methodology which is discussed in the methods 
section of the appendix.   
 

Warm Season Climate Change Vulnerability and Green Infrastructure in 
Milwaukee, WI 

  
The warm season climate vulnerability map was piloted in Milwaukee. The analysis was approached with 
the intention of lessening the major public health impacts of climate change in cities which is urban heat 
island effect (Luber et al, 2008). Furthermore, the analysis draws on the framework of co-production of 
science between practitioners and university researchers. Given Milwaukee’s deep concern with storm 
water management and combined sewerage overflows the analysis used data provided by MMSD to show 
where residents of Milwaukee were most vulnerable to flooding impacts. This sort of collaborative 
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methodological design helps to downscale climate science into tangible pieces that policy makers can use 
to make decisions (Corburn, 2009).  
 
Zones that are both highly vulnerable to urban heat island effect and residential flooding can be 
considered vulnerable to climate change writ large. In this analysis we over analyzed the placement of 
green infrastructure based on climate vulnerability. Milwaukee has done an adequate job of placing green 
infrastructure in areas that are vulnerable to urban heat island effect, but could improve placement in 
terms of residential flooding. This map can be used to guide future rounds of green infrastructure funding. 
The map and the methodology used in the analysis can be found in the Appendix. 

Cold Season Climate Change Vulnerability in Evanston, IL 
 
Winter weather vulnerability is considerably more difficult to ascertain in the context of climate change. 
Impacts on human health and infrastructure are more complex than temperature alone. For example 
damage to physical infrastructure, “snowed-in” elders, and transportation system breakdowns are more 
likely to occur during weather fluctuations rather than sustained cold. Additionally, one day of extreme 
cold can drive an average down, while sustained cold is the main factor when considering danger to 
children. These types of fluctuations in temperature are difficult to capture at sufficiently small enough 
spatial and large enough temporal scales to differentiate relative vulnerability across census block groups.  
Notwithstanding these methodological challenges the GIS analysis attempts to understand how extreme 
winter weather might affect various neighborhoods of Evanston, IL relative to each other. This decision 
was made in concert with the sustainability office of Evanston. The sustainability office requested the 
cold weather vulnerability analysis after reviewing the warm weather vulnerability map. The decision to 
pursue cold weather vulnerability mapping was made on a particularly blustery February day, which 
perhaps overstated the need for such an analysis.  
 
The analysis drew on previous work which illustrated linkages between impacts of cold weather on 
families and poor nutritional outcomes; for many families a cold snap means they must answer the 
question “heat or eat?” (Bhattacharya et al, 2003). Input from Evanston, IL officials helped to guide the 
selection of social and built environment indicators that were chosen to develop the vulnerability index.  
Data mining of publicly available “311” information was utilized to determine where infrastructure was 
vulnerable to cold weather damage. 
 
*Maps and methodology are in appendix C and D* 

VII. Concluding Team Reflection 
 
This project was both extremely challenging and extremely rewarding. Unlike many other available 
projects, the Climate Ready Great Lakes Cities project did not lend itself well to the typical research 
design format; rather, the project was based around crafting an evolving set of deliverables around an 
evolving set of issues and concerns from both the local level (our cities) and regional/federal level (our 
clients). Designing our deliverables and communicating with the cities was necessarily an iterative 
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process; for example, some case studies and infographics went through 4-5 fundamental revisions before 
they reached the format most useful for our clients. 
 
We believe the project has given us a tangible skill set far beyond the actual deliverables; e.g. in the 
project, we had to learn to be the broker between individuals and cities in our clients at NOAA/GLSCI, 
and to present scientific information in a way that is both complex and comprehensive but also easily 
understood and followed by the lay audience through our infographics and training modules. In 
additional, at least two members of the group intend to seek employment in fields or institutions related to 
this master’s project. 
 
Perhaps the most exciting end realization for the team is that each element of this project was designed to 
have a life long after the masters project term ends. Rather than a report that is used once and then put on 
a shelf, the products themselves are designed to not only be easily re-used, but also easily reworked for 
each context that seeks to use them, and we are excited to follow how these deliverables will change over 
time and are expanded upon in future Great Lakes adaptation efforts. 
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Appendix A:  Example Preliminary Interview Questions (Traverse City) 
 
Please note:  some of these questions were asked in our initial email correspondence with the city 
officials, and some were asked in the preliminary telephone interview. 
  
•  Where does adaptation planning occur in your city?  (e.g. does it involve one or multiple 

offices, staff members, etc.) 
• Is there a possibility that we might tour your green infrastructure and/or view your recent 

adaptation planning documents during our visit? 
• Are there organizations in the city that work closely with you on your adaptation planning 

efforts, and if so, may we speak with them and/or invite them to participate in the interview? 
• May we record our interview session using audio and video devices? 
• What are your top planning objectives and priorities?  Can you give us a sense of some of the 

challenges you are facing? 
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Appendix B:  Example Case Study Interview Questions (Goderich) 
 
City history and climate threats 
1. What are the primary climate or weather-related threats that have historically impacted 

Goderich? Are they similar to regional threats, or are you working in a microclimate of sorts? 
2. Have these impacts been getting more frequent or severe? What sort of future climate 

projections are you working with? 
3. Where do you get your climate data from? Do you work with Brucefield climate station 

southeast of Goderich much? 
4. What infrastructure and economic sectors do you feel are most vulnerable to the major 

climate threats you’re facing? 
5. We heard about the major tornado that Goderich experienced in 2011.  How did the City 

react to this event?  We read an article stating that some residents viewed the tornado as an 
opportunity to rebuild and revitalize the community, while others viewed it as a reason to 
leave Goderich.  Did the tornado change the City’s climate planning process?  If so, in what 
ways?    

 
Adaptation planning and strategies 
• Responding to and preparing for severe weather has been something cities have always done. 

What are you doing differently now that you’re engaging in climate adaptation planning? 
Can you walk us through the events that brought you to this new form of planning? 

• What kind of work has been done in Goderich related to climate change or resiliency 
building? (we read about combined sewer separation and lakeshore erosion prevention) 

• (If they don’t mention it beforehand) We read that you separated your combined sewer 
system. Who spearheaded that?  

• What was the impetus to write the 2013 Asset Management Plan? 
a. How often will this plan be updated? 

• Are there any other plans that look at the city’s resilience against climate change? Is there an 
official adaptation plan?  If so, may we receive a copy or online links for review?   

• Have you used any other cities’ plans or adaptation strategies as a model for your own? 
a. Are you aware of any other communities using you as a model? 

• Where do you get your information about adaptation strategies? (We know you’ve worked 
with GLAA-C in the past. Do you actively use their resources or those of any other regional 
organizations?) 
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Appendix C:  Example Summer Climate Change Vulnerability 
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Example: Summer Climate Change Vulnerability Methodology 

Raw data used:  

ASTER Global Emissivity Database, North America, Summer, 100 meter, HDF5 V003 
1. Obtained from NASA Reverb website in HDF file format.  
2. Shows average temperature of each 100 M pixel in summer months from 2000-2008.  

US Census Data, obtained as polygons from SimplyMap database.  
○ Housing Stock---Percent of housing in census tract built in 1939 or earlier.  
○ Percent of block group in poverty. 
○ Percent of block group over 65 years old. 
○ Percent of block group under 5 years old.  

Green Infrastructure Points (provided as a KML file from Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District) 

Basement flooding points (provided as a shapefile from MMSD) 

Methods: 
1. Convert ASTER Emissivity data into a GeoTiff using R or Python (working program deposited in 

archive folder).  
2. Convert Census polygons to raster datasets  
3. Stretch census and aster to to a standardized 0-100 relative grid. 
4. Using raster calculator combine emissivity data and census data to create urban heat island effect 

vulnerability raster.  
a. Total UHI Vulnerability on a scale of 0-100: (TemperatureRisk * .34) + 

(HousingPre1939 * .165) + (poverty * .165) + (over65 * .165) + (under5*.165) 
5. Place a 100 M buffer around basement flooding points to signify residential flooding zone.  
6. Overlay residential flooding zone with urban heat island effect vulnerability. Intersection of high 

urban heat island effect vulnerability and residential flooding zone signifies overall summer 
season climate change vulnerability.  

7. Overlay green infrastructure points onto existing map. This allows an evaluation of current green 
infrastructure geography, and allows planning for more targeted green infrastructure building.  

8. Use Landsat 8 images to highlight hotspots down to a 30 M scale from the current 100 M scale. 
This allows users to pinpoint exact source of high relative temperature.  

a. Note that Landsat 8 images will not provide an average, but a snapshot in time. Use 
accordingly.  

Suggestions for improved methodology and analysis 
● Include more sociological and geographic context data in Urban Heat Island effect such as: 

○ Distance to freeways. 
○ Distance to major smokestacks.  
○ Percentage of census tract able to walk ¼ mile without assistance.  
○ Localized crime rates 
○ Neighborhood stability index. 
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○ Percentage of census tract with asthma. 
○ Percentage of census tract living alone 
○ Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, tree cover.  

● Overlay gray infrastructure for analysis, especially new lateral builds in the case of Milwaukee.  
● Create a gentrification index by census tract neighborhood and overlay with green infrastructure 

points. Utilize to analyze links between green infrastructure and gentrification.  
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Appendix D:  Example Cold Season Climate Vulnerability 
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Data used: 
● ASTER Global Emissivity Database, North America, Winter, 100 meter, HDF5 V003 
○ Obtained from NASA Reverb website in HDF file format.  
○ Shows average temperature of each 100 M pixel in winter months from 2000-2008.  

3. US Census Data, obtained as polygons from SimplyMap database.  
○ Housing Stock---Percent of housing in block group built in 1939 or earlier.  
○ Percent of block group in poverty. 
○ Percent of block group over 85 years old. 
○ Percent of block group under 5 years old.  
○ Percent of block group using electric heat. 
○ Percent of block group using oil heat. 
○ Percent of block group in housing with 5-9 units. 
○ Percent of block group in housing with 9-20 units 
○ Percent of block group in housing with 20-50 units 
○ Percent of block group in housing with 50 or more units.  

4. Pothole locations, publicly available through Evanston, IL website.  
5. Warming center locations. 

Methods: 
1. Convert ASTER Emissivity data into a GeoTiff using R or Python (working program deposited in 

archive folder).  
2. Convert Census polygons to raster datasets. 
3. In raster calculator combine apartment data by calculating each of the four apartment data sets by 

.25. 
4. Stretch census and ASTER to to a standardized 0-100 relative grid. 
5. Invert ASTER by taking the absolute value of Grid-100 
6. Using raster calculator combine emissivity data and census data to winter weather vulnerability 

index 
(Temperature Invert * .34) + (Percent Under 5 * .11) + (Pre 1939 * .05) + (Apartments * .06) + 
(Percent over 85 * .11) + (Poverty * .11) + (Oil Heat * .11) + (Electric Heat * .11)  

7. Place a 100 M buffer around potholes to indicate winter weather infrastructure damage zones. 
8. Overlay warming centers.  

Suggestions for improved methodology and analysis 
● Include water main locations. This was not possible in this analysis because of security concerns.  
● Interpolate winter data such as snow depth from multiple weather stations around target area.  
● Keep in mind the difference between “extreme cold” and “winter season vulnerability”. Extreme 

cold is somewhat easier to map, but vulnerability of infrastructure to extreme winter weather may 
be more useful, albeit harder to understand on a small spatial scale.  
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Appendix E:  Instruction on how cities can customize the infographic 
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Executive Summary 
 
Milwaukee is a leader in climate change adaptation. An 

increase in extreme storm events have motivated the Milwaukee 
Metropolitan Sewerage District (sewerage district), City of 
Milwaukee Office of Environmental Sustainability (sustainability 
office), and The Water Council (water council) to build a network of 
programs that engage the public to build resilience to climate change. 
Building political capital for adaptation following various crises, these 
organizations have focused on shared resources to empower the 
private sector and community residents and to build adaptive capacity 
in Milwaukee.  

Milwaukee  is  an  indigenous  word  for  “gathering  place  by  the  
water.”1 The largest city in the state of Wisconsin, Milwaukee sits 
along Lake Michigan at the confluence of three rivers: the 
Menomonee, the Kinnickinnic, and the Milwaukee. The City of 
Milwaukee is the largest of 28 communities in the Milwaukee 
metropolitan area, with a population of around 600,000 and a total 
area of 96.80 square miles, of which, 0.68 square miles are water.2 

Milwaukee’s  access  to  water  is  a  great  opportunity,  but  it  presents  
challenges for stormwater and wastewater management as well as 
beach quality.  
 

Projected Climate Impacts 
 
Climate change is predicted to increase storm frequency and 

intensity in the U.S. Midwest region.3 The number, duration, and 
volume of combined sewerage overflows (CSOs) are expected to 
increase as well. Milwaukee is predicted to experience a 25- to 37-
percent increase in the frequency of storm events by 2050. According 
to the Wisconsin Initiative on Climate Change Impacts, by the middle 
of the century annual average temperatures will warm by two to seven 
degrees Fahrenheit, and large storms during fall and winter will 
become more frequent. Secondary impacts will include decreases in 
the quantity and quality of water resources and natural habitats, 
increases in soil erosion, and changes in agriculture, human health, 
and infrastructure.  

Milwaukee is already experiencing impacts. In May 2004 
Milwaukee experienced 8.9 inches of rain, the most in 110 years. 4 
This storm caused a 1.565-billion-gallon CSO. In June 2008, 
Milwaukee observed 12.27 inches of rain, setting a new maximum-
rainfall record for any month. 5 On July 22, 2010, seven inches of rain 
fell, causing flash flooding that closed the airport, created giant 
sinkholes, and flooded basements. 6  Over two billion gallons of 
untreated water were discharged into the Milwaukee River and Lake 
Michigan watersheds in a CSO event. With estimated damage of $30 
million,  this  was  the  most  expensive  weather  event  in  Milwaukee’s  
history. 7  
 

Fast Facts 
 
Location: Wisconsin 
 
Population: 594,000 
 
Primary industries: Trade, 
transportation, 
manufacturing, education, 
health services. 
 
Unique features: 
Located at confluence of 
three rivers. 
 

 
 
 

Major resilience 
milestones: 

 
x Reduced combined 

sewerage overflows 
through watershed 
scale management 

x Built a diversified 
portfolio of green and 
grey infrastructure 

x Incentivized 
homeowners to 
replace and lateral 
connections to sewer 
system 
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Milwaukee’s  preparation  for  climate  change  has  been  
integrated into their sustainability vision, planning, and projects. Their 
success can be seen in a number of projects around sustainability—
green infrastructure, energy efficiency, and overall social and 
economic resilience. Documented here are the main lessons learned 
along with examples of the projects executed in Milwaukee.  
 
Turning Crisis into Momentum for Action 

Major storm events and the foreclosure crisis are two 
examples in which Milwaukee catalyzed crisis moments into climate 
action. The city and the sewerage district used the 2010 storms crisis 
to build the political capital necessary for addressing climate change 
in two areas: the funding of green infrastructure; and financing 
enabling homeowner to rebuild the lateral pipe structures that connect 
pipes in houses to the storm system. 

Between 2008 and 2010, almost 16,000 properties in 
Milwaukee went into foreclosure.11 A new city plan identifies 
financing that allows qualified home buyers to purchase and 
rehabilitate existing, vacant homes with energy-efficient measures. 
Vacant housing that is reoccupied instead of demolished contributes 
to the sustainability of neighborhoods.12 

“You  have  this  foreclosure  crisis  and  it’s  terrible,”  says  Erick  
Shambarger,  the  deputy  director  for  the  sustainability  office.  “But  on  
the flip side, it is freeing up lands for  something  else.”   
 
Sharing Resources to Build Consensus 

Momentum and consensus for climate action have been built 
by focusing the attention of political leadership, the grassroots, and 
the private sector on shared resources and the shared watershed—the 
Lake Michigan coastal area where Greater Milwaukee is situated.  

The result is a culture of regional collaboration. For example, 
non-profit organizations have taken  up  the  sustainability  office’s 
framework of job development and neighborhood health and safety 
improvements. The Water Council’s  help  in  forming  academic-private 
partnerships is moving Milwaukee forward as a world water hub, with 
research, education, technology development, and industry sectors 
coming together under one roof. In  addition,  the  “ReFresh  
Milwaukee”  campaign,  developed  by  the  sustainability  office,  is  
growing  Milwaukee’s  “cluster  of  energy-efficient and clean tech 
companies to create local jobs and exports.”13 

The sewerage district is collaborating with municipalities, 
nonprofits, and the public to increase access to funds that can help 
protect water resources. 14 “We  helped  the  region  understand  that  in  
order to either save money or protect our watershed, we all needed to 
work  together,”  says  Kevin  Shafer,  executive  director  of  the  sewerage  
district. Its plan identifies the facilities, programs, operational 
improvements, and policies required by the year 2020 to meet the 
existing regulatory framework and permitting requirements.15  
 

Milwaukee Metropolitan 
Sewerage District 

 
This regional government 
agency provides water 
reclamation and quality 
protection services to 28 
communities with a 
population of 1.1 million, 
which enables it to 
facilitate regional 
communication and 
collaboration. 8  

 
 
MMSD’s “whole 
watershed”  approach  
allows for water quality 
management at multiple 
points, from rural 
upstream to urban to 
discharge. Its use of green 
infrastructure and 
partnerships with the 
private sector help stop or 
slow stormwater before it 
enters the system, 
reducing CSO risks. 
Partnerships with rural 
municipalities help the 
agricultural sector reduce 
nutrient loading into the 
watershed. As a nexus 
among different 
jurisdictions, the agency 
has pushed conversations 
toward climate action and 
adaptation strategies.  
 
 
MMSD has been able to 
deploy its cross 
jurisdictional 
organizational structure to 
adapt to climate change at 
the watershed scale. 
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The sewerage district also partners on innovative approaches 
and projects such as watershed-based permits, river restorations, and 
green infrastructure. Their partners include the Southeast Wisconsin 
Watershed Trust and the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning 
Commission. As far back as 2003, the Best Management Practices 
Partnership Program was created by the district to provide matching 
funds for green infrastructure projects. This funding cuts across 
sectors to implement green infrastructure quickly that benefits the 
watershed and builds climate resilience.  
 
Community and Private-Sector Empowerment 

Milwaukee engages the public in planning and implementing 
efforts for adaptation. For instance, the “ReFresh  Milwaukee”  plan  
has been a call to action around a community-endorsed and 
collaborative set of goals and strategies. This bottom-up, community-
centered approach empowered area residents to provide direction and 
set priorities toward making their neighborhoods better places. In 
2012, the Green Team surveyed 1,011 residents and gathered input on 
issues and priorities (the survey can be found in the ReFresh 
Milwaukee report appendix). The team then reached out to an 
additional 435 residents by hosting five formal town halls and more 
than 30 focus groups. The team chair also received 85 business 
comments through partnerships with trade groups and area businesses.  

In order to give property owners the incentive to maintain the 
lateral structures that feed into sewers, the sewerage district uses a 
combination of approaches. One approach,  the  “basement  
connection,” informs people on how pipes work, how to prevent 
flooding, and how people can maintain or replace home pipes.16 The 
office of environmental sustainability is also working with private 
property owners to maintain private lateral structures.17 

The office sought to increase participation in green roof 
implementation by stressing the importance of project density and 
making  residents  aware  of  their  neighbors’  participation.  At the 
conclusion of the laterals project, the office increased participation 
from 60 percent to 90 percent by facilitating conversations between 
neighbors.  

Green infrastructure has been used as a main strategy to help 
protect basements, sewers, and area water quality during rain events 
through the collection and filtration of stormwater. On a city scale, the 
sewerage district has promoted bioswales along city streets and has 
used porous pavers in parking lots, driveways, and sidewalks. (Porous 
pavers help reduce overflow by increasing the permeability of land 
surface.) To encourage public participation in using green 
infrastructure, the district partnered with the Fresh Coast 740 program 
to offer technical assistance and financing to small-scale green 
infrastructure projects. This mosaic of projects created the collective 
impact benefitting Milwaukee today. 18 
 
 

City of Milwaukee 
Office of Environmental 

Sustainability 
 
 
This office was created by 
Mayor Tom Barrett in 
2006. 9 It has streamlined 
sustainability work by 
integrating various 
Department of Public 
Health, Department of 
Neighborhood, and Area 
Healthcare Alliance 
projects.  
 
 
The mayor-appointed 
Milwaukee Green Team 
organized the mission of 
the sustainability office 
around four key 
adaptation issues: 
stormwater; smart energy 
policies; green jobs and 
the green economy; and 
an implementation 
strategy across issues and 
sectors.  
 
 
 

 
 

Green Infrastructure in the 30th 
St. Corridor supported by MMSD    

(Photo: 1000 Friends of 
Wisconsin) 
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 Messaging  is  framed  around  themes  of  “environmental  
friendliness”  and  “cost-effectiveness”  to  trigger  both  extrinsic  and  
intrinsic motivation. The sustainability office has formed its vision for 
sustainability on base condition outcomes. 19 For example, when 
introducing green buildings, the message was framed around how 
implementation would create job opportunities, support education, 
and promote human health. Most essential in messaging is focusing 
on the benefits that people can experience directly. The sewerage 
district’s messaging strategy echoes this direct-benefit focus. Their 
climate action work is framed around reduced costs to ratepayers.   
 
 
Conclusion 
Milwaukee’s  extensive  climate  adaptation  efforts  are  due  in  large  part  
to its ability to collaborate across municipal boundaries and agencies. 
The  “whole  watershed”  approach  and  shared  messaging  has  allowed  
the sewerage district, sustainability office, and water council to parlay 
various crises into opportunities for public collaboration and action. A 
shared consensus among community members and the private sector, 
and a mosaic of climate adaptation efforts, have created a Milwaukee 
more resilient to climate change that is ultimately a better place to 
live. According to Kevin Shafer of the sewerage district, “When  the  
city wins, we win. When the suburbs win, we win. And when all of us 
win,  the  climate  wins.” 
 
 

The Water Council 
 
This council was 
established in 2008 to 
harness the strength of 
Milwaukee as one of the 
major hubs for water 
research and industry 
around the world. 10 It 
attracts companies from 
around the world to 
address water issues by 
developing business 
models for companies to 
locate in Milwaukee. 
With a membership of 
more than 150 water 
technology companies as 
well as partnerships with 
local schools, it has 
accelerated 
communication among 
business and academia, 
facilitated economic 
development, and 
attracted expertise in 
adaptation planning.  
 
1 Darrell  Brown,  “Water  Technology:  An  Interview  with  Dean  Amhaus,  President  and  Chief  Executive  Officer,  The  Water  Council,”  
Leaders Online, April/May/June 2014, www.leadersmag.com/issues/2014.2_Apr/Wisconsin/LEADERS-Dean-Amhaus-The-Water-
Council.html. 
2 U.S. Census Bureau  http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/55/55079.html 
3 Sandra  McLellan,  et  al.,  “The  Impact  of  Climate  Change  on  CSOs  and  SSOs  in  Milwaukee  Watersheds,”  2011,  
http://home.freshwater.uwm.edu/mclellanlab/files/2012/07/Impact-of-climate-change-on-CSO-MKE.pdf. 
4 Preston Cole, et al., The  Milwaukee  Green  Team’s  Report  to  Mayor  Tom  Barrett, 2005, 
www.city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityGreenTeam/documents/88841_LowRes.pdf.  
5 “Top  Weather  Events  of  2008  (A  Year  of  Extremes!),”  NOAA  National Weather Service Central Region Headquarters, 2008, 
www.crh.noaa.gov/images/mkx/climate/2008/top-weather-events-of-2008.pdf. 
6 “Flash  Flooding/Heavy  Rain  Event  &  Tornado  Outbreak  July  22,  2010,”National  Weather  Service  Central  Region  Headquarters,  
www.crh.noaa.gov/mkx/?n=072210_severe. 
7 Ibid. 
8 “About  Us,” Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, www.mmsd.com/about/about-us. 
9 “About  Us,”  Environmental  Sustainability,  Official  Website  of  City  of  Milwaukee,  www/city.milwaukee.gov/sustainability/About-
Us.htm#.U_3ukfldWi9. 
10 “About,”  The  Water  Council,  www.thewatercouncil.com/about. 
11 “Foreclosure  in  Milwaukee:  Progress and  Challenges,”  Milwaukee  Department  of  City  Development  and  Department  of  Neighborhood  
Services, 2011, www.sewrpc.org/SEWRPCFiles/HousingPlan/Files/foreclosure-in-milw-progress-and-challenges.pdf. 
12 Ibid. 
13ReFresh Milwaukee: A Vision for Community Sustainability, City of Milwaukee Sustainability Plan 2013 – 2023, page 23, 
www.city.milwaukee.gov/ReFreshMKE_PlanFinal_Web.pdf?. 
14Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District Sustainable Water Reclamation, 2012, www.mmsd.com/-
/media/MMSD/Documents/Sustainability/Sustainability%20Plan.pdf. 
15 “2020  Water  Quality  Initiative,”  Milwaukee  Metropolitan  Sewerage  District,  www.mmsd.com/waterquality/2020-water-quality-initiative. 
16Refresh Milwaukee: A Vision for Community Sustainability, City of Milwaukee Sustainability Plan 2013-2023. 
17Refresh Milwaukee: A Vision for Community Sustainability, City of Milwaukee Sustainability Plan 2013-2023. 
18Fresh Coast 740, www.freshcoast740.com.     
19Refresh Milwaukee: A Vision for Community Sustainability, City of Milwaukee Sustainability Plan 2013-2023, image, page 14. 
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Summary 
 
Federal funds served as an incentive for municipalities to 

initiate a national program and include climate change in regional 
planning. 

The steering committee and planning team led and 
coordinated implementation of actions. 

Academic research provided scientific support.  
Extensive community and partnership engagement took place 

through forums, collaborative meetings, a workshop, and an online 
survey.  
 
 
 
 
Climate Impacts 

 
Increased water treatment and stormwater management cost 

because of increased runoff and combined sewage overflows from 
intense rainfall. 

Longer tourism and outdoor activities season beginning 
earlier in spring as well as a warmer summer season lasting later into 
the fall. 

Reduced productivity and quality of “cool  climate”  grape  
varietals. 

More  “hot  crop”  production  from  longer  and  warmer  growing  
season. 

Decline in wetlands because of lower water levels, with 
impacts on wetland plants, marsh-nesting birds, amphibians, and fish.  

A shift in the transfer and distribution of electricity from the 
increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme weather. 

Reduced lifecycle of building materials and structures. 
 
 

Lessons Learned 
 
Leadership and dedication 

Fact: A Corporate Climate Change Steering Committee was 
established to provide the corporate management team and regional 
council with strategic leadership. This committee identifies ways to 
both respond to climate change and reduce the corporate ecological 
footprint. The committee works on the corporate climate action plan 
and is made up of staff members from across regional departments 
and agencies.  

 

Fast Facts 

Jurisdictions: 12 local 
municipalities with one 
metropolitan planning 
organization 
 
Land area: 1,852 square 
kilometers comprising 12 
local municipalities 
  
Shoreline: 117km along 
Lakes Erie and Ontario 
Population: 431,346 
(2011), averaging 232.9 
people per square 
kilometer 
 
Economic Sectors: 
Agriculture, 
manufacturing, and 
tourism 
 
Unique features: 
The Niagara Escarpment 
begins in Niagara-on-the-
Lake and travels east-west 
through the region 
Niagara’s  eastern  border  
is an international border 
Niagara Falls is a popular 
tourist attraction and large 
producer of 
hydroelectricity 
The Welland Canal 
shipping route is 
constructed to bypass 
Niagara Falls 
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Fact: The Engagement and Outreach Action Planning Team 
takes the lead in working on the community climate action plan, and it 
leads council and community communication through meetings, 
workshops, media outreach, and surveys. Through these efforts, the 
team builds the Niagara Climate Change section of the Niagara 
Knowledge Exchange, creates a connection to climate change on the 
Living in Niagara website, identifies a source of funding, and applies 
for the financial support needed to appoint a knowledge broker and 
create an outreach and education strategy.  

Takeaway: A team with a focus on climate action strengthens 
corporate commitment to adaptation because it involves staff 
members from various departments and facilitates efficient 
communication and collaboration among these departments.  
  
Collaboration 

Fact: Under the guiding work of the Corporate Climate 
Change Steering Committee and the Engagement and Outreach 
Action Planning Team, various departments within the corporation as 
well as partners from communities, nongovernmental organizations, 
and universities have been actively engaged in the action planning 
process—for instance, by providing academic and scientific support 
and taking the lead on various action items.  

Takeaway: Actions are better implemented when a specific 
department or partner is designated as the lead.  
 
Focus Areas 

Fact: The Niagara region focuses adaptation action in various 
fields within the municipal corporation, including buildings, the 
public, transportation, water and wastewater, and waste reduction. 
Community adaptation efforts can target many areas: the built 
environment, such as green roofs; accessible local food; energy and 
transportation; community engagement and outreach; and industrial, 
commercial, and institutional engagement. For example, In one 
example, several regional companies installed drinking fountains so 
workers can fill their water bottles at regional headquarters rather than 
buying bottled water.  

Takeaway: Municipalities beginning adaptation efforts could 
start with the same fields noted above. Some fields are more general 
in their applications—for, example, the built environment, 
transportation, waste, and energy—while others are more target-
specific, such as employee and community outreach.   
  
 

Major Adaptation 
Milestones: 

x 2007 Climate change 
mitigation and adaptation 
planning team created  

x 2008 Climate Change 
Action Work Plan 
completed 

x 2009 Niagara Region 
joined Partners for 
Climate Protection 
program 

x 2010 Corporate* and 
community 2006 
greenhouse gas emissions 
inventory completed 

x 2011 the Niagara Climate 
Change Network 
(NCCN) was formed; the 
City of St. Catharines 
identified climate change 
as one of six major 
challenges in 
sustainability strategy  

x 2013 Corporate and 
community climate action 
plans completed 

 
Major Partners: 

x The Federation of 
Canadian Municipalities 
(FCM)  

x The International Council 
for Local Environmental 
Initiatives (ICLEI) 

x Niagara Research and 
Planning Council 
(Organizational Support) 

x Climate Action Niagara 
x Niagara Federation of 

Agriculture (North and 
South) 

x School boards 
x Walker Industries 
x Rankin 
x Wineries 
x Brock University and 

Niagara College 
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Motivation 
Fact: The Niagara region created Climate Change Champions, 

which is a corporate recognition program, to motivate people involved 
in climate action. A number of individuals and groups were part of the 
Climate Change Champions recognition because of their role in 
sustaining and protecting the Niagara environment since 2000. These 
included team and staff members representing social assistance and 
employment opportunities as well as team members representing 
social, wellness, education, and environmental efforts. A project that 
uses sugar beet juice to reduce road salt was also a champion. Another 
champion was a green-building design. A comprehensive study, 
Adapting to Climate Change: Challenges for Niagara, serves as a 
valuable resource for many organizations and individuals working 
together to address climate actions. (The study authors collaborated 
with Brock University, and some faculty members and students 
helped conduct the study.) 

Takeaway: Recognition programs and awards provide a good 
motivation for all area residents to be creative and energetic about 
climate change adaptation. A comprehensive academic study provides 
valuable fundamentals for actions to build on. Seeking graduate 
students from local academic institutions to conduct such a study is 
possible.  
 
Good practice example 

Fact: The Niagara region is using a sugar beet juice 
compound to reduce the amount of salt on the roads by as much as 30 
percent, from 85 kilograms to 78 kilograms per lane kilometer. By 
applying the beet juice to the road first, before the road salt, the 
amount of "bounce and scatter" is reduced while still achieving the 
same results. This de-icing alternative is less toxic and reduces 
impacts to the natural environment. The region will see a cost savings 
of almost two dollars per lane kilometer.  

Takeaway: Replacing some of the salt with sugar beet juice 
has become popular in many other areas, and it is one good practice to 
apply in areas with similar icy road conditions. 

Funding 
strategies/sources: 

 
x Green Municipal 

Fund (financed by the 
Government of 
Canada and 
administered by the 
Federation of 
Canadian 
Municipalities)  

x Regional Funds 
x Grants 
x Donations 
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Concluding thoughts from the team 
 

Impressive: The sustainable developing way the region has 
been thinking, the ambitious greenhouse gas reduction target and the 
detailed actionable items identified for the past decade, the diverse 
components of the climate action team to engage almost all 
departments in the corporate, and great support from multiple 
communities. 

Strengthening: The climate action team, a comprehensive 
evaluation system on the implementation of the action items, and the 
emission reduction report on time. Broader funding resources and 
public outreach programs. Continuing adopting new actions 
incorporating the lessons learned from past experiences.  

Funding and leadership are two core essentials for climate 
actions. Communication and collaboration are significant parts of the 
action plan. Climate actions are long-lasting programs and 
municipalities should have the patience to keep working on the issue 
for decades. 

Additional Resources: 
 
 
x Niagara Region 

Community Climate 
Action Plan 

x Niagara Region 
Corporate Climate 
Action Plan 

x Adapting to Climate 
Change: Challenges for 
Niagara 

x Liquid Assets: 
Assessing Water’s 
Contribution to Niagara 

 
 

1. Niagara Region map: http://www.jkinspectionservices.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/niagararegion2.jpg 
2. Niagara Region logo: https://encrypted-tbn3.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcSqMXnFSM1iGj6zHO-

hiYcrvvHgDNbA1z1rzZARTLd6nCGQtPwP 
3. Niagara Region Community Climate Change Action Plan 
4. Niagara Region Corporate Climate Change Action Plan 
5. Liquid  Assets:  Assessing  Water’s  Contribution  to  Niagra 
6. Adapting to Climate Change: Challenges for Niagara 
7. "Niagara Regional Municipality census profile". 2011 Census of Population. Statistics Canada. Retrieved 

2015-03-27. 
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Summary 
 
Traverse City, Michigan is the largest city in the Northern 

Michigan region, and serves as the County Seat of Grand Traverse 
County.  While the city itself boasts a year-round population of 
15,018 (as of the most recent 2013 Census), its tourism and outdoor 
recreation industries attract more than 1.4 million visitors to the 
region annually - with the popular National Cherry Festival alone 
drawing approximately 500,000 travelers each year.  In fact, Grand 
Traverse  County  is  Northern  Michigan’s  most  popular  resort  
destination, and the population of Traverse City increases by 22% in 
July, during the prime festival and vacationing season.    

With a highly engaged citizenry, a geographically favorable 
location and richness of natural resources, and a history of progressive 
innovation in land use planning, development, and public 
participation, Traverse City is primed to be a future leader in climate 
adaptation and municipal resiliency efforts.  Its strides in forming 
durable community partnerships and its emphasis on distributed, 
collaborative leadership makes Traverse a unique model city for other 
Great Lakes communities. 

Traverse  City’s  most  notable  achievements  in  resiliency  
planning include the creation of the City of Traverse City Climate 
Action Plan (in partnership with the nonprofit organization SEEDS), 
the unique citizen-led Grand Vision (born from a 5-year collaborative 
engagement  process),  and  the  City’s  Master  Plan. 
 
 
Climate Change Projections 
 

Temperature and precipitation variability could impact the 
tourism and agricultural sectors.  Stronger storms, stormwater surges 
and flooding are more likely to occur, and lake level variability may 
negatively affect Grand Traverse Bay and the Boardman River.  
GLISA’s  climate  projections  (to  occur  by  2070  if  present  CO2  
emission levels continue) include the following:   
x 5℉ warmer on average 
x 2”  more  precipitation  per  year  on  average,  with  1  more  heavy  

precipitation event annually 
x 35 fewer nights below freezing 
x 20 more days above 90℉, with 5 more days above 95℉ 
x By 2099, 50 more frost-free days 
More info: Great Lakes Integrated Sciences and Assessments (GLISA) and National 
Climate Assessment Midwest & Regional Reports 
http://glisa.umich.edu/resources/nca] 
 
 
 
 

Fast Facts 
 
Population:  15,018 
Primary industries: 
x Tourism and outdoor 

recreation, attract many 
visitors and employ a 
large portion of residents.   

x Agriculture (especially 
cherry and grape 
production) contributes 
as much as $97.9 million 
annually to the local 
economy. The Traverse 
City region is the largest 
producer of tart cherries 
in the US, and houses 
80%  of  Michigan’s  sweet  
cherry orchards. 

 
Major resilience 

milestones: 
 
x Climate Action Plan, 2011 
x Grand Traverse County 

Master Plan, 2013 
x Grand Vision, 2009 
x New Designs for Growth 

Development Guidebook  
x Traverse City Water 

Dialogue, 2014 
x Creation of Grand Traverse 

County Brownfield 
Redevelopment Authority 

x TC Saves 
x The Boardman River Plan 
x E.coli filtration systems in 

Bay 
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Key Lessons Learned 
 
Build Collaborative Partnerships 

Traverse City has formed strong relationships with local 
nonprofits, academic institutions, and private sector businesses (refer 
to side boxes for a list of major partners).  Additionally, as part of 
Grand Traverse County, Traverse City has maintained open dialogue 
with neighboring municipalities, working synergistically on regional 
initiatives.  These strategies have enabled Traverse City to build an 
extensive and impressive network of partners, both within the city 
limits and beyond.  These partners can and have provided everything 
from climate adaptation education, data collection/monitoring 
assistance and capacity-building, to project management support and 
funding.    

Takeaways for other cities: Reach out to area colleges, local 
nonprofit organizations, business leaders and officials in adjacent 
municipalities.  Projects undertaken collaboratively are often able to 
accomplish broader goals, receive more funding and more attention, 
and may garner citizen support more readily. 
 
Analyze and Assess  

Traverse City already has quite a comprehensive compilation 
of planning, development and resiliency materials (see Climate 
Action Plan and Master Plan especially, as well as New Designs for 
Smart Growth Handbook).  In tandem with key partners, Traverse 
City has extensively inventoried their natural and human resources, 
and  has  conducted  several  “town  hall”-style collaborative meetings, 
which involved multiple stakeholders and broad-scale input.  Next 
steps and best practices have, on the whole, largely been identified 
already.  Similarly, Traverse City has also already created detailed 
maps of redevelopment, growth and investment areas.  It would be 
fairly straightforward to build on these existing maps by overlaying 
climate vulnerability maps, thereby helping prioritize the most critical 
projects. Redevelopment projects that increase climate resilience, 
while simultaneously reinforcing, repairing or replacing existing 
infrastructure,  have  been  the  City’s  primary  target. 

Takeaways for other cities: Take every opportunity to gather 
key stakeholders and prioritize highest goals for the future.  Evaluate 
infrastructural vulnerability frequently (wastewater and stormwater 
management, energy efficiency upgrades). 

Major Partners 
 
SEEDS and other local nonprofit 
organizations 
SEEDS has been an instrumental 
force in enabling Traverse City to 
reach key resilience milestones.  
With their partnership, the 
Climate Action Plan was 
completed in 2011.  SEEDS also 
conducted a Greenhouse Gas 
Inventory for the area, also in 
2011.  
 
Northwestern Michigan College 
and its Great Lakes Water Studies 
Institute offers academic and 
research expertise.  It hosts a 
monthly  “Freshwater  Roundtable”  
where NGOs and others assemble 
to discuss local issues including 
critical infrastructure redesign and 
replacement.  Because local 
monitoring data on climate, 
invasives and regional hydrology 
is still patchy, NMC attempts to 
correct this with the creation of 
additional scientific stations and 
the involvement of partner 
organizations. 
 
Grand Traverse County, 
comprised of 13 townships and 2 
villages, seeks to maintain the 
high quality of life and tourism 
appeal of the area (including 
nature recreation and agriculture), 
whilst encouraging smart 
development.  
 
The Grand Traverse Regional 
Land Conservancy is a 20+ year 
old local nonprofit whose mission 
is  to  “protect  natural,  scenic  and  
farm lands and advance 
stewardship, now and for future 
generations.”    The  GTRLC  serves  
5 counties, and has preserved over 
38,000 acres of land to date.  The 
organization also monitors over 
200 conservation easements and 
maintains 34 nature preserves. 
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Identify Core Community Values to Bridge Differences  
In the Master Plan, emphasis was placed on what factors 

unified the communities in Grand Traverse County.  All communities 
prioritized high quality of life, proximity to unspoiled nature, 
preservation of local character & unique identity, and maintenance of 
diversity among communities.  Placemaking and walkability were 
also a priority.  This sense of unity, shared fate, and recognition of 
common goals is a positive force for change and provides an ideal 
starting  point  for  collaborative  work.    “People  want  to  live  in  denser  
communities  with  better  transit  and  more  green  space,”  explained  
Sarna Salzman, Executive Director of SEEDS, during our interview.  
“They  want  ‘viewsheds’.”    Traverse  City  has  employed  considerable 
innovation in zoning, and ascribes to the notion that zoning 
ordinances are one of the best ways to incorporate resiliency and/or 
sustainability initiatives into the city agenda, especially when these 
topics might otherwise be overlooked. 

Takeaways for other cities: By focusing on what unifies a 
regional vision, and identifying key interim goals toward achieving 
that vision, it may become easier to align priorities in a way that 
supports neighboring communities.  Rather than having siloed efforts 
all aimed at achieving the same ends, resources can be pooled and a 
“divide  and  conquer”  approach  can  be  implemented.    Along  the  way,  
successes can be recognized and celebrated. 

 
Innovate, Take Risks and Trailblaze 

Traverse City has already been a pioneer in several 
environmental projects, including the removal of one dam from the 
Boardman River, with two more to follow soon.  This is the largest 
dam removal project in Michigan history.  In a similar vein, Traverse 
City was one of first communities to engage in brownfield 
redevelopment.  They have redeveloped the old Traverse City 
Ironworks, and have created the Grand Traverse County Brownfield 
Redevelopment Authority.  The Planning Commission has discussed 
incentivizing LEED building projects and retrofits.  All of these 
endeavors strongly indicate that Traverse City has taken a proactive 
rather than reactive approach to building community resilience. 

Takeaways for other cities: Having the resiliency discussions 
early, before there is an acute need, can help with the allocation of 
monies and labor toward these projects before they become critical.  
Small investments now may prevent excessive cleanup and triage 
costs in the future.  Additionally, getting climate readiness onto the 
collective  “radar”  can  help ease the discomfort of some of these 
discussions, as well as gently diffuse resistance to the topic. 

 
 

Additional Partners 
 
x The Conservation Resource 

Alliance 
x The Watershed Center 
x Traverse City Light and 

Power 
x The Traverse City Chamber 

of Commerce 
x Michigan Sea Grant 
x Northwest Michigan 

Council of Governments 
x Traverse Area Association 

of Realtors 
x Northern Michigan Chapter 

of  Citizen’s  Climate  Lobby 
 

Past & Present Funding 
Strategies 

 
The Master Plan was funded by 
the US Dept of Housing and 
Urban Development’s  
Community Challenge Planning 
Grant program (through the 
Partnership for Sustainable 
Communities).  Additional 
project funding has been 
provided in the past by Rotary 
Charities of Traverse City and 
Traverse City Light and Power. 
 
Michigan Sea Grant has also 
funded hydrology research in 
Traverse City. 
 

Future Funding 
 
EPA stormwater grants 
 
NOAA Office for Coastal 
Management offers grant 
opportunities 
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Be Action-Oriented and Responsive 
After two severe, 100-year storm events occurred in the same 

month and led to flooding and E.coli issues in the Bay, Traverse City 
installed  special  filtration  systems  and  also  designed  “bay-friendly 
streets”  that  generate  less  stormwater,  reduce  snow-plowing needs 
and are narrower.  In the interview, the City officials mentioned that 
stormwater management is also an opportunity to help complete street 
development projects, revitalize the economy, and work 
synergistically with other groups and City departments. 

Takeaways for other cities: Climate disasters, while quite 
challenging on all levels, provide an opportunity to build in enhanced 
resiliency measures during reconstruction.  Similarly, as infrastructure 
ages and needs replacement, it too could be upgraded.  For example, 
aging culverts can be replaced with wider ones that could better 
accommodate higher projected stormwater flows.  Initial investments 
in technology and infrastructure upgrades may be slightly higher, but 
if systems are in need of updating anyway, it makes sense to replace 
them with more resilient models. 

 
Engage the Public:  Residents are a Resource 

Traverse City has a very engaged citizenry.  Boasting an 
unusually high percentage of well-educated and liberal-minded 
residents, there is no shortage of passionate activism among 
community members.  The citizen-led regional land use, 
transportation, economic development and environmental stewardship 
endeavor, called the Grand Vision, drew more than 15,000 
participants - 12,000 of whom voted on future visioning and how to 
best  prioritize  the  City’s  resources.    Recognizing that sustainable 
growth is possible, and that development can enhance rather than 
hinder quality of life, the Grand Vision prospects what citizens and 
government envision for 2060, then uses participatory backcasting to 
determine which present projects and priorities will help realize those 
goals.  

Takeaways for other cities: Residents are a valuable asset and 
barometer for what is working and what is not.  Host a series of 
community meetings and scenario planning workshops, and seek 
citizen leaders; this is one way to provide additional manpower to 
City departments that may otherwise be understaffed or lack key 
resources.  Survey the public to identify top local concerns, help 
envision the future and inform highest priority development and/or 
adaptation work.  With more involvement in the planning process, 
participants are likely to be more invested in the outcome. 

 
 
 
 

Future Directions: 
Stormwater Utility 

Traverse City has received a $2 
million SAW Grant 
(Stormwater, Asset 
Management and Wastewater 
Grant) through the Michigan 
Department of Environmental 
Quality (DEQ) to help develop 
Asset Management Plans and 
assist with the formation of a 
stormwater utility.   
Stormwater utilities are fees 
separate from property taxes 
that residents pay, based on the 
amount of runoff they generate.  
Per the SAW Package press 
release,  “This  grant  will  allow  
the city to explore new funding 
sources for its stormwater 
infrastructure..providing a 
mechanism for the City to 
address its backlog of projects 
intended to reduce flooding risk, 
improve stormwater quality, and 
enhance  public  safety.”    The  
city will conduct GIS mapping 
of waste and stormwater 
drainage and collection systems, 
as well as examine maintenance 
and capital needs 
 

Challenges 
 
Personnel 
 
City Planning Director Russell 
Soyring mentioned in our 
interview that the City only had 
2.5 dedicated staff members in 
the Planning Department.  
These staff are charged with all 
planning, zoning and project 
review matters before they are 
able to work on other issues 
relating broadly to 
“sustainability”  - which would 
encompass adaptation and 
resiliency planning. 
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Concluding Thoughts from the Team 
 
Our  project  team  was  quite  impressed  with  Traverse  City’s  

distributed leadership,  and  it’s  valuation  of  ongoing  dialog  with  the  
public.  Traverse City is a true pioneer in the realm of collaboration 
and partnership.  We were heartened by the mycelial, interconnected 
network of nonprofits, private sector and academic support spheres 
that Traverse has carefully cultivated.  We hope other Great Lakes 
municipalities  might  benefit  from  Traverse’s  trailblazing  efforts  in  
this regard. 

  
Suggested Focal Points 

 
We identified several possible areas of foci for Traverse City, 

going forward.  Since staffing constraints have proven to be a barrier 
for the city in the past, we recommend investigating the possibility of 
reconvening the City and/or County Green Teams.  These teams could 
report to the Planning Commission and could, in part, be tasked with 
carrying out some of the more minor climate adaptation planning and 
coordination responsibilities (infrastructure and habitat monitoring, 
public education, researching adaptation grants / grantwriting, etc.).  
Alternatively, Traverse could capitalize on the already-invigorated 
citizenry and existing Neighborhood Associations, and create a citizen 
task force for adaptation.  Another possible strategy would be to 
divide climate adaptation and funding outreach efforts among the next 
City Councilmembers.  Perhaps new hires to positions with the City 
could be entrusted with small but meaningful responsibilities that 
pertain to climate resiliency, or a part-time or volunteer Grants 
Coordinator could be funded through a nonprofit or business sector 
city partner.  

Because  much  of  the  city’s  needed  research  about  highest  
priority development and infrastructure upgrades is already in place, 
and there is a strong vision for moving forward, Traverse City is well-
equipped to take the next step toward adaptation and resiliency work 
in earnest.  It seems to merely be a matter of having enough sustained 
funding  and  an  allocated  labor  pool  to  bring  Traverse’s  clearly  
delineated goals to fruition. 

 
 
 
 
 

Challenges (continued) 
 
Funding  
 
Past adaptation efforts have only 
been possible with the influx of 
grants and and other awards.  
Oftentimes, there are no 
dedicated State or local funding 
sources for these types of 
projects.  
 
Siloed Efforts  
 
Many separate resiliency 
initiatives and interested 
organizations exist, and there is 
much energy on this front, but 
efforts are still largely 
disconnected rather than unified. 
 
Future directions  
 
x Energy Savings Account 

(as identified in the Climate 
Action Plan) 

x Traverse City BumpOut 
Project (with matching 
grant, up to $5k) 

x Low lake levels create 
friction between those who 
wish to groom beaches and 
those who own 
marinas/docks and are 
negatively impacted 

 
 
Additional Funding Resources 
 
The Michigan Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR) offers 
grants for coastal managers, 
to assist with everything from 
aquatic invasive species control 
to dam removal to targeted 
runoff management. 
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Team’s  project  description 
We are a team of seven University of Michigan graduate 

students,  based  out  of  UM’s  School  of  Natural  Resources  and  
Environment.  Our  Master’s  Project  focuses  on  climate  adaptation  and  
resiliency planning for Great Lakes municipalities.  We work for 
NOAA’s  Great Lakes Regional Collaboration Team, in partnership 
with the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Cities Initiative (GLSLCI).  
Our goal is to develop a useful online toolbox of climate adaptation 
resources, including online webinars, case studies and infographics.   

Our city case studies stem from municipal interviews 
conducted during the summer and fall of 2014.  They aim to both 
capture Great Lakes regional best practices in climate resilience, and 
also to assess common barriers that Great Lakes communities face in 
enhancing their climate change adaptation efforts.  On June 23, 2014, 
we spoke with Traverse City Planning Director Russell Soyring, 
Mayor Michael Estes, former City Manager Jered Ottenwess, 
Executive Director of SEEDS, Sarna Salzman, and Director of the 
Great Lakes Water Study Institute at Northwestern Michigan College, 
Hans van Sumeren.  We are very grateful to them for sharing their 
time and insights with us! 

 
 

Additional Funding Resources 
(continued) 

  
The  EPA’s  Great  Lakes  
Restoration Initiative also offers 
funding. 
The Association of Marina 
Industries offers boating access 
grants for public construction 
projects and Clean Vessel Act 
grants for marina 
sewage/pumpout stations 
Useful Links 
White House U.S. Resilience 
Climate Toolkit, compiled by 
U.S. Climate Resilience Task 
Force, contains visualization 
tools, case studies, videos and 
more: www.toolkit.climate.gov 
GLISA resources for marinas:  
http://glisa.msu.edu/media/files/
projectreports/14-
728%20Increase%20Resilience
%20at%20Marinas%20and%20
Harbors.pdf 
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Summary 
 
Canada’s  “prettiest  small  town”  is  also  one  of  its  most  

resilient. 
In 2011, Goderich was hit by an F3 tornado. It tore through 

Goderich’s  downtown,  causing  the  death  of  a  salt  mine  worker  and  
preliminary damage of $100 million. Within 15 minutes, 54 
buildings were demolished and 283 more required repair. The 
entire town was left without power and over three dozen people 
were injured.  

However, thanks to years of institutionalized resilience 
practices and critical infrastructure upgrades, Goderich recovered 
from  the  tornado’s  damage.  Furthermore,  the  town’s  leaders  
leveraged their experience with the unexpected natural disaster as 
an invaluable learning experience that would strengthen their 
overall resilience efforts. 

Herein lies a collection of the best practices that Goderich 
demonstrates with its dedication to disaster preparedness, 
community engagement, and collaborative partnerships--all critical 
components of a holistic resilience strategy. 

 
 

Climate Change Impacts 
 

1) Wind 
2) Freeze/thaw cycles 
3) Strong precipitation 

 
GLISA climate projections (if present CO2 emissions 

continue). By 2070: 
 

x 5℉ warmer on average 
x 2”  more  precipitation  per  year  on  average,  with  1  more  heavy  

precipitation event annually 
x 35 fewer nights below freezing 
x 20 more days above 90℉, with 5 more days above 95℉ 
x By 2099, 50 more frost-free days 
 
 
 

Fast Facts 
Population: 7,251 
Province: Ontario 
County seat of Huron County.

 
Primary industries: 
x Agriculture: Huron County 

is the most agriculturally 
productive county in 
Ontario.  

x Salt mining and 
transporting: The largest 
industry in Goderich is the 
Sifto Salt Mine, located at 
the Goderich harbour. The 
salt mine extends for many 
kilometres beneath Lake 
Huron.  

x Tourism:  Goderich’s  
waterfront, surrounding 
forests, rivers, and outdoor 
festivals draw thousands of 
tourists each year. 

 
Major resilience milestones: 

x 30+ year effort to reduce 
raw sewage overflow into 
Lake Huron culminated 
with completion of CSO 
separation 2007 

x Goderich’s  harbor  was  
dredged at several points 
throughout its history, thus 
helping decrease impact of 
declining lake levels 

x Lakefront green 
infrastructure measures to 
coutneract erosion 

x Tabletop and live 
emergency management 
drills 
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Key Lessons Learned 
 
Emergency plans are good; drills are even better  
 

Goderich is proactive about preparing, reviewing, and 
updating its Emergency Management Program. The Emergency 
Management Program provides guidance to key officials, agencies 
and departments within the the Town regarding their expected 
response to to a serious, large-scale emergency as well as an 
overview of what their individual responses should be. 

Goderich is particularly effective at taking its plan a step 
further via tabletop and live practice drills that simulate real 
emergencies.  Goderich’s  officials stress the importance of these 
exercise in surfacing information gaps and the important roles that 
need to be filled.  

 
 

Combine green infrastructure with education initiatives 
 

Increasingly intense precipitation in the Great Lakes also 
leads to an increase in  erosion  levels  and  thus  threatens  Goderich’s  
lakefront. To counteract this, Goderich has invested in planting 
beach grass and trees along its shore. To maximize the impact of 
this measure, Goderich combined it with a beachfront education 
initiative designed to inform community members about the flora 
and fauna of their beaches, as well as the various threats to water 
quality. Thus, Goderich was able to derive aesthetic, functional, 
and community engagement benefits from a single measure. 
 
 
Small town interconnectivity lends itself to collaborative 
partnerships 
 

Most  of  Goderich’s  municipal  officials  hold  multiple  roles  
and serve in multiple organizations. The interconnectedness of the 
municipality’s  staff  helps  break  down  the  silos  that  other  
municipalities struggle with. For example, due to her role as 
Environmental Services Technician for both the Town of Goderich 
and Goderich Hydro, Jennette Walker is able to coordinate efforts 
between the two entities. 
 

Personal insight: 
 
“Those mock exercises we 
do,  that’s  what  really  helped  
us,  because  we’d  all  been  
through a mock, whether it 
was  a  ‘table  top’  exercise  or  
a little more involved.  
 
Everyone knew their role 
from the moment things 
happened. What needed to be 
done.  That’s  something that 
should be encouraged in any 
municipality—make sure to 
do those exercises.” 
 
- Jennette Walker, 
Environmental Services 
Technologist 
 
 

Major partnerships: 
 
x County of Huron 
 
x Environment Canada 
 
x Maitland Valley 

Conservation Authority 
 
x Emergency Management 

Ontario: Mandates all 
municipalities and 
provincial governments 
to have an emergency 
management program. 
EOM also supports 
municipalities and 
ministries in 
implementing their 
emergency management 
programs by providing 
them with advice, 
assistance, guidelines, 
training, and other tools. 
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Local identity and community spirit form important 
components of climate resilience 
 

In the aftermath of its tornado, Goderich lost 90+% of its 
tree canopy--much of the loss occurred in Courthouse Square Park, 
the  formerly  “green  jewel”  of  the  Town.    In  November  of  2012,  
Goderich community members gathered to watch a celebratory 
parade transporting trees in to be re-planted. Municipal officials 
stressed the symbolic importance to the resilience of the town spirit 
that this embodied. 
 
 
Preventative infrastructure upgrades provide environmental 
and public health co-benefits 
 

Raw sewage used to habitually contaminate adjacent 
waterways in Goderich due to wet weather and melting snow, 
causing the Town to bypass treatment for months at a time. 
However, after a 30-year, multi-million-dollar separation of 
combined sewers, sewage overflows became less frequent by the 
end of the 1990s. After a $3 million upgrade to their water 
pollution  control  plant  in  2006,  Goderich  hasn’t  needed  to  bypass  
since early 2009. That same year, the Town switched to an 
ultraviolet disinfection system following tightening of chlorine 
effluent standards by the federal government. 

Goderich also mandated eavestrough disconnection in the 
1970s and currently sells rain barrels to residents at cost. 
Development requirements now include stormwater management 
as well. 

Past and Present Funding 
Strategies: 

 
Wastewater infrastructure 
upgrades in 2005 were funded 
by Canada-Ontario Municipal 
Rural Infrastructure Fund. 
COMRIF responds to local 
needs and priorities by helping 
to provide cleaner water, better 
sewage systems, upgraded waste 
management processes, and 
safer roads and bridges. 67% of 
funding went to "green" projects 
(water, wastewater, and solid 
waste management), which was 
a commitment of the program. 
http://comrif.ca/eic/site/comrif-
fimrco.nsf/eng/h_00014.html 
  
The US$47 million dollar 
expansion of the Goderich 
Harbour in Ontario, Canada was 
funded by a public/private 
partnership between Sifto Salt, 
the Goderich Port Management 
Corporation and the Provincial 
government. 
http://www.sandandgravel.com/
news/article.asp?v1=14838 
  

More information on 
Goderich’s  resilience  efforts: 

 
Town of Goderich Emergency 
Management Plan: 
http://www.goderich.ca/en/town
hall/resources/Emergency_Man
agement_Plan_-_2014__3_.pdf 
  
Emergency preparedness action 
plan guide: 
https://beprepared.emergencyma
nagementontario.ca/myplan/ 
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Image"source:"NASA’s"Marshall"Space"Flight,"June"14,"2012,"h?ps://flic.kr/p/cCTs3j"
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Although"most"people"know"climate"change"as"a"global"phenomenon,"it"is"ulJmately"the"local"impacts"that"city"
governments"have"to"manage."This"secJon"will"cover"just"the"basics"of"global"climate"change,"and"will"dive"into"the"
important"role"that"regional"variaJon"plays"in"shaping"how"climate"change"plays"out"in"the"Great"Lakes.""

Image"source"(leR):"BBC"News,"“Global"Warming"is"now"‘unequivocal’”,"h?p://www.bbc.com/news/scienceZ
environmentZ24292615"

Image"source"(right):"Michigan"Radio,"“Warmer"waters"fuel"toxic"algal"blooms"in"the"Great"Lakes”,"h?p://
michiganradio.org/post/warmerZwatersZfuelZtoxicZalgalZbloomsZgreatZlakes"

3"



Observed(changes:(
NOAA’s(10(key(climate(indicators(all"point"to"the"same"finding:"the"scienJfic"evidence"that"our"world"is"warming"is"
unmistakable."More"than"300"scienJsts"from"160"research"groups"in"48"countries"contributed"to"the"report,"which"
confirms"that"the"past"decade"was"the"warmest"on"record"and"that"the"Earth"has"been"growing"warmer"over"the"
last"50"years."
(Source:"h?p://cpo.noaa.gov/warmingworld/)"

The(2013(State(of(the(Climate(Report,"a"peerZreviewed"assessment"of"the"world’s"climate"released"by"NOAA"and"
the"American"Meoteorological"Society"on"an"annual"basis,"reported"that"globallyZaveraged"surface"temperature"
for"2013"was"0.36"Z"0.38°"Fahrenheit"above"the"1981–2010"average,"placing"it"among"the"top"10"warmest"years"
since"recordZkeeping"began.""This"average"includes"the"cooler"than"usual"temperatures"that"North"America"saw."
(Source:"h?p://www.climate.gov/newsZfeatures/understandingZclimate/stateZclimateZ2013Zhighlights)(

Future(projecFons:(
The"Intergovernmental"Panel"on"Climate"Change"(IPCC),"a"body"of"several"hundred"scienJsts"that"won"the"Nobel"
Peace"Prize"in"2007,"published"its"most"recent"summary"in"2013."Published"every"five"or"six"years,"the"IPCC’s"
summaries"are"considered"the"definiJve"assessment"of"the"risks"of"climate"change,"and"they"influence"the"acJons"
of"governments"around"the"world."Their"2013"report"states"with"near"certainty"that"human"acJvity"is"the"cause"of"
most"of"the"temperature"increases"of"recent"decades"
and"emphasizes"that"the"basic"facts"about"future"climate"change"are"more"established"than"ever,"jusJfying"the"rise"
in"global"concern."It"also"reiterates"that"the"consequences"of"escalaJng"emissions"are"likely"to"be"profound."“It"is"
extremely"likely"that"human"influence"on"climate"caused"more"than"half"of"the"observed"increase"in"global"average"
surface"temperature"from"1951"to"2010,”"the"draR"report"says."“There"is"high"confidence"that"this"has"warmed"the"
ocean,"melted"snow"and"ice,"raised"global"mean"sea"level"and"changed"some"climate"extremes"in"the"second"half"
of"the"20th"century.”"

IPCC"scienJsts"state"with"medium"confidence"that"globallyZaveraged"surface"temperatures"will"increase"by""0.3°C"Z"
0.7°C"(0.5°F"Z"1.26°F)"for"the"period"2016Z2035"relaJve"to"1986Z2005,"and"up"to"4.8°C"(8.6°F)"by"2100,"depending"
on"the"level"of"CO2"emissions."The"report"warns"that"sea"levels"could"conceivably"rise"by"more"than"three"feet"by"
the"end"of"the"century"if"emissions"conJnue"at"a"runaway"pace."
(Source:"IPCC"AR5,"Summary"for"Policymakers,"h?p://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/)"



In"recent"decades,"changes"in"climate"have"caused"impacts"on"natural"and"human"systems"on"all"conJnents"and"
across"the"oceans."Evidence"of"climateZchange"impacts"is"strongest"and"most"comprehensive"for"natural"systems,"
though"in"its"report"“Climate"Change"2014:"Impacts,"AdaptaJon,"and"Vulnerability”,"the"IPCC"also"reports"
disJnguishable"impacts"on"human"systems"around"the"world:"
●  Changing"precipitaJon"or"melJng"snow"and"ice"are"altering"hydrological"systems,"affecJng"water"

resources"in"terms"of"quanJty"and"quality"
●  Many"terrestrial,"freshwater,"and"marine"species"have"shiRed"their"geographic"ranges,"seasonal"

acJviJes,"migraJon"pa?erns,"abundances,"and"species"interacJons"in"response"to"ongoing"climate"
change"

●  Based"on"many"studies"covering"a"wide"range"of"regions"and"crops,"negaJve"impacts"of"climate"change"
on"crop"yields"have"been"more"common"than"posiJve"impacts"

●  Impacts"from"recent"climateZrelated"extremes,"such"as"heat"waves,"droughts,"floods,"cyclones,"and"
wildfires,"reveal"significant"vulnerability"and"exposure"of"some"ecosystems"and"many"human"systems"to"
current"climate"variability"(very"high"confidence)"

While"internaJonal"policymakers"grapple"with"how"to"miJgate"and"adapt"to"the"effects"of"climate"change"via"
internaJonal"pacts"and"accords,"it"is"through"acJons"by"municipaliJes"that"adaptaJon"that"society"will"be"able"to"
adapt"to"the"changes."In"order"to"do"so,"it’s"important"to"understand"the"regional""nuances"of"climate"change"
impacts."
(Source:"IPCC"2013"AR5,"Summary"for"Policymakers,"h?p://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/)"



Understanding—as"well"as"predicJng—something"as"complex"as"the"climate"is"not"done"with"a"simple"hypothesis.""
Models"simulate"the"physical,"chemical,"and"earth"processes"that"drive"climate.""Models"are"used"to"study"past"
changes"in"the"Earth’s"climate—as"well"as"project"future"changes."These"models"are"our"best,"collecJve"guess"as"to"
how"the"climate"system"works,"based"on"past"and"current"observaJons—and"tested"against"historic"and"
prehistoric"condiJons"using"data"records"from"the"past.""

Downscaling"is"a"process"of"progression"from"a"broad"scale"(in"this"case,"global"or"naJonal)"to"a"narrower"scale"
(such"as"regional"or"local).""In"the"case"of"climate"change,"researchers"are"taking"predicJons"made"by"Global"
Climate"Models"and"extracJng"staJsJcal"informaJon"on"a"regional"or"even"local"scale.""

Why(do(we(have(to(downscale(global(climate(informaFon(to(the(regional(scale?""Global"models"don’t"have"the"
resoluJon"to"handle"local"topographic"features"(such"as"mountains,"valleys,"and"lakes)"that"have"an"impact"on"local"
and"regional"climates.""Thus,"the"larger"global"climate"projecJons"must"be"adapted"(staJsJcally)"to"account"for"the"
presence"of"these"features."

However,"certainty"does"not"increase"with"downscaling,"and"downscaling"to"the"local"level"requires"extra"
personnel"and"funding."It(is(important(to(understand(that(climate(models(are(scienFfic(tools,(not(crystal(balls.""
They"are,"however,"criJcal"tools"that"are"used"by"decision"makers"and"planners"to"build"our"communiJes"for"the"
future.""

(Image"source"translated"from:"German"weather"service,"h?p://www.dwd.de/bvbw/appmanager/bvbw/
dwdwwwDesktop?
_nfpb=true&_windowLabel=dwdwww_main_book&T176000665321293013118916gsbDocumentPath=&switchLa
ng=de&_pageLabel=P27200165321293012986287)"





1.  NOAA"&"BAMS"State"of"the"Climate:"h?p://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/bamsZstateZofZ
theZclimate/"

2.  IPCC"Assessment"Reports:"h?ps://www.ipcc.ch/publicaJons_and_data/
publicaJons_and_data_reports.shtml"

3.  US"NaJonal"Climate"Assessment:"h?p://nca2014.globalchange.gov/"
4.  An"Overview"of"Canada’s"Changing"Climate:"h?p://www.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/

www.nrcan.gc.ca/files/earthsciences/pdf/assess/2014/pdf/Chapter2Z
Overview_Eng.pdf"

5.  Oregon"SeaGrant"“Understanding"Climate"Models”:"h?ps://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ShteN1lLeEA"

6.  World"Meteorological"OrganizaJon"“Climate"Models”:"h?p://www.wmo.int/
pages/themes/climate/climate_models.php"
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Image"source:"Union"of"Concerned"ScienJsts,"Confront"Climate"Change"in"the"Great"Lakes"Region,"2005,"h?p://
www.ucsusa.org/assets/documents/global_warming/glZexecZsummaryZupdateZ05Zdoc.pdf"
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What"it"really"comes"down"to"is"the"fact"that"we"have"a"unique"and"diverse"climate,"influenced"by"its"locaJon"in"
the"middle"of"a"large"land"mass"(North"America)"and"the"presence"of"the"Great"Lakes."""

The"Great"Lakes"gain"and"lose"heat"more"slowly"that"surrounding"land"masses."Warm"temperatures"over"land"rise"
and"are"cooled."A"lake"breeze"front"pushes"the"air"up"and"over"the"lakes.""Cooler"air"is"blown"off"the"lake"toward"

the"shore,"cooling"temperatures"along"the"shoreline.""This"will"not"change"in"light"of"broaderZscale,"climaJc"
changes;"however,"it"will"have"some"important"effects:"

●  On"a"posiJve"note,"summer"temperature"increases"will"likely"be"less"severe"downwind"of"the"Great"Lakes"
as"a"result"of"lakeZinduced"cooling."""This"could"make"parts"of"the"region"more"appealing"for"summer"
tourism—as"a"place"to"“escape"the"heat.”""

●  "An"increased"difference"between"air"and"water"temperatures"in"fall"and"early"winter"will"likely"lead"to"an"
increase"in"“lakeZeffect”"precipitaJon."(Warmer"summer"temperatures"heat"up"the"lake"in"the"summer."

In"winter,"cold"air"moving"across"a"warmer"lake"results"in"lakeZeffect"precipitaJon.”)"In"the"winter,"this"
moisture"condenses"as"snow"when"it"reaches"the"land,"creaJng"heavy"snowfall"in"some"areas"(known"as"
“snow"belts”)"on"the"downwind"shores"of"the"lakes.""The"shores"of"Lake"Superior"are"prone"to"this"“lakeZ

effect”"snow,"and"they"have"recorded"up"to"350"inches"of"snow"in"a"single"year."

●  As"lake"ice"coverage"decreases,"the"Union"of"Concerned"ScienJsts"predicts"a"“cultural"shiR”"may"occur"as"

winterJme"recreaJon"held"on"previously"frozen"lakes"becomes"more"difficult.""

We"can"see"evidence"of"how"the"presence"of"the"lakes"impacts…"

1)"Temperature"in"most"areas"(parJcularly"east"and"south"of"the"lakes,"where"its"generally"warmer"in"the"winter"
and"summer).(NoJce"how"Lake"Superior’s"southern"shore"is"cooler"(in"the"winter)"than"the"land"mass"just"south"of"
it"and"warmer"(in"the"summer)"than"the"land"mass"north"of"it.""

2)"The"length"of"the"growing"season"along"the"shorelines.""
3)"PrecipitaJon.""In"winter,"heavy"snow"bands"occur"along"the"eastern"and"southern"shorelines.""Lake"impacts"can"

even"reduce"summer"precipitaJon"downwind"of"the"shore"(due"to"stabilizing"lake"breeze"effects)."





The"climate"future"generaJons"experience"in"the"Great"Lakes"will"be"fundamentally"
different"than"the"climate"today."
By"the"end"of"this"century,"for"example,"Michigan"summers"will"feel"more"like"current"
summers"in"Arkansas."This"comes"with"important"implicaJons"for"precipitaJon"
pa?erns."

Image"Source:"Union"of"Concerned"ScienJsts,"ConfronJng"Climate"Change"in"the"
Great"Lakes,"2005,"h?p://www.ucsusa.org/assets/documents/global_warming/glZ
execZsummaryZupdateZ05Zdoc.pdf"



There"has"been"an"increase"in"both"annual(average(temperatures"and"a"frequency"in"extreme(heat(
events.""

Higher(average(temperature:(Since"1900,"annual"average"temperatures"have"increased"by"2°F"(1.1°C)"
in"the"US"Great"Lakes"region."2000Z2012"has"brought"faster"warming"than"in"any"decade"since"1900."
By"2050,"air"temperatures"are"projected"to"increase"by"1.8°to"5.4°F"(1°"to"3°C)"in"the"region."

Winter"and"nighvme"temperatures"are"warming"faster"than"any"other"seasons"or"dayJme"
temperatures."The"frostPfree(season(length,"defined"as"the"period"between"the"last"occurrence"of"32°F"
in"the"spring"and"the"first"occurrence"of"32°F"in"the"fall,"has"increased"in"each"U.S."region"during"
1991Z2012"relaJve"to"1901Z1960."Increases"in"frostZfree"season"length"correspond"to"similar"increases"
in"growing"season"length."(Source:"NCA"2014,"FrostZfree"Season,"
h?p://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/ourZchangingZclimate/frostZfreeZseason)."

The"amount(of(future(warming"for"the"region"will"depend"on"changes"in"the"atmospheric"
concentraJon"of"heatZtrapping"gases."ProjecJons"for"the"middle"of"the"21st"century"(2041Z2070)"in"the"
Great"Lakes"region"suggest"warming"of"3.5Z4.5F"for"a"scenario"with"substanJal"emissions"reducJons,"
and"5.5Z6.5F"with"conJnued"growth"in"global"emissions"of"heat"trapping"gases.""



Annual"precipitaJon"has"generally"been"increasing"over"the"Great"Lakes"over"the"past"several"decades,"
with"much"of"this"increase"being"a?ributable"for"the"increases"in"the"intensity"of"the"heaviest"rainfall."
This"tendency"towards"more"intense"precipitaJon"events"is"projected"to"conJnue"into"the"future."More"
extreme"weather"events"mean"the"frequency"of"heavy"rain"and"flood"events"will"likely"increase"(in"late"
winter"to"early"summer),"due"to"increases"in"atmospheric"heat"and"moisture"capacity"over"the"region.""
One"recent"study"on"future"weather"pa?erns"in"Southern"Wisconsin"concluded"that"the"area"will"see"a"
10–40%"increase"in"the"intensity"of"heavy"rain"events"by"the"end"of"the"21st"century.""This"graphic"is"
part"of"that"study."

Model"projecJons"for"precipitaJon"changes"are"less"certain"than"those"for"temperatures."Under"a"high"
emissions"scenario,"models"project"average"winter"and"spring"precipitaJon"by"late"this"century"
(2071Z2099)"to"increase"10%"to"20%"relaJve"to"1970"to"2000."Projected"changes"under"the"higher"
emissions"scenario"in"summer"and"fall"are"not"expected"to"be"larger"than"natural"variaJons."Regional"
climate"model"projecJons"using"the"same"emissions"scenarios"also"project"increased"spring"
precipitaJon"and"decreased"summer"precipitaJon,"though"the"largest"increases"are"to"the"south"of"the"
Great"Lakes."

Increased(annual(precipitaFon:(
Since"1900,"annual"precipitaJon"has"increased"by"10.8%,"and"is"expected"to"conJnue"to"rise,"though"
projecJons"of"future"precipitaJon"vary."
Increased(extremes:(
The"amount"of"precipitaJon"falling"in"the"heaviest"1%"of"storms"increased"by"37%"in"the"US"Midwest"
from"1958"through"2012."
We"can"expect"to"see"an"increase"in"severe"weather,"causing"more"flood"and$drought"events."
Change(in(seasonality:(
Shorter"winters"have"led"to"more"precipitaJon"falling"as"rain"instead"of"snow."Though"more"lake"effect"
precipitaJon"have"increased"snow"infall"in"some"areas."



Lake(levels:There"is"sJll"uncertainty"about"how"exactly"climate"change"will"affect"the"levels"of"the"Great"
Lakes."There"is"a"range"of"predicted"changes"in"lake"levels"over"the"next"50–100"years—with"an"overall"
downward"trend"in"lake"levels"expected."However,"that"trend"will"be"marked"by"significant"variability"
and"fluctuaJons"due"to""
changing"climate"variables"that"influence"lake"levels."$$

The"natural"variaJon"in"lake"levels"is"influenced"by"many"environmental"factors,"including"solar"
radiaJon,"precipitaJon,"humidity,"evaporaJon,"temperature,"and"wind"speed."As"climate"change"
affects"the"relaJve"strength"and"intensity"of"these"environmental"factors,"natural"lake"level"variaJon"
will"likely"become"ev"en"more"pronounced."Based"on"most"peerZreviewed"studies,"scienJsts"currently"
believe"that"lake"levels"will"fall"over"the"next"century."However,"there"will"conJnue"to"be"a"great"deal"of"
yearZtoZyear"fluctuaJon"or"variability.""

Ice(cover:"One"predicted"impact"of"rising"temperatures"in"the"Great"Lakes"is"a"reducJon"in"seasonal"ice"
cover."Bars"show"decade"averages"of"annual"maximum"Great"Lakes"ice"coverage"from"the"winter"of"
1962Z1963,"when"reliable"coverage"of"the"enJre"Great"Lakes"began,"to"the"winter"of"2012Z2013."Bar"
labels"indicate"the"end"year"of"the"winter;"for"example,"1963Z1972"indicates"the"winter"of"1962Z1963"
through"the"winter"of"1971Z1972."The"most"recent"period"includes"the"eleven"years"from"2003"to"2013."
(Data"updated"from"Bai"and"Wang,"20121)."Lake"Superior"could"have"li?le"to"no"ice"cover"leR"by"mid"
century."



1.  Climate.gov:"h?p://www.climate.gov/"
2.  Regional"Climate"Impacts"and"Outlooks:"h?p://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/news/latestZ

regionalZclimateZimpactsZandZoutlooks"
3.  GLISA"CiJes"Impacts"&"AdaptaJon"Tool:"h?p://grahamZ

maps.miserver.it.umich.edu/ciat/"
4.  GLISA"Summary"of"Climate"Change"Impacts"in"the"Great"Lakes"Region:"h?p://

glisa.umich.edu/resources/summary"
5.  Great"Lakes"StaJon"Climatologies:"h?p://glisa.umich.edu/resources/greatZlakesZ

climateZstaJons"
6.  Great"Lakes"Climate"Divisions:"h?p://glisa.umich.edu/resources/greatZlakesZ

climateZstaJons"
7.  Canadian"Climate"Change"Scenarios:"h?p://www.cccsn.ec.gc.ca/?

page=main&lang=en"
8.  Great"Lakes"Water"Level"Dashboard:"h?p://www.glerl.noaa.gov/data/dashboard/

portal.html"
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Image"source:"NBC"Chicago,"White"House"Study"Warns"of"Sever"Climate"Change"Effects"in"Illinois,"h?p://
www.nbcchicago.com/weather/stories/WhiteZHouseZStudyZClimateZChangeZEffectsZIllinoisZ258139561.html?
akmobile=o"
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Humans"are"an"integral"part"of"Great"Lakes"ecosystems."Let’s"also"talk"about"how"human"health"and"
welfare"might"be"affected"by"climate"change.""

Extreme(heat"is"the"natural"hazard"that"kills"far"more"people"than"any"other."Heat"can"also"impact"air"
quality;"smog"is"more"frequent"in"hot,"sunny"weather."During"heat"waves"in"the"Midwest,"air"pollutants"
are"trapped"near"the"surface"as"atmospheric"venJlaJon"is"reduced."Without"strict"a?enJon"to"regional"
emissions"of"air"pollutants,"the(undesirable"combinaJon"of"extreme"heat"and"unhealthy"air"quality"is"
likely"to"result."Climate"change"will"likely"cause"an"increase"in"surface"ozone"over"the"Midwest,"partly"
driven"by"decreased"venJlaJon"due"to"warmer"temperatures.""

Chicago"1995:"In"July"of"1995,"a"severe,"weekZlong"heat"wave"hit"Chicago."Temperatures"peaked"at"106"
degrees"Fahrenheit,"with"a"heat"index"of"126"degrees."The"use"of"electricity"skyrocketed,"resulJng"in"
power"grid"failures"throughout"the"city."This"was"one"of"the"worst"weatherZrelated"disasters"in"Illinois"
history;"525"people"died"over"a"5Zday"period."More"frequent,"extreme"heat"events"are"expected"over"
the"next"century"as"a"result"of"climate"change."By"2080,"the"Midwest"might"see"extreme"heat"events"
every"three"years."Considering"higher"emissions"scenarios—and"combining"temperature"increases"with"
the"urban"heat"island"effect—we"might"see"as"many"as"80"deadly,"severe"heat"incidents"in"ciJes"like"
Milwaukee"or"Chicago"over"a"30"year"period."

Toronto:"Research"using"climate"change"scenarios"for"the"future"suggests"that"Toronto's"annual"average"
heatZrelated"mortality"could"triple"by"the"2080s"(Toronto"Public"Health,"2005)."The"warming"climate"
may"also"compound"other"health"concerns"in"the"future."For"example,"higher"temperatures"are"
expected"to"promote"formaJon"of"secondary"air"pollutants"that"can"lead"to"urban"smog."Toronto"Public"
Health"esJmated"that"even"if"air"polluJon"emissions"remain"constant,"airZpolluJon"related"mortality"
will"increase"20%"by"2050"and"25%"by"2080,"largely"because"of"increased"ozone"levels"(Toronto"Public"
Health,"2005)."Other"potenJal"impacts"of"hot"weather"include"increased"allergies"due"to"an"extended"
pollen"season,"food"spoilage"and"related"illness"as"peoples'"usual"food"handling"pracJses"may"become"
inadequate,"and"increased"drownings"as"people"seek"relief"from"the"heat"in"pools"and"at"the"beach."

Image"source:"Chicago"Tribune,"July"13,"1995"



GLISA/Huron"River"Watershed"Council"Fact"Sheet"on"Climate"Impacts"to"Infrastructure:"h?p://
glisaclimate.org/media/HRWC%20Infrastructure.pdf"

NOAA"BillionZDollar"Weather/Climate"Disasters:"h?p://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/"

Examples:(
Toronto"July"2013:"Single"rain"event:"130mm."850m"insured"losses."The"event"cost"the"City"of"Toronto"
65m"(55m"capital,"10m"operaJng)."In"2009"Toronto"had"set"up"Extreme"Weather"Reserve"Fund"of"30m,"
which"was"enJrely"drained"by"the"2013"event."

Chicago"2014"lawsuit:"Farmers"Insurance"Co,"a"major"insurance"company,"filed"9"lawsuits"against"
ChicagoZarea"municipal"governments"on"behalf"of"itself,"other"insurance"companies,"and"customers"
whose"property"was"damaged"by"the"surge"of"storm"water"and"sewage"overflow"in"2013."Farmers"
Insurance"said"the"City"of"Chicago"knew"of"the"risks"posed"by"climate"change"and"should"have"been"
be?er"prepared."The"classZacJon"lawsuits"raised"the"quesJon"of"who"is"liable"for"the"costs"of"global"
warming."(Gail"Sullivan,"Washington"Post"“Climate"Change:"Get"Ready"or"Get"Sued”)"The"lawsuits"were"
dropped"later"in"the"year,"but"not"without"raising"important"quesJons"about"who"is"liable"for"the"costs"
of"natural"disasters,"at"a"Jme"when"such"calamiJes"are"ont"he"rise."(Alexis"Petru,"Triple"Pundit"
“Farmers"Insurance"Drops"Climate"Change"Lawsuits"Against"ChicagoZArea"CiJes”)"



The"Great"Lakes"region"is"already"experiencing"extreme"weather"events,"which"demonstrates"the"increased"
variability"we"will"experience"from"climate"change."Because"the"region"is"dealing"with"both"increased"flooding"and"
drought"events,"due"to"increasing"temperatures"and"intense"rainfall,"water"quanJty"and$quality"are"both"at"risk."

Water(quality(risks:"As"precipitaJon"events"become"more"extreme,"storm"and"waste"water"overflow"events"will"
likely"result"in"poor"water"quality"and"increased"risk"to"public"health"and"safety.""This"will"also"impact"recreaJon"
and"tourism"in"the"Great"Lakes."During"storms,"combined"sewer"overflows"can"cause"sewage"to"flow"into"lakes."Of"
the"801"ciJes"in"the"United"States"with"acJve"combined"sewage"systems,"65%"are"in"Great"Lakes"states."NOAA"
scienJsts"are"improving"their"capabiliJes"to"forecast"and"warn"people"of"poor"water"quality"aRer"storms.""

Water(quanFty(risks:"Paradoxically,"the"Great"Lakes"may"also"experience"increased"drought"due"to"warmer"
temperatures"and"increased"evaporaJon"between"rain"events."As"temperatures"increase,"the"loss"of"soil"moisture"
between"rain"events"(due"to"evaporaJon)"could"more"than"offset"projected"increases"in"rainfall"and"flood"events.""
The"graphic"above"shows"the"severe"drought"occurring"over"the"upper"Great"Lakes"last"fall."""

Minnesota,"2007:""For"example,"in"August"2007,"several"Minnesota"counJes"experienced"drought"condiJons—
while"at"the"same"Jme"neighboring"counJes"were"experiencing"flooding.""Drought"and"flood"condiJons"happening"
at"the"same"Jme"and"in"the"same"region"point"to"the"need"for"states"to"develop"response"plans"for"a"variety"of"
extreme"weather"events"that"occur"simultaneously."

Milwaukee"1993:"Combined"sewer"overflows"can"also"negaJvely"affect"human"health,"since"waterborne"diseases"
in"drinking"water"can"be"more"prevalent"aRer"heavy"storm"events."For"example,"in"1993,"an"outbreak"of"a"parasiJc"
disease"(called"Cryptosporidium)"occurred"in"Milwaukee"right"aRer"a"large"storm,"causing"400,000"people"to"fall"ill"
with"diarrhea.""

Toronto"2009:"According"to"Michael"D’Andrea,"Director"of"Water"Infrastructure"Management,"Toronto"suffered"8"
extreme"precipitaJon"events"between"1986"and"2006"with"severe"surface"and"basement"flooding.""All"of"these"
storms"were"designated"1"in"25"year"storms"or"greater.""Since"2006,"there"have"been"several"more"intense"storms,"
including"one"on"July"26,"2009,"which"flooded"Lakeshore"Blvd"and"streets"in"the"Beaches"neighbourhood,"and"
created"huge"sinkholes"in"Finch"Ave."On"June"29,"this"year,"we"had"44"mm"of"rain"in"an"hour,"which"shut"down"
Union"StaJon,"the"Don"Valley"Parkway,"and"flooded"parts"of"Bayview"Avenue"and"the"Lakeshore.""

The"2007"drought"involved"95"days"without"significant"rainfall"in"the"Toronto"area,"with"20Z30"days"above"30"
degrees"C."The"drought"killed"thousands"of"trees"and"severely"stressed"many"more.""Grass"fires"occurred."Water"
levels"in"creeks"and"rivers"were"very"low,"and"fish"populaJons"were"affected."



Climate"change"is"expected"to"impact"business"operaJons"in"the"Great"Lakes"region"by"providing"both"challenges"
and"opportuniJes,"including:""Increased"energy"and"raw"product"market"volaJlity"due"to"more"extreme"weather"
events""Increased"insurance"premiums"due"to"more"extreme"weather"events""Reduced"heaJng"demand"and"lower"
heaJng"bills"in"the"winter""Increased"cooling"demand"and"higher"cooling"bills"in"the"summer""ShiRs"in"business"
opportuniJes"(for"example,"there"will"be"a"longer"summer"vacaJon"season"and"a"longer."

2003"Toronto/Northeast"Blackout:"The"2003"Northeast"blackout"was"a"major"warning"about"the"potenJal"impacts"
of"climate"change,"even"though"the"role"of"weather"in"the"blackout"is"disputed.""The"event"started"on"August"14"in"
Ohio,"near"the"end"of"a"longish"heat"wave"when"a"computer"glitch"caused"an"Ohio"plant"to"go"offline"during"a"
heavy"demand"period,"followed"by"transmission"failures"due"to"“contact"with"trees”"and"ulJmately"triggering"a"
cascading"failure"as"automaJc"protecJve"controls"took"256"power"plants"offline"in"a"couple"of"hours."Traffic"lights,"
the"subway"and"streetcars,"the"Toronto"Stock"Exchange"and"CBC"studios"were"shut"down."Highway"407"was"
gridlocked"by"people"looking"for"a"free"ride."Power"was"restored"to"95%"of"Toronto"by"3"a.m."the"next"day,"but"
rolling"blackouts"conJnued"for"several"days"and"some"areas"were"without"power"for"much"longer."Businesses"and"
residents"were"asked"to"reduce"their"use"of"energy"by"50%.""Several"major"events"were"cancelled"and"a"number"of"
businesses"reported"economic"and"producJvity"losses."Many"of"the"weaknesses"of"the"grid"have"been"or"are"being"
addressed,"but"severe"weather"conJnues"to"be"a"problem.""One"analyst"esJmates"that"over"60%"of"major"power"
outages"in"the"US"are"caused"by"weather"events"including:"wind"and"rain,"ice"storms,"hurricanes,"lightning"and"
tornadoes.,"several"of"which"are"predicted"to"increase"under"climate"change.""



Roadways(&(bridges:"Higher"temperatures"can"cause"pavement"to"soRen"and"expand."This"can"create"ruvng"and"
potholes,"parJcularly"in"highZtraffic"areas"and"can"place"stress"on"bridge"joints."Heat"waves"can"also"limit"
construcJon"acJviJes,"parJcularly"in"areas"with"high"humidity."With"these"changes,"it"could"become"more"costly"
to"build"and"maintain"roads"and"highways."On"the"other"hand,"certain"areas"may"experience"cost"savings"and"
improved"mobility"from"reduced"snowfall"and"lessZfrequent"winter"storms"since"warmer"winters"may"lead"to"
reducJons"in"snow"and"ice"removal,"as"well"as"salJng"requirements."

Climate"change"is"projected"to"concentrate"rainfall"into"more"intense"storms."Heavy"rains"may"result"in"flooding,"
which"could"disrupt"traffic,"delay"construcJon"acJviJes,"and"weaken"or"washout"the"soil"and"culverts"that"support"
roads,"tunnels,"and"bridges."Exposure"to"flooding"and"extreme"snow"events"also"shortens"the"life"expectancy"of"
highways"and"roads."The"stress"of"water"and"snow"may"cause"damage,"requiring"more"frequent"maintenance,"
repairs,"and"rebuilding."In"some"locaJons,"warmer"temperatures"are"projected"to"cause"more"winter"precipitaJon"
to"fall"as"rain"instead"of"snow."Winter"flooding"could"occur"more"frequently,"if"the"frozen"ground"cannot"absorb"
precipitaJon."Landslides"and"washZouts"could"also"occur"more"frequently,"as"saturated"soils"are"exposed"to"more"
rainwater."Drought"in"areas"such"as"the"Southwest"could"increase"the"likelihood"of"wildfires"that"reduce"visibility"
and"threaten"roads"and"infrastructure."

Impacts$on$vehicles:$As"temperatures"increase,"many"types"of"vehicles"can"overheat,"and"Jres"will"deteriorate"
more"quickly."But"milder"winters,"reducJons"in"the"number"of"cold"days,"delays"in"winter"freezing,"and"earlier"
spring"thaws"may"reduce"coldZweather"damage"to"vehicles."

Shipping(lanes:"Ships"are"sensiJve"to"many"factors,"including"the"depth"of"a"channel"and"the"extent"of"sea"ice."
Increasing"temperatures"could"reduce"the"amount"of"lake"ice"in"many"important"shipping"lanes,"extending"the"
shipping"season."Warmer"winters"will"likely"lead"to"less"snow"and"ice"accumulaJon"on"vessels,"decks,"and"rigging"
in"marine"transportaJon.""Shipping"is"an"important"component"of"the"Great"Lakes"region’s"economy.""There"are"15"
major"internaJonal"ports"and"approximately"50"smaller,"regional"ports"in"the"Great"LakesZSt."Lawrence"River"
System.""These"ports"ship"over"200"million"tons"of"cargo"per"year."""

As"we"noted,"there"is"a"range"of"predicted"changes"in"lake"levels"over"the"next"50–100"years,"with"an"overall"
downward"trend"in"lake"levels"expected—but"that"trend"will"be"marked"by"significant"variability"and"fluctuaJons.""
In"inland"waterways"where"water"levels"are"expected"to"decline"due"to"the"warmer"climate,"ships"could"face"
weight"restricJons,"as"channels"become"too"shallow."These"fluctuaJons"may"affect"shoreline"infrastructure,"
requiring"increased"dredging"of"channels"for"port"access.""RecreaJonal"and"commercial"harbors"will"also"be"
impacted"by"shiRing"lake"levels."""

The"net"impact"of"these"changes"is"likely"to"impose"costs"on"the"Midwest"through"increased"shipping,"
maintenance,"and"repair"costs,"as"well"as"lost"recreaJon"and"tourism."The"Great"Lakes"RestoraJon"IniJaJve,"an"
interagency"task"force"working"to"restore"the"Great"Lakes"ecosystem,"is"addressing"climate"change"impacts"and"



(From"MPR"arJcle,"“FloodedZout"homes"near"Duluth"face"limited"opJons"a"year"later”)"
h?p://www.mprnews.org/story/2013/06/18/weather/cathedralZpinesZfloodedZhomeownersZfaceZ
limitedZopJonsZaZyearZlater"

Duluth"basement"floods:"In"2012,"the"Moose"Horn"River"in"northeast"Minnesota"rose"nearly"20"feet"as"
a"result"of"almost"10"inches"of"torrenJal"rains."One"of"the"hardest"hit"areas"was"the"Gertzen's"
neighborhood"of"Cathedral"Pines"in"Sturgeon"Lake,"an"area"of"18"homes"and"cabins"
nestled"in"an"old"red"pine"plantaJon"along"the"river."Once"dream"homes"for"many"of"
the"owners,"the"properJes"about"an"hour's"drive"south"of"Duluth"are"now"a"source"of"
anxiety."Residents"struggle"to"decide"whether"to"stay"or"leave."

"Even"this"spring,"I"was"watching"this"river"go"up"and"down"about"four"Jmes,""said"
Gertzen,"who"worries"that"another"flood"will"come.""It's"hard"on"my"nerves!“’"

Three"months"before"last"June's"flooding,"the"Federal"Emergency"Management"
Agency"redrew"the"region's"flood"maps,"placing"the"homes"were"placed"in"a"flood"
plain."But"most"of"the"homeowners"had"no"idea."The"city"of"Sturgeon"Lake"never"
noJfied"them."

Klossner"and"her"husband"Bill"saw"their"house"nearly"destroyed"in"the"flood."They"
escaped"in"a"12Zfoot"motor"boat."The"water"rose"so"fast,"the"only"thing"they"rescued"
was"a"laptop"computer."
They"gu?ed"their"home,"but"didn't"have"insurance"money"to"rebuild."

Since"January,"the"Klossners"have"lived"in"their"daughter's"home"in"Forest"Lake"since"
January."They"are"accepJng"the"buyout."

Bill"Klossner"said"his"dream"home"has"literally"turned"into"a"nightmare."
"I"started"having"recurring,"cold"sweat"dreams,"where"I"was"actually"hearing"the"water"
come"up"through"the"floor"boards,""he"said."



Beach(quality:(
As"precipitaJon"events"become"more"extreme,"storm"and"waste"water"overflow"
events"will"likely"result"in"poor"water"quality"and"increased"risk"to"public"health"and"
safety.""This"will"impact"recreaJon"and"tourism"in"the"Great"Lakes."However,"overall"
Overall,"summer"tourism"may"grow"before"temperature"rises"become"unfavorable"for"
many"recreaJonal"acJviJes."



In"the"short"term,"climate"change"could"help"or"harm"agriculture,"forests,"and"other"ecosystems"in"the"
Midwest."On"one"hand,"where"sufficient"water"and"other"nutrients"are"available,"crops"and"forests"may"
benefit"from"a"longer"growing"season"and"increased"levels"of"carbon"dioxide."On"the"other"hand,"
climate"change"may"negaJvely"impact"the"health"of"crops,"trees,"and"animals"in"the"region."
●  We?er"condiJons"in"the"spring"may"make"it"difficult"for"farmers"to"plant"their"crops."[1]"
●  More"frequent"heat"waves,"floods,"and"droughts,"as"well"as"larger"populaJons"of"harmful"

insects,"will"likely"place"addiJonal"stress"on"the"region's"agriculture."[1]"
●  Higher"temperatures"may"stress"livestock"animals."This"will"likely"make"livestock"producJon"

more"costly"during"the"summer"as"livestock"producJvity"decreases"and"venJlaJon"and"cooling"
costs"increase."[1]"

●  Climate"change"may"threaten"forests"in"the"Midwest."Threats"include"more"frequent"droughts,"
wildfires,"and"larger"populaJons"of"harmful"insects"such"as"gypsy"moths."

●  Climate"change"is"likely"to"alter"fish"populaJons"in"the"Midwest."ColdZwater"fish"such"as"brook"
trout,"lake"trout,"and"whitefish"are"projected"to"decline."CoolZwater"fish"such"as"muskie,"
smallmouth"bass,"and"bluegill"are"projected"to"replace"these"declining"populaJons."[1]"

For"more"informaJon,"see"“Agriculture”"secJon"in"UCS’s"“
ConfronJng"Climate"Change"in"the"Great"Lakes"Region”"and"EPA’s"“Climate"Impacts”"



Toronto"2010:"May"9,"2010,"85"kph"winds"took"down"enough"trees"in"the"City"of"
Toronto"to"use"up"most"of"the"City’s"tree"planJng"budget"for"the"year.""



1.  US"EPA"Impacts"&"AdaptaJon"in"the"Midwest:"h?p://www.epa.gov/climatechange/impactsZadaptaJon/
midwest.html"

2.  Billion"Dollar"Weather"Events:"h?p://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/"
3.  GLISA"white"papers"for"NCA"on"sectoral"impacts"in"the"Midwest:"h?p://glisa.umich.edu/resources/nca"
4.  US"Drought"Monitor:"h?p://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/"
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Image"source:"Bart"Everson,"Flickr,"2012,"h;ps://flic.kr/p/bcU5aD"
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There"is"growing"recogniGon"that"the"world’s"current"efforts"to"improve"air"quality"and"reduce"GHG"emissions"are"
not"happening"quickly"enough"to"avoid"the"impacts"of"climate"change"in"the"present"day"and"coming"century."
Thus,"regardless"of"current"climate"miGgaGon"acGons"(reducGon"of"fossil"fuel"consumpGon,"energy"conservaGon,"
reducGons"in"landfill"emissions"and"the"intensificaGon"of"local"development),"the"world"is"“commi;ed”"to"a"certain"
level"of"global"warming"and"will"be"subject"to"a"degree"of"climate"change"impacts"that"will"require"adapGve"
responses"at"all"levels,"parGcularly"the"local"level.""
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Climate"change"adaptaGon"refers"to"the"adjustments"that"society"or"ecosystems"make"to"limit"negaGve"
effects"of"climate"change."It"can"also"include"taking"advantage"of"opportuniGes"that"a"changing"climate"
provides."For"municipaliGes,"adaptaGon"involves"the"adjustment"of"policies"and"acGons"as"a"result"of"
observed"or"expected"changes"in"the"local"climate."An"advantage"to"adaptaGon"planning"is"that"it’s"very"
contextZspecific,"and"builds"upon"the"strengths"of"each"community."
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Reac%ve'vs'proac%ve'adapta%on:'
AdaptaGon"can"be"reacGve"in"nature,"occurring"in"response"to"observed"climate"
condiGons,"or"proacGve,"occurring"in"anGcipaGon"of"future"climate"change."ReacGve"
adaptaGon"has"been"occurring"for"thousands"of"years"among"human"civilizaGons"and"
it"is"typically"informed"by"direct"experience,"whereas"proacGve"adaptaGon"acGons"
have"been"enacted"only"in"recent"years"due"to"our"ability"to"be;er"predict"climate"
change"related"events."Although"proacGve"adaptaGon"presents"challenges"for"
infrastructureZrelated"decisions"that"depend"on"precise"informaGon"about"the"
intensity,"Gming"and"distribuGon"of"climate"impactsZ"this"form"of"adaptaGon"o]en"
results"in"lower"longZterm"costs"for"municipaliGes"and"proves"to"be"more"effecGve"
than"reacGve"adaptaGon"acGons"in"managing"climate"related"risks."





Many"municipaliGes"have"already"developed"adaptaGon"approaches"that"effecGvely"address"the"diverse"
challenges"that"the"extremely"variable"climate"has"posedZ"o]en"Gmes"not"even"recognizing"these"approaches"as"a"
form"of"climate"change"adaptaGon.""

CakeX’s"Case"Studies"Database"has"been"developed"by"the"leading"thinkers"at"EcoAdapt"(through"their"
State"of"AdaptaGon"Program)"to"provide"quick"access"to"informaGon"about"onZtheZground"climate"change"
adaptaGon"projects."Through"interviews"and"surveys,"EcoAdapt"synthesizes"how"people"are"preparing"for"or"
responding"to"climate"change."The"informaGon"collected"is"compiled"into"case"studies"and"shared"through"CAKE."

Moreover,"municipal"adaptaGon"efforts"may"be"viewed"as"a"point"of"compeGGon"in"the"future."The"STAR"
Community"RaGng"System,"developed"by"experts"on"community"sustainability,"is"the"first"naGonal"(US)"framework"
for"local"community"sustainability"efforts."Its"Climate"&"Energy"goal"area"looks"beyond"just"resource"efficiency,"and"
awards"(or"deducts)"points"depending"on"communiGes’"climate"adaptaGon"efforts."



In"assessing"what"the"future"climate"holds,"governments"may"find"that"many"projected"climate"change"impacts"are"
in"fact"more"extreme"versions"of"what"communiGes"are"experiencing"today."Preparing"for"future"climate"change"
will"build"presentZday"community"resilience"along"with"making"longZterm"sense."

Examples"of"noZregrets"strategies:"
●  Warning"systems"
●  PolluGon"reducGons"
●  RiskZbased"insurance:"discourage"se;lement"in"lowZlying"coastal"areas"and"fire"risk"areas;"could"promote"

hazard"miGgaGon"

However,"noZregrets"scenarios"will"only"go"so"far."In"some"cases,"difficult,"and"possibly"expensive"adaptaGon"
strategies"will"be"necessary."But,"in"the"meanGme,"Hurricane"Sandy"proved"that"we"sGll"have"a"long"way"to"go"
adapGng"to"our"current"climate"risks."These"will"only"grow"more"sever"in"the"future."If"we"are"vulenrable"to"the"
current"climate,"we"are"more)vulnerable"to"climate"change."



Taking"proacGve"steps"to"be"flexible"and"to"anGcipate"and"address"impacts"can"save"money"and"protect"the"wellZ
being"of"communiGes."For"instance,"considering"the"impacts"of"climate"change"on"water"supply"and"demand"in"
design"criteria"for"a"new"reservoir"can"help"ensure"that"the"new"reservoir"meets"future"water"needs"and"may"be"
less"costly"than"having"to"expand"the"reservoir"in"the"future."

Preparing"for"future"climate"change"impacts"may"also"provide"opportuniGes"to"add"value"to"exisGng"capital"
projects."“Piggybacking”"a"reclaimed"water"system"expansion,"for"example,"reduces"the"marginal"cost"of"adding"
the"reclaimed"water"system"onto"a"planned"wastewater"treatment"system"expansion"while"providing"buffering"
capacity"against"projected"water"supply"impacts.""

(InformaGon"source:"Center"for"Science"in"the"Earth"System,"King"County,"“Preparing"for"Climate"Change”,"SecGon"
3.2"Reasons"for"Local,"Regional,"and"State"Governments"to"be"ProacGve,"h;p://www.cses.washington.edu/db/pdf/
snoveretalgb574.pdf)"

(Image"source:"Andrew"Magill,"2009,"h;ps://flic.kr/p/68zxij)"



Freshwater"Future"&"EcoAdapt:"Consider"Climate"Change"AdaptaGon:"h;p://
freshwaterfuture.org/userfiles/Climate101FactSheet.pdf"

US"EPA:"climate"change"impacts"and"adapGng"to"change:"h;p://www.epa.gov/
climatechange/impactsZadaptaGon/""
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Add'sources"
The"Chicago"Climate"AcGon"Plan"includes"five"themes"for"successful"planning"that"are"useful"for"all"planners"to"
keep"in"mind:"

1.  “Building"adapGve"capacity"is"the"pulng"in"place"of"support"systems,"data"collecGon,"evaluaGon"
processes,"awarenessZraising,"and"policy"framework(s)"which"will"encourage,"allow"or"require"individual"
businesses"and"regions"to"undertake"adaptaGon."Only"when"such"work"has"been"undertaken"in"a"
parGcular"organizaGon"or"sector"can"the"work"of"delivering"adaptaGon"acGons"begin.”"

2.  Climate"change"will"affect"elements"of"community"infrastructure"and"life"that"are"already"addressed"by"
municipal"planners"and"exisGng"organizaGonal"structures."Planning"for"climate"change"is"not"about"
starGng"from"scratch;"it"is"about"adding"climate"consideraGons"to"the"exisGng"shortZ"and"longZterm"
community"plans."Planning"processes"idenGfy"future"organizaGonal,"operaGonal,"equipment,"or"
infrastructure"needs"involving"procuring"new"goods,"services"and/or"products"or"building"new"
infrastructure"that"must"funcGon"under"a"new"set"of"climate"condiGons."To"manage"risk,"planning"
processes"should"be"modified"to"account"for"potenGal"impacts"of"climate"changes.”"For"example,"New"
Zealand"has"issued"guidelines"for"local"authoriGes"that"include"specific"quesGons"to"be"asked"when"
drawing"up"individual"plans,"including:""

a.  Does"the"risk"management"analysis"take"into"account"changes"due"to"climate"change?""
b.  Do"the"effects"of"climate"change"reflect"the"current"level"of"uncertainty"in"the"region"and"

should"a"cauGous"approach"be"adopted"as"a"result?"If"not,"is"this"explained?""
c.  Does"the"plan"include"a"specific"commitment"to"keep"up"to"date"with"changing"understanding"

of"climate"change"and"its"implicaGons"(including"any"relevant"local"monitoring"or"liaison)?
Chicago"Quick"Guide"to"Climate"Change"PreparaGon"p."6."

3.  AdaptaGon"measures"almost"always"have"mulGple"benefits"(such"as"reduced"energy"costs,"improved"
aestheGcs,"and"reduced"air"and"water"polluGon)."These"should"be"considered"to"assess"the"overall"
benefit"of"the"measures"that"may"be"taken—especially"when"the"coZbenefits"either"save"money"or"
outweigh"the"costs"of"the"measures."

4.  Incremental"steps"(rather"than"large"acGons)"can"keep"opGons"open"so"that"plans"can"be"adjusted"as"
new"data"develops."Phased"projects"can"help"communiGes"avoid"gelng"locked"into"trajectories"that"
may"not"be"compaGble"with"future"climate"risks."Phased"projects"are"also"easier"to"incorporate"into"
exisGng"community"plans"and"are"less"poliGcally"difficult."Also,"distributed"infrastructure"can"be"more"
flexible"in"responding"to"change"than"large,"centralized"systems."

5.  “The"paradox"of"process"planning"is"the"intermixed"integraGon"of"past,"present,"and"future."We"plan"for"
the"future,"do"so"in"the"present,"and"use"data"from"the"past.”"To"plan"for"climate"change,"new"data"must"
be"conGnually"incorporated"and"decisions"



There"is"no""oneZsize"fits"all”"adaptaGon,"but"there"are"similariGes"in"approaches"
across"regions"and"sectors."Sharing"best"pracGces,"learning"by"doing,"and"iteraGve"and"
collaboraGve"processes"including"stakeholder"involvement,"can"help"support"progress."
General"pa;erns"in"adaptaGon"processes"are"beginning"to"emerge,"with"similariGes"
discernible"across"sectors,"systems,"and"scales.,"

This"is"not"a"stepwise"or"linear"process;"various"stages"can"be"occurring"
simultaneously,"in"a"different"order,"or"be"omi;ed"completely."However,"as"shown"
clockwise"in"the"figure"above,"the"process"generally"involves"characterizing"
vulnerability,"developing"opGons,"implemenGng"acGons,"monitoring"outcomes,"and"
reevaluaGng"strategies."



In"many"cases"it"takes"one"or"more"champions"to"keep"adaptaGon"iniGaGves"alive"in"
the"face"of"the"many"compeGng"municipal"prioriGes."Dialogue,"discussion"and"public"
consultaGons"are"important"means"to"arriving"at"a"desirable"adaptaGon"acGon."



The"topic"of"uncertainty"will"come"up"anyGme"you’re"dealing"with"climate"change."It’s"important"to"
acknowledge"uncertainty"and"remember"that"uncertainty"is"a"crucial"part"of"any"form"of"scienGfic"
research—and"climate"research"is"no"excepGon.""No"ma;er"how"elaborate"our"models"are"(or"how"
convincing"our"observaGons"seem),"a"degree"of"uncertainty"always"exists."Global"Climate"Models"also"
help"us"understand"and"quanGfy"degrees"of"uncertainty"associated"with"climate"change"forecasts."
Climate"change"uncertainGes"include"quesGons"regarding"the"degree"of"future"greenhouse"gas"
emissions,"solar"output,"and"variaGons"in"ocean"circulaGon"pa;erns.""

Make"sure"to"acknowledge"that"there"is"significant"uncertainty"regarding:"
•  The"level"of"future"emisisons"(and,"thus,"level"of"warming)"
•  The"level"and"type"of"future"changes"in"local"land"use"
•  Incomplete"understanding"of"cloud"and"ocean"dynamics"

Many"decisions"and"city"plans"are"based"on"uncertainGes:"
●  PopulaGon"growth"
●  Natural"disasters"
●  Flood"insurance"
●  Disease"control"



Image"source:"Flickr"2014,"h;ps://flic.kr/p/oqye3K"

This"secGon"explores"some"of"the"ways"in"which"city"officials"are"integraGng"climate"
adaptaGon"into"their"work."While"some"ciGes"create"adaptaGon"plans,"others"do"not.""
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The"NOAA"Coastal"Center’s"framework"for"adaptaGon"(see"diagram)"aligns"with"the"sort"of"cyclical"planning"that"
most"city"officials"already"engage"in."Many"adaptaGon"models"align"with"this"cycle."The"key"takeZaway"here"is"that"
building"resilience"is"an"ongoing"process."

Scope"&"Organize"
•  Review"hazard"impacts"
•  IdenGfy"stakeholders"and"get"buyZin"
•  Build"working"group"and"subcommi;ees"
•  IdenGfy"planning"areas"
Assess"
•  Conduct"vulnerability"assessment"
•  PrioriGze"planning"issues"
Plan"
•  IdenGfy,"evaluate,"and"prioriGze"adaptaGon"strategies"
•  Integrate"strategies"into"other"plans"
•  Create,"plan,"and"schedule"for"implemenGng"and"monitoring"
Implement"&"Monitor"
•  Implement"high"priority"acGons"
•  UGlize"plans"to"seek"funding"
•  Track"progress"and"evaluate"effecGveness"
•  Assess"new"impacts"informaGon"
•  Revise"strategies"and"prioriGes"as"needed"

Some"of"guides"and"checklists"include:"
1.  Center"for"Science"in"the"Earth"System,"2007,"“Preparing"for"Climate"Change”,"Page"7:"Suggested"Checklist"for"

Governments"on"How"to"Prepare"for"Climate"Change,"(h;p://www.cses.washington.edu/db/pdf/
snoveretalgb574.pdf)"

2.  NOAA,"Roadmap"for"AdapGng"to"Coastal"Risk:"h;p://www.csc.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/training/roadmap"
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The"City"of"Chicago’s"climate"change"efforts"began"in"2006"when"then"Major"Daley"
established"a"mulGZstakeholder"Task"Force"to"develop"plans"to"reduce"the"city’s"
greenhouse"gas"emissions"and"help"the"city"adapt"to"both"exisGng"and"projected"
climate"impacts."The"Task"Force"commissioned"inZdepth"impacts"and"vulnerability"
assessments"and"an"economic"analysis"of"projected"impacts"and"costs"of"inacGon."The"
CCAP"effort"has"been"funded"by"a"coaliGon"of"diverse"partners"and"has"drawn"
financial"support"from"a"host"of"sources"ranging"from"federal"sGmulus"funds"to"
private"foundaGon"support,"state"funds,"and"pro"bono"and"inZkind"support."Since"
2008,"the"CCAP"has"received"or"leveraged"over"$142"million"in"funds."

A]er"conducGng"impacts,"economic"costs,"and"risk"assessments,"the"city"released"the"
Chicago"Climate"AcGon"Plan"(CCAP)"in"late"2008."The"plan"funcGons"much"like"a"
roadmap"for"climate"acGon"with"five"overarching"strategies,"including"nine"adaptaGon"
acGons."Implemented"adaptaGon"acGons"thus"far"include"integraGon"of"future"climate"
scenarios"into"stormwater"management"as"well"as"the"development"of"green"urban"
design"projects"to"reduce"heat"and"flooding."

Chicago"Climate"AcGon"Plan:"h;p://www.chicagoclimateacGon.org/filebin/pdf/
finalreport/CCAPREPORTFINALv2.pdf"

Chicago"Climate"AcGon"Plan"Progress"Report:"h;p://www.chicagoclimateacGon.org/
filebin/pdf/CCAPProgressReportv3.pdf"

h;p://www.cakex.org/caseZstudies/6661"
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Early"in"2013,"the"City"of"Monroe,"Frenchtown"Charter"Township"and"Monroe"Charter"Township"agreed"to"pool"
their"resources"and"work"together"in"reviewing"and"revising"their"respecGve"master"plans"under"the"project"name"
“Resilient"Monroe.”"Each"of"these"local"governments"conducts"landZuse"planning"and"community"development"
separately"under"Michigan’s"planning"and"zoning"laws."However,"when"taken"together,"the"three"jurisdicGons"
include"the"geographic"area"most"people"think"of"as"the"greater"Monroe"Community."

The"Resilient"Monroe"project"is"designed"to"serve"the"whole"community"by"supporGng"the"work"of"all"three"
planning"commissions"and"the"elected"officials"from"each"jurisdicGon."Together,"these"public"officials"have"formed"
a"Community"Planning"Commi;ee"to"review"and"consider"the"planning"documents"developed"by"the"project."
Research,"planning"and"process"facilitaGon"services"are"being"provided"by"the"Land"InformaGon"Access"AssociaGon"
(LIAA)"with"support"from"the"Community"FoundaGon"of"Monroe"County,"Michigan"Municipal"League"(MML),"
Michigan"Townships"AssociaGon"(MTA),"Michigan"AssociaGon"of"Planning"(MAP)"and"the"Urban"Planning"division"
of"the"University"of"Michigan."Funding"for"this"effort"has"been"provided"by"the"City"of"Monroe,"Frenchtown"
Charter"Township,"Monroe"Charter"Township,"the"Kresge"FoundaGon,"and"the"Americana"FoundaGon."AddiGonally,"
LIAA"is"contribuGng"inZkind"efforts."

UlGmately,"the"Resilient"Monroe"project"is"all"about"helping"the"leaders"and"ciGzens"
of"the"greater"Monroe"Community"refine"their"land"use"and"development"plans"to"
adapt"to"unpredictable"circumstances,"many"of"which"are"parGally"or"wholly"beyond"
direct"local"control."This"effort"will"support"the"City"of"Monroe"in"rewriGng"its"exisGng"
Master"Plan"and"assist"the"parGcipaGng"townships"in"reviewing"their"master"plans"—"
working"toward"greater"community"resilience."

CakeX"Case"Study:"h;p://www.cakex.org/caseZstudies/resilientZmonroeZresourceZ
atlas"
Resilient"Monroe"Resource"Atlas:"h;p://www.resilientmonroe.org/resourceatlas.asp"
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In"March"of"2013,"the"Dane"County"Climate"Change"AcGon"Council"was"created"with"the"mission"of"ensuring"that"
the"Dane"County"government"is"be;er"prepared"for"weather"extremes"brought"on"by"global"climate"change."To"
support"their"mission"and"prepare"this"report,"the"Council"facilitated"an"internal"review"of"preparaGons"and"
potenGal"modificaGons"to"the"county’s"operaGons"and"capital"investments."Based"on"the"internal"review,"this"
report"idenGfies"potenGal"vulnerabiliGes"to"climate"change,"and"provides"sector"based"adaptaGon"strategies."

The"report"addresses"climate"impacts"for"public"health,"public"safety"and"emergency"management,"infrastructure"
and"faciliGes,"and"Dane"County"lakes."The"climate"related"risks"within"each"sector"are"detailed"and"each"are"
followed"by"“near"term"adaptaGons,""as"well"as"methods"for"preparing"for"projected"adaptaGons"through"planning"
and"miGgaGon.""

Sources:""
Georgetown"Climate"Center:"h;p://www.georgetownclimate.org/resources/daneZcountyZwisconsinZclimateZ
changeZandZemergencyZpreparednessZplan"
County"of"Dane:"h;p://danedocs.countyofdane.com/webdocs/pdf/press/9_Z
_30_Climate_Change_and_Emergency_Preparedness.pdf"
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US"State"and"Local"AdaptaGon"Plans:"h;p://www.georgetownclimate.org/resources/
usZstateZandZlocalZadaptaGonZplans"

Federal"and"EPA"adaptaGon"plans:"h;p://www.epa.gov/climatechange/impactsZ
adaptaGon/fedZprograms.html""
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Image"source:"h;p://producGon.sustainabilitylt.netdnaZcdn.com/content/
posGmages/image/495/normal_floods.jpg"
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Vulnerability"Using"refined"maps"that"depicted"projected"inundaGon"and"flooding"in"the"ART"Project"subregion"
based"on"16”"and"55”"of"sea"level"rise,"project"staff"determined"the"exposure"of"assets"to"the"new"daily"high"Gde"
and"extreme"Gde"levels"as"well"as"to"windZwaves"during"a"storm"event.""Analysis"of"sensiGvity"and"adapGve"
capacity"of"the"assets"to"higher"high"Gdes,"periodic"flooding"and"higher"groundwater"was"informed"by"the"ExisGng"
CondiGons"and"Stressors"Report"and"informaGon"for"assetZspecific"metrics"that"the"Subregional"Working"Group"
helped"develop."

1."Impacts:"
•  Local"climate"projecGons"
•  Asset"inventory:"IdenGfy"assets"to"be"assessed"

2."Vulnerability"generally"includes"three"components:"exposure,"sensiGvity"and"adapGve"capacity."
•  Exposure:"Extent"to"which"an"asset"experiences"an"impact"
•  SensiGvity:"Degree"to"which"an"asset"is"impaired"by"an"impact"
•  AdapGve"capacity:"Inherent"ability"of"an"asset"to"accommodate"or"adjust"to"an"impact"to"maintain"its"primary"

funcGons"

3."Risk:"
•  Likelihood:"Chance"or"probability"of"an"impact"occurring"
•  Consequence:"Magnitude"of"effects"on"society"and"equity,"economy,"governance,"and"environment"if"an"

impact"occurs""



(From"NOAA’s"Adap.ng)to)Climate)Change:)A)Planning)Guide)for)State)Coastal)Managers.)"

Risk"assessment"requires"data"about"the"levels"of"exposure"to"climate"impacts"for"the"community:"
●  People""
●  Infrastructure"
●  Natural"resources"
●  Cultural"resources"
●  Economic"resources"

When"considering"areas"of"likely"climate"change"impact,"Chicago"used"four"themes"(Water,"Health,"
Ecosystems,"and"Infrastructure)"and"then"idenGfied"subZthemes"within"each"group.""The"city"wanted"to"
know"how"climate"change"would"impact"each"of"these"areas.""For"example,"
•Water’s"subthemes"included"precipitaGon,"river"flow,"and"Lake"Michigan."
•Health’s"subthemes"included"heat,"air"quality,"and"vectorZborne"diseases."
•Ecosystems’"subthemes"included"natural"vegetaGon,"animals,"invasive"species,"and"agriculture."
•Infrastructure’s"subthemes"included"heaGng"and"cooling,"operaGon"and"maintenance,"labor,"and"
other."
Although"the"primary"focus"of"adaptaGon"planning"is"on"risks,"climate"change"may"also"create"new"
opportuniGes"for"a"community.""Including"this"concept"in"the"research"gives"a"more"complete"picture"
that"is"useful"in"determining"the"best"local"acGons."



1.  Examples"of"municipal"acGviGes/services"include"construcGon,"street"maintenance,"public"
safety,"public"health,"tourism,"business,"and"schools.""Knowing"what"acGviGes"will"be"affected"
can"help"determine"how"widely"the"impacts"will"be"felt"in"the"community,"what"agencies"may"
need"to"be"brought"into"the"planning"process,"and"where"adaptaGon"resources"may"be"
available."

2.  When"considering"the"Gmeline"for"impacts,"think"about"now,"10"years"from"now,"30"years"
from"now,"and"50"years"from"now."

Knowing"the"level"of"the"risk,"the"extent"of"its"impact"on"a"municipality,"and"the"immediacy"of"the"
threat,"the"planning"team"can"set"prioriGes"for"allocaGon"of"resources."It"is"important"to"retain"some"
flexibility"in"this"prioriGzaGon."""As"the"community"explores"adaptaGon"opGons,"discovery"of"
opportuniGes"to"address"impacts"that"are"lower"on"the"priority"list"may"appear.""For"instance,"these"
could"be"Ged"to"current"development"or"government"grants"that"will"expire"shortly.""Cases"like"these"
will"have"to"be"evaluated"on"an"ad)hoc"basis."



EcoAdapt’s"Climate"Vulnerability"Assessment"Quick"Guide:"h;p://
freshwaterfuture.org/userfiles/EcoAdapt'sClimateVulnerabilityAssessmentGuide.pdf"

Guide"to"climate"change"adaptaGon"in"ciGes:"h;p://siteresources.worldbank.org/
INTURBANDEVELOPMENT/Resources/336387Z1318995974398/
GuideClimChangeAdaptCiGes.pdf"

Image"source:"h;p://climateZadapt.eea.europa.eu/image/image_gallery?
img_id=1904042&fileName=ast_step5_new.png&t=1337933207838""



Successful"adaptaGon"requires"communityZwide"planning;"it"is"vital"to"bring"all"parGes"together"to"
share"informaGon"and"ideas"so"that"widespread"implementaGon"will"be"possible.""Once"there"is"a"
summary"report"on"the"risks"climate"change"poses"for"an"area,"this"report"can"be"presented"to"the"
wider"community.""
●  This"can"help"make"sure"that"no"community"concerns"were"overlooked."""
●  If"people"have"a"chance"to"take"part"in"the"process"and"feel"that"the"resulGng"prioriGes"are"

valid,"they"will"be"more"likely"to"support"the"adaptaGon"plans."
●  There"may"be"smallZscale"programs"within"the"private"sector"that"offer"opportunity"for"

partnership"in"implemenGng"adaptaGon"plans."

Image"source:"h;p://nca2014.globalchange.gov/sites/report/files/images/webZlarge/FigureZ26.4Z
hi.jpg"



Successful"adaptaGon"requires"communityZwide"planning;"it"is"vital"to"bring"all"parGes"together"to"
share"informaGon"and"ideas"so"that"widespread"implementaGon"will"be"possible.""Once"there"is"a"
summary"report"on"the"risks"climate"change"poses"for"an"area,"this"report"can"be"presented"to"the"
wider"community.""
●  This"can"help"make"sure"that"no"community"concerns"were"overlooked."""
●  If"people"have"a"chance"to"take"part"in"the"process"and"feel"that"the"resulGng"prioriGes"are"

valid,"they"will"be"more"likely"to"support"the"adaptaGon"plans."
●  There"may"be"smallZscale"programs"within"the"private"sector"that"offer"opportunity"for"

partnership"in"implemenGng"adaptaGon"plans."



NOAA"Roadmap"for"AdapGng"to"Coastal"Risk:"h;p://www.csc.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/
training/roadmap"

AdopGng"to"coastal"climate"change:"h;p://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PNADO614.pdf"

A"coastal"community"resilience"evaluaGon"tool:"h;p://www.state.nj.us/dep/cmp/
docs/gtrZresilience.pdf"
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Source:""h+p://cdn.americanprogress.org/wp7content/uploads/2013/08/
LowIncomeResilience73.pdf"
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In"the"field"of"emergency"management"one"has"to"be"careful"when"discussing"what"
otherwise"might"appear"as"common"and"readily7understood"terms."The"difficulty"is"
that"this"field"of"pracHce"does"not"have"a"consistent"and"universally"understood"set"of"
terms."The"following"definiHons"are"offered"as"a"starHng"point,"to"clarify"the"
discussion"below."Please"avoid"geMng"concerned"about"the"parHcular"definiHons"
used,"and"instead"concentrate"on"their"general"meaning.""
"
"
Source"CitaHon:""
Community7wide"vulnerability"assessment,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/
component/k2/item/26717community7wide7vulnerability7and7capacity7
assessment72001"
Climate Change Adaptation and Health Equity Workshop (2011), h+ps://
www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26487climate7change7adaptaHon7and7
health7equity7workshop72011"
"
"
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"
"
Images:"""
h+p://www.worldpreservaHonfoundaHon.org/blog/wp7content/uploads/2010/07/
heat7wave7NYC.jpg"
h+p://blogs.reuters.com/great7debate/files/2014/07/NYC7FLOODED7PLAZA7
BETTER.jpg"
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[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
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"
Heat"can"also"impact"air"quality.""During"heat"waves"in"the"Midwest,"air"pollutants"are"
trapped"near"the"surface"as"atmospheric"venHlaHon"is"reduced.""Without"strict"
a+enHon"to"regional"emissions"of"air"pollutants,"the"undesirable"combinaHon"of"
extreme"heat"and"unhealthy"air"quality"is"likely"to"result.""Climate"change"will"likely"
cause"an"increase"in"surface"ozone"over"the"Midwest,"partly"driven"by"decreased"
venHlaHon"due"to"warmer"temperatures."
!
Source"citaHon:"
Wu,"Shiliang,"Lore+a"J."Mickley,"Eric"M."Leibensperger,"Daniel"J."Jacob,"David"Rind,"
and"David"G."Streets.""2008.""“Effects"of"2000–2050"global"change"on"ozone"air"quality"
in"the"United"States.”""Journal(of(Geophysical(Research,"113,"D06302,"doi:
10.1029/2007JD008917."
Image:""h+p://ns.umich.edu/new/images/climate7change7to7profoundly7affect7the7
midwest7Chicago7smog7orig720130118.jpg"
"
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"
The"frequency"of"heavy"rain"events"will"increase"with"climate"change."
[And"waiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
"
"
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"
During"storms,"combined"sewer"overflows"can"cause"sewage"to"flow"into"lakes.""How"
does"this"happen?""
"
Combined"sewer"systems"collect"runoff,"sewage,"and"industrial"water"in"the"same"
pipe.""This"was"economical"when"all"wastewater"was"discharged"directly"to"rivers"
(before"we"had"treatment"plants"in"the"19th"century).""Now,"the"system"can"handle"
the"whole"load"during"dry"weather"and"direct"it"all"for"treatment."But,"during"big"
storms,"the"plants"can’t"handle"the"volume—and"the"systems"are"designed"to"
overflow"into"lakes.""

 
When over a billion gallons of sewage is released into our rivers and lakes 
from combined sewer overflows during heavy rains, water quality diminishes 
and beaches are closed"
"
Combined sewer overflows can also negatively affect human health, since 
waterborne diseases in drinking water can be more prevalent after heavy "
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WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
Image:""h+p://blogs7images.forbes.com/melaniehaiken/files/2012/08/Screen7
Shot720127087227at72.43.007PM.png"
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h+p://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=hsrebuildingstrategy.pdf"
h+p://cdn.americanprogress.org/wp7content/uploads/2013/08/
LowIncomeResilience73.pdf""""
"
Images:""h+ps://encrypted7tbn2.gstaHc.com/images?
q=tbn:ANd9GcQZzGzQDFR0eluE3yhzpyg9_NeL2ZMASh9esSu8b76Dax47GUF2"
Polar"Vortex"!""globalnews.ca"
"
"
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"
h+p://cdn.americanprogress.org/wp7content/uploads/2013/08/
LowIncomeResilience73.pdf""Excerpts:"""
"
"Many"low"income"elderly"and"disabled"residents"of"New"York"City's"public"housing"
complexes"were"stranded"in"their"apartments"for"weeks"axer"the"storm"due"to"
elevator"outages.""Other"residents"remained"in"the"high7rises,"despite"having"no"heat"
or"power,"because"they"had"nowhere"else"to"go"or"no"means"of"geMng"out"of"their"
neighborhood.""In"other"parts"of"the"region,"low"income"people"were"unable"to"make"
it"to"food"stamp"centers"for"assistance.""The"esHmated"cost"of"the"destrucHon"
wrought"by"Sandy"was"$65"billion,"with"low7income"households"greatly"impacted....
[Severe"weather"events]"exacerbate"our"underlying"economic"
inequiHes...disproporHonately"harming"middle"and"low7income"Americans.""These"
households"have"fewer"resources"to"prepare"for"and"recover"from"such"disasters.“"
"
“Low7income"people"are"parHcularly"vulnerable"to"extreme"weather"events"due"to"
their"poor"housing"quality,"poor"environmental"condiHons,"and"economic"
instability…."…."When"families""
lack"economic"security,"an"unforeseen"crisis"that"causes"financial"hardship"can""
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In"2006,"a"report"by"the"Government"Accountabiliity"Office"found"that"at"least"$1"
billion"(or"11%)"of"disaster"payments"given"by"FEMA"were"found"to"be""improperly"
and"fraudulently""used.""Thousands"of"ciHzens"and"officials""were"charged"with"
wrongful"use"of"emergency"funds."""
"
"
"
h+p://www.livescience.com/225227hurricane7katrina7facts.html"
h+p://www.history.com/topics/hurricane7katrina"
h+ps://www.dosomething.org/facts/117facts7about7hurricane7katrina"
h+p://www.nola.com/hurricane/index.ssf/2009/08/
answers_are_scarce_in_study_of.html"
h+p://www.poyi.org/63/photos/08/02.jpg"–"""photo"capHon"
h+p://www.journalofamericanhistory.org/projects/katrina/Landphair.html"
"
"
Image:""h+p://www.poyi.org/63/photos/08/02.jpg"
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"
Image:""h+p://blog.emergencyoutdoors.com/tala/uploads/2012/09/down7power7
line7survival702.jpg"
"
[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
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"
"
Source"citaHon:"Community7Wide"Vulnerability"and"Capacity"Assessment"(CVCA),"
Office"of"CriHcal"Infrastructure"ProtecHon"and"Emergency"Preparedness,"Government"
of"Canada,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26717community7
wide7vulnerability7and7capacity7assessment72001"
"
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Sources:"""
"
h+p://www.chicagomag.com/city7life/March72014/Child7Poverty7Is7Increasing7in7
Illinois7Especially7in7the7Chicago7Suburbs/"
Community7wide"vulnerability"assessment""
h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26717community7wide7
vulnerability7and7capacity7assessment72001"
From"Theory"to"PracHce:"A"Canadian"Case"Study"of"the"UHlity"of"Climate"Change"
AdaptaHon"Frameworks"to"Address"Health"Impacts"(2011)"
h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26517from7theory7to7pracHce7
a7canadian7case7study7of7the7uHlity7of7climate7change7adaptaHon7frameworks7to7
address7health7impacts72011"
"
Image:""h+p://media.chicagomag.com//images/cache/cache_7/cache_7/cache_f/
77f9b53ddac151d4c8918c27c7514381.jpeg?
ver=1403126020&aspectraHo=1.4761904761905"
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The"task"is"made"difficult"by"the"reality"that"people"do"not"oxen"fall"solely"into"one"
category"or"another."Those"who"are"deemed"to"be"“most"vulnerable”"are"typically"in"
that"category"not"because"of"their"age"(very"young"or"old),"gender"(i.e.,"female),"or"
culture"(e.g.,"naHve"populaHons)."They"are"“most"vulnerable”"because"they"lack"the"
capacity"to"respond"or"recover,"which"is"generally"assumed"to"exist"for"the"general"
populaHon."That"lack"of"capacity"oxen"translates"into"a"wide"range"of"obstacles."
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"Community7wide"vulnerability"assessment,"h+ps://
www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26717community7wide7vulnerability7
and7capacity7assessment72001"
Image:""h+p://staHc.guim.co.uk/sys7images/Guardian/Pix/pictures/
2011/3/16/1300305788524/single7mother7with7baby7007.jpg"
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Source"and"image"citaHon:""
Climate Change Adaptation and Health Equity Workshop (2011), h+ps://
www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26487climate7change7adaptaHon7and7
health7equity7workshop72011"
"
h+p://www.chicagopsr.org/PDFs/climatechangepublichealthplancookcounty.pdf"
"
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Imagery:""h+p://detroitjcrc.org/sites/default/files/uploaded_images/
Where_We_Stand/poverty.jpg"
"
Source:""
h+p://www.careclimatechange.org/files/adaptaHon/
CARE_Understanding_Vulnerability.pdf"
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Imagery:""h+p://detroitjcrc.org/sites/default/files/uploaded_images/
Where_We_Stand/poverty.jpg"
"
h+p://vortex.accuweather.com/adc2004/pub/includes/columns/newsstory/
2011/300x200_07201550_deadlyheatwave1995july.jpg"
"
Source:""
h+p://www.careclimatechange.org/files/adaptaHon/
CARE_Understanding_Vulnerability.pdf"
h+p://www.accuweather.com/en/weather7news/major7heat7hits7major7metropol/
52689"
"
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Source"citaHon:""
Community7wide"vulnerability"assessment,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/
component/k2/item/26717community7wide7vulnerability7and7capacity7
assessment72001"
"
AddiHonal"informaHon/slides"on"this"topic"will"be"provided"on"next"iteraHon"of"
module"submissions."
"
From"Theory"to"PracHce:"A"Canadian"Case"Study"of"the"UHlity"of"Climate"Change"
AdaptaHon"Frameworks"to"Address"Health"Impacts"(2011),"h+ps://
www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26517from7theory7to7pracHce7a7
canadian7case7study7of7the7uHlity7of7climate7change7adaptaHon7frameworks7to7
address7health7impacts72011"
"
“A"robust"social"infrastructure"plays"a"significant"role"in"our"everyday"lives,"serves""
as"the"first"line"of"defense"during"disasters,"and"can"mean"the"difference"between""
survival"and"tragedy.”"
h+p://cdn.americanprogress.org/wp7content/uploads/2013/08/
LowIncomeResilience73.pdf"
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Insert"bio"informaHon"in"this"slide"
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From"h+p://www.cakex.org/content/using7social7media7foster7climate7change7
resilience,"document"enHtled"“Using"Social"Media"to"Foster"Climate"Change"
Resilience”:"
"
“The"underlying"sense"of"‘belonging’"and"‘connectedness’"to"a"social"group"can"play"a"
key"role"in"the"ability"of"vulnerable"communiHes"to"cope"with"and"recover"from"the"
impacts"of"climate"change.""Acknowledging"the"linkages"between"cultural"idenHty"and"
climate"change"resilience"is"parHcularly"relevant"within"vulnerable"developing"
contexts"given"the"richness"of"their"tradiHonal"knowledge"and"cultural"heritage,"the"
need"for"innovaHve"responses"to"the"challenges"posed"by"climate"change,"as"well"as"
the"new"opportuniHes"provided"by"informaHon"and"communiHes"technologies"(ICTs)"
to"access,"assess"and"use"informaHon"and"knowledge.""The"noHon"of"cultural"idenHty"
is"linked"to"the"way"in"which"we"relate"to"the"customs,"pracHces,"languages"and"
worldviews"that"define"a"group"or"territory."It"involves"the"conservaHon"of"social"
memory,"the"generaHonal"transfer"of"indigenous"knowledge,"the"ability"of"a"
community"to"self7organise"around"common"interests"and"shared"values,"and"the"
maintenance"of"social"networks"that"are"based"on"trust"and"solidarity,"among"others.""
All"of"these"factors"are"pivotal"in"the"capacity"of"vulnerable"communiHes"to"deal"with"
change"and"uncertainty,"and"to"build"resilience"in"the"face"of"climate"change.”"
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"
Source:""h+p://www.cakex.org/content/using7social7media7foster7climate7change7
resilience"
"
"
Imagery:""www.facebook.com,""
h+ps://encrypted7tbn2.gstaHc.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQQ7Kib3E7
SNRpX6f3JkeBuASADejyfQMFOÄJnoHFXYBApgbDJ"
www.instagram.com"
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"
Source:"""
h+p://www.trust.org/item/?map=can7cultural7connecHons7boost7adaptaHon7to7
climate7change/"
h+p://www.cakex.org/content/using7social7media7foster7climate7change7resilience"
h+p://www.gsmnaHon.com/blog/2012/11/16/shake7charge7phone/"
"
"
Imagery:""h+p://www.gsmnaHon.com/blog/wp7content/uploads/2012/11/Avoid7
This7Sandy7Disaster.jpg"
h+ps://encrypted7tbn0.gstaHc.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQeiLwjOd3GFH8HOlPP07
Sj1BdcAmcjBZVUFkcX3FTe63oGfzRZ"
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Community-Wide Vulnerability and Capacity Assessment Tool (CVAT) is a GIS 
map overlay procedure that 
•  Enables a relative risk/vulnerability analysis of coastal communities to a 

series of existing threats 
•  Is comprised of 7 steps: 

•  Hazard identification and prioritization; 
•  Hazard analysis; 
•  Critical Facilities analysis; 
•  Social analysis; 
•  Economic analysis; 
•  Environmental analysis; 
•  Mitigation opportunities analysis. 

•  Offers a CD-ROM step-by-step guide, with a detailed case study from 
North Carolina 

•  Illustrates use of Community Vulnerability Methodology Assessment in a 
specific community 

"
The MGT 338 Risk and Vulnerability Assessments for Rural Communities is an 
8 hour instructor led course on management-level. It is designed to educate "
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"
Image:""h+p://www.ping4.com/wp7content/uploads/2013/05/fema_logo.jpg"
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"
Image:""h+p://www.ping4.com/wp7content/uploads/2013/05/fema_logo.jpg"
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Source:""h+p://en.klimaHlpasning.dk/tools/theresilienthouse/theresilienthouse.aspx"
"
"
Image:""h+p://www.ping4.com/wp7content/uploads/2013/05/fema_logo.jpg"
"
The"Resilient"House:"There"can"be"many"reasons"for"a"flooded"cellar."Perhaps"it"is"due"
to"wastewater"from"the"sewer"or"perhaps"it"is"intruding"groundwater"and"rainwater."
A"good"approach"to"issues"is"oxen"to"perceive"the"water"as"a"resource"instead"of"a"
problem."Local"drainage"of"rainwater"(LAR)"is"one"method"by"which"excess"rainwater"
can"be"managed"close"to"the"source."This"can"be"by"retaining"the"water"and"later"
allowing"it"to"soak"into"the"soil"or"evaporate,"or"by"leading"it"to"areas"where"it"will"
cause"less"damage."The"water"can"also"be"channelled"into"barrels"and"tanks,"from"
where"it"can"be"used"as"a"resource"and"reduce"household"water"bills."In"this"scene"
there"are"examples"of"LAR"methods"and"examples"of"how"you"can"collect"and"use"
rainwater.""
"
Source"citaHon:"
“The"resilient"House”"h+p://en.klimaHlpasning.dk/tools/theresilienthouse/
theresilienthouse.aspx"
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Mapping Socioeconomics and Climate Change in the Great Lakes Region 
Developed in partnership with the Great"Lakes"AdaptaHon"Assessment"for"CiHes"
(GLAA-C) at the University of Michigan, Mapping Demographics and Climate 
Change - Socioeconomics and Climate Change in the Great Lakes Region is 
an interactive map showing how the social and economic characteristics of 
the Great Lakes Region are impacted by regionally specific changes in 
climate. The map features statistical information on over 225 counties 
throughout the Great Lakes region. The site includes maps for Economy, 
Infrastructure and Vulnerable Populations.
"
"
Source"citaHon:""
h+p://graham.umich.edu/glaac/great7lakes7atlas"
Image:""h+p://graham.umich.edu/glaac/great7lakes7atlas"
"
"
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In"the"example"shown,"we’ve"selected"“St."Louis”"on"the"map.""This"tool"indicates"all"
the"demographic"informaHon"of"the"vulnerable"populaHon(s).""
"
"
Source"citaHon:""
h+p://graham.umich.edu/glaac/great7lakes7atlas"
Image:""h+p://graham.umich.edu/glaac/great7lakes7atlas"
"
"
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"
Source:""
h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/component/k2/item/26717community7wide7
vulnerability7and7capacity7assessment72001"
"
"
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"
The"Steps"of"CVAT"
1.)""Create"the"Planning"Team;""
2.""Set"planning"parameters;""
3.""Gather"relevant"informaHon;""
4.""Define"and"map"the"general"populaHon;""
5.""Define"and"map"high7density"areas;""
6.""Divide"and"map"the"municipality"into"“OperaHonal"Sectors”;""
7.""Define"and"map"“high7risk”"areas;""
8.""Select"applicable"categories"for"the"“most"vulnerable”"(see"category"list);""
9.""IdenHfy,"categorize"(as"full"or"part7Hme),"and"map"sites"related"or"specific"to"the""
idenHfied"“most"vulnerable”"groups"(e.g.,"seniors’"homes,"long7term"care"faciliHes,""
day7care"faciliHes,"social"services"access"points,"or"clinics);""
10."IdenHfy"and"map"other"areas"where"each"of"the"“most"vulnerable”"groups"has""
significant"numerical"presence;""
11."IdenHfy"intersecHon"or"overlap"of"“most"vulnerable”"groupings"and"“high7risk”"
areas;""
12."IdenHfy"criHcal"periods"(e.g.,"D=workday"hours,"N=workday"night,""
H=weekend/holiday)"when"each"group"is"parHcularly"vulnerable;""
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Step"1:"This"is"the"first"step"of"the"process"and"involves"establishing"a"mulH7
disciplinary"team"of"“experts”"or"people"knowledgeable"about"a"diversity"of"issues"
relaHng"to"emergency"planning,"disaster"response"and"recovery"operaHons."The"
Team"should"include"representaHves"of"the"following:"The"municipal"Emergency"
Measures"OrganizaHon"(EMO),"response"organizaHons"(e.g.,"police,"fire,"emergency"
medical"services"(EMS)),"municipal"planners,"health"services,"social"services,"key"
industrial"sites"or"industries,"local"NGOs,"and"key"volunteer"organizaHons"(i.e.,"those"
represenHng"or"those"servicing"vulnerable"populaHons)."
"
Step"2:"As"early"as"possible,"the"Planning"Team"should"establish"the"parameters"for"
their"planning"process."In"other"words,"they"should"a+empt"to"define"the"boundaries"
of"what"they"will"strive"to"achieve,"how"they"will"work"to"do"so,"for"how"long,"with"
what"resources,"and"so"on.""
"
Step"3:"This"analysis"process,"like"all"others,"is"as"accurate"as"the"informaHon"upon"
which"it"is"based."Therefore,"it"must"have"accurate,"comprehensive"and"Hmely"
informaHon,"which"is"best"provided"by"those"who"know"best."Team"members"should"
be"advised"of"the"basic"informaHon"desired"or"required,"and"be"tasked"to"gather"it"
before"any"other"acHvity"is"commenced."AddiHonal"informaHon"is"likely"to"be""
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Step"7:""Define"and"map"“high7risk”"areas""
This"step"is"intended"to"focus"a+enHon"on"those"areas"that,"for"whatever"reason,"are"
deemed"to"be"high"risk."If"the"CVCA"model"is"used"with"other"HRV"models,"this"
informaHon"may"already"be"well"determined."In"any"case,"consider"natural"hazards"
(e.g.,"rivers,"lakes,"mountain"slopes,"forested/bush"area,"or"shorelines)"as"well"asthe"
potenHal"of"human7induced"hazards"(e.g.,"producHon"or"storage"faciliHes,"
transportaHon"corridors"or"faciliHes).""
"
Step"8:""Select"applicable"categories"for"the"“most"vulnerable”""
A"key"purpose"of"this"step"is"to"look"at"vulnerable"populaHons"in"a"broad"perspecHve"
and"to"steer"away"from"the"more"common"and"oxen"misleading"categories"of"
vulnerable"groups:"young"children,"seniors,"women,"people"with"disabiliHes,"or"
indigenous"populaHons."
"
Step"9:""IdenHfy,"categorize,"and"map"sites"related"or"specific"to"the"idenHfied"“most"
vulnerable”"groups.""
This"step"focuses"on"sites"that"either"relate"to"or"service"the"needs"of"those"
previously"idenHfied"as"“most"vulnerable”."Such"sites"or"faciliHes"may"include"seniors’"
homes,"long7term"care"faciliHes,"day7care"faciliHes,"social"services"access"points,""
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Source"citaHon:"
h+p://unfccc.int/adaptaHon/nairobi_work_programme/
knowledge_resources_and_publicaHons/items/5340.php"
"
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h+p://www.cdc.gov/climateandhealth/BRACE.htm"
h+p://braceillinois.uic.edu/"
h+p://www.cdc.gov/climateandhealth/climate_ready.htm"
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In"Albany,"climate"change"will"likely"lead"to:"increases"in"temperature,"including"more"
frequent"high7heat"days"and"heat"waves;"increases"in"average"annual"precipitaHon;"
increases"in"the"frequency"and"intensity"of"precipitaHon"events;"and"sea"level"rise"
along"the"Hdal"Hudson"River."There"is"also"a"possibility"that"Albany"will"experience"
more"extreme"weather"events"such"as"ice"storms,"thunderstorms"(bringing"hail"and"
even"tornadoes),"and"tropical"storms"including"hurricanes"and"Nor’easters."
"
"
Source"citaHon:"h+p://www.albany2030.org/files/Albany%20Vulnerability
%20Assessment%20%26%20AdaptaHon%20Plan.pdf"
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Source"citaHon:"h+p://www.albany2030.org/files/Albany%20Vulnerability
%20Assessment%20%26%20AdaptaHon%20Plan.pdf"
"
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Source"citaHon:"h+p://www.albany2030.org/files/Albany%20Vulnerability
%20Assessment%20%26%20AdaptaHon%20Plan.pdf"
"
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"
This"table"is"easier"to"see"if"viewed"directly"at"the"link"provided"below:"
"
Source"citaHon:"h+p://www.albany2030.org/files/Albany%20Vulnerability
%20Assessment%20%26%20AdaptaHon%20Plan.pdf"
"
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For"specific"strategies"for"each"item,"please"refer"to"the"report"at"Albany"2030"(link"
below)"
"
Source"citaHon:"h+p://www.albany2030.org/files/Albany%20Vulnerability
%20Assessment%20%26%20AdaptaHon%20Plan.pdf"
"
"
"
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"
"
Source:"Toronto"Public"Health,"2014"
The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/webinars"
[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
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"
"
Source:"Toronto"Public"Health,"2014"
The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/webinars"
[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
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"
"
Source"citaHon":"h+p://www.state.gov/documents/organizaHon/218994.pdf,"page"
19."
"
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"
"
[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
Image:""h+p://www.findavet.us/wp7content/uploads/2011/05/deer_Hck_sign.jpg"
"
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"
"
[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
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Mold"is"at"a"crisis"level."Residents"will"not"receive"FEMA"aid"to"pay"for"the"mold"
remediaHon"necessary"to"make"their"properHes"even"temporarily"livable.""77Source:""
h+p://strikedebt.org/sandyreport/"
"
"
Source:"Toronto"Public"Health,"2014"
The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/webinars"
[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
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[WaiHng"for"the"original"MARS"notes"to"add"to"here.]"
"
"
Source"CitaHon:"The"MARS"Webinars,"h+ps://www.ccadaptaHon.ca/en/training/
webinars"
"
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Image&sources&(le.&to&right):&
1.  Geeta&Nambiar,&Flickr,&2010&h>ps://flic.kr/p/7YxYkQ&
2.  Chesapeake&Bay&Program,&Flickr,&2010&h>ps://flic.kr/p/8ScZ6J&
3.  Arlington&County,&Flickr,&2004&h>ps://flic.kr/p/6YYbdS&
4.  Ma>&Schilder,&City&of&Milwaukee,&Flickr,&h>ps://flic.kr/p/egqWW&

1&



Image&source:&Wisconsin&Department&of&Natural&Resources,&Flickr,&2011&h>ps://
flic.kr/p/egqWW&

2&



Image&source:&Christopher&Zurcher,&Flickr,&2006,&h>ps://flic.kr/p/nSMN8&

3&



Aging%infrastructure:%
The&US&Midwest&&&Northeast&have&the&oldest&water,&storm&water,&and&wastewater&systems&in&the&
country.&&Even&though&the&industry&recognizes&that&its&infrastructure&is&aging,&compeang&
demands&for&funding&mean&that&renewal&and&replacement&efforts&are&o.en&slower&
than&what&is&required.&The&current&rate&of&replacement&for&aging&collecaon&and&
distribuaon&systems&naaonwide&is&less&than&1&percent&for&most&ualiaes&per&year.&
•  see&regional&infrastructure&age&chart:&h>p://bv.com/images/watercualitycreport/2013c06c03cwaterc

industrycreportcchartsc(bvccom)_figc6.jpg?sfvrsn=2&
•  see&Black&&&Veatch&report:&h>p://bv.com/reports/2013cwatercualitycreport/buriedcinfrastructure&

The&EPA&predicts&that&the&percentage&of&U.S.&wastewater&pipe&that&will&be&in&“poor,”&
“very&poor,”&or&“life&elapsed”&(older&than&its&predicted&life&span)&condiaon&will&rise&
from&23%&in&2000&to&45%&in&2020.&As&of&2008,&the&agency&calculated&that&repairing&the&
naaon’s&sanitary&and&stormwater&sewer&infrastructure&would&cost&$298&
billion.&Climate&change&could&raise&the&tab&even&higher.&

Urban%popula4on%growth:%
Under&the&pressure&of&rapid&populaaon&growth&in&the&Great&Lakes&region,&mostly&in&the&metropolitan&
ciaes,&urban&development&has&been&undergoing&unprecedented&growth.&For&instance,&the&urban&builtc
up&area&of&the&GTA&has&doubled&since&1960s.&Sprawl&is&increasingly&becoming&a&problem&in&rural&and&
urban&fringe&areas&of&the&Great&Lakes&basin&

Lack%of%impervious%surfaces:%
Changing&land&use&and&the&expansion&of&urban&areas&are&reducing&water&infiltraaon&
into&the&soil&and&increasing&surface&runoff.&These&changes&exacerbate&impacts&caused&
by&increased&precipitaaon&intensity.&%

Combined%sewer%&%stormwater%overflows:%In&CSOs,&the&same&pipes&collect&rainwater&runoff,&sewage,&
and&industrial&water.&&Normally,&the&CSO&can&handle&the&whole&load&and&direct&it&all&for&treatment.&&
However,&during&heavy&storms,&the&wastewater&treatment&plants&can’t&handle&the&increased&volume&of&
water,&and&the&systems&overflow&into&local&rivers&and&lakes.%
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Both&the&quanaty&and&intensity&of&precipitaaon&are&projected&to&increase&in&the&Great&
Lakes&due&to&climate&change.&Annual&precipitaaon&and&rivercflow&increases&are&
observed&now&in&the&Midwest&and&the&Northeast&regions.&

Annual%rainfall:&Between&2010&and&2069,&average&annual&rainfall&could&increase&by&5&
to&10&percent&across&the&US&Midwest&region.&During&the&late&century&(2070&to&2099),&
average&annual&rainfall&could&increase&20%&over&late&20th&century&levels.&Most&models&
agree&that&winter&and&spring&will&see&increased&precipitaaon;&autumn&and&summer&
changes&are&less&certain.&In&fact,&some&of&these&changes&are&already&occurring:&more&
winter&precipitaaon&is&falling&as&rain&than&snow,&and&snow&is&melang&earlier&in&the&
spring.&However,&it’s&important&to&note&that&there&is&a&lot&of&regional&variability&in&
these&projecaons&(as&can&be&seen&by&the&dark&vs&light&blue&areas&on&the&map)&

Intense%precipita4on:%The&frequency&of&intense&storm&events&with&very&heavy&
downpours—more&than&2.5&inches&(6&cenameters)&in&a&24chour&period—is&likely&to&
increase&as&much&as&50&percent&between&2010&and&2039,&and&80&to&160&percent&by&
2100.&By&2100,&average&annual&river&and&stream&flows&are&projected&to&increase,&
though&seasonal&changes&will&vary.&
c&Source:&NRDC&

Figure&source&(le.):&Naaonal&Climate&Assessment&2014,&Figure&18.6,&
h>p://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/regions/midwest#statementc16942&
Figure&source&(right):&EPA,&Climate&Ready&Water&Ualiaes,&Climate&Region&Brief&>&
Midwest,&
h>p://water.epa.gov/infrastructure/watersecurity/climate/upload/epa817k11003.pdf% 5&



Between&heavy&rainfall&events,&there&will&likely&be&longer&periods&without&
precipitaaon.&Increasing&air&temperatures&along&with&associated&evaporaaon&and&
evapotranspiraaon&changes&as&well&as&alteraaons&to&precipitaaon&amount,&aming,&and&
duraaon&could&lead&to&more&variability&of&water&supply&in&the&Great&Lakes&region.&The&
frequency&of&both&droughts&and&flooding&are&expected&to&increase.&Stream&flow,&lake&
levels,&and&ground&water&are&affected.&&

Historic&context:&Since&1970,&more&area&of&the&United&States&has&tended&to&be&
excessively&wet&(e.g.&Mississippi&flood).&However,&during&the&past&few&decades&a&
greater&proporaon&of&the&United&States&was&either&in&severe&drought&or&severe&
moisture&surplus&(Karl&et&al.,&1996).&Areas&in&southern&Canada&affected&by&both&
extreme&dry&and&extreme&wet&condiaons&during&summer&increased&when&comparing&
the&1900c49&and&1950c98&periods&(Zhang&et&al.,&2000a).&

Droughtclike&condiaons&in&Ontario&from&1997&to&2000&Consequences&of&Regional&
Climate&Change&revealed&the&vulnerability&of&southern&Ontario&rural&areas&to&reduced&
ground&water&levels;&some&areas&had&reducaons&while&others&suffered&a&complete&loss&
of&water&supply&(Piggo>&et&al.,&2001).&&

More&informaaon:&&
c  Internaaonal&Joint&Commission:&“Climate&Change&and&Water&Quality&in&the&Great&

Lakes&Region”&(h>p://www.ijc.org/rel/pdf/climate_change_2003_part3.pdf)&
c  US&EPA:&Climate&Impacts&in&the&Midwest&(h>p://www.epa.gov/climatechange/

impactscadaptaaon/midwest.html)&&
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Overwhelmed%systems:%One&study&esamated&that&increased&storm&events&will&lead&to&
an&increase&of&up&to&120%&in&combined&sewer&overflows&into&Lake&Michigan&by&2100&
under&a&very&high&emissions&scenario&(A1FI),&leading&to&addiaonal&human&health&
issues&and&beach&closures.&Municipaliaes&may&be&forced&to&invest&in&new&
infrastructure&to&protect&human&health&and&water&quality&in&the&Great&Lakes,&and&local&
communiaes&could&face&tourism&losses&from&fouled&nearshore&regions.&The&bo>om&
line,&according&to&McLellan,&is&that,&between&CSOs&and&failing&infrastructure,&climate&
change&will&not&be&good&for&water&quality.&“If&we&see&on&average&more&intense&rainfalls&
or&more&extreme&rainfalls&or&a&higher&number&of&rainfalls,&we’re&going&to&have&&

c&&Stormwater&Strategies:&Ciaes&Prepare&Aging&Infrastructure&for&Climate&Change.&
Environ&Health&Perspecave.&Dec.&2011.&[h>p://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/aracles/
PMC3262001/]%
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Increased&and&intense&stormwater&runoff&into&the&Great&lakes,&paracularly&Lake&Erie,&
contribuang&to&algal&growth&and&toxic&Microcys(s)&threat&to&drinking&water&(Toledo),&
that&will&put&increasing&pressure&on&municipaliaes&to&reduce&stormwater&runoff&into&
the&lakes.&

More&informaaon:&
c  Naaonal&Geographic:&“Driven&by&Climate&Change,&Algae&Blooms&Behind&Ohio&Water&

Scare&Are&New&Normal”,&August&2014.&(h>p://news.naaonalgeographic.com/news/
2014/08/140804charmfulcalgalcbloomclakeceriecclimatecchangecscience/)&

c  NOAA:&Harmful&Algal&Blooms&(h>p://oceanservice.noaa.gov/hazards/hab/)&
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Issues&to&consider&
Stormwater&control&measures&(SCMs)&
Flood&prevenaon&
Wetlands&
Drainage&and&conveyance&
Inflow&&&infiltraaon&prevenaon&
CSO&management&
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No%regrets%strategies:&
•  When&analyzing&strategies&that&help&with&stormwater&management,&seek&those&

that&also&provide&secondary&benefits&such&as:&
•  energy&reducaon&
•  cooler&ciaes&
•  property&value&improvement&
•  job&creaaon&

Gray%and%green%infrastructure:&&
•  E.g.&Project&Clean&Lake&in&Cleveland,&OH:&The&Northeast&Ohio&Regional&Sewer&

District&(District)&was&found&in&violaaon&of&the&Clean&Water&Act&due&to&the&periodic&
overflow&of&untreated&wastewater&into&Lake&Erie.&In&July&2011,&the&EPA&and&District&
filed&a&Consent&Decree&specifying&new&measurements&the&District&would&employ&to&
reduce&wastewater&overflow&over&the&subsequent&25&years.&Iniaally,&the&District&
planned&to&upsize&its&“gray”&infrastructure&–&pipes,&overflow&sites,&treatment&plants,&
etc.&–&for&an&esamated&cost&of&$182&million.&However,&the&District&also&considered&a&
combinaaon&of&upsized&gray&infrastructure&coupled&with&the&use&of&
green&infrastructure&to&capture&and&reduce&stormwater&flow.&The&District&esamated&
that&the&inclusion&of&green&infrastructure&would&actually&save&the&city&an&esamated&
$87&million&and&achieve&be>er&combined&sewer&ou|low&capture&results.&(Source:&
CakeX,&h>p://www.cakex.org/casecstudies/projectccleanclakecupdaangcclevelandsc
sewercsystemscreducecstormwatercoverflows)%
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Stormwater%Control%Measures%a>empt&to&mimic&natural&hydrology&to&manage&
stormwater&runoff&closer&to&its&source.&&SCMs&reduce&runoff&volume&by&allowing&
stormwater&to&infiltrate&the&ground&or&evaporate&a.er&a&storm,&instead&of&piping&the&
water&offsite.&&For&example,&in&this&photo,&water&from&an&impervious&surface&(the&
concrete&parking&lot)&flows&into&a&vegetated&bioswale,&where&it&is&allowed&to&seep&into&
the&ground.&&This&helps&to&both&reduce&peak&flows&and&remove&pollutants&from&
rainwater.&&SCMs&can&be&both&structural&(such&as&the&bioswale)&or&nonc&structural&
(conservaaon&on&natural&areas).&

Picture)source:)
h>p://www.cranbrookfreshwaterforum.org/protectcthecgreatclakes.html)
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SCMs,&when&designed,&constructed,&and&maintained&correctly,&have&demonstrated&the&
ability&to&reduce&runoff&&volume&and&peak&flows&and&to&remove&pollutants.&Some&best&
pracaces&include:&
•  Systems%planning%and%implementa4on:&SCM&implementaaon&needs&to&be&

designed&as&a&system,&integraang&structural&and&nonstructural&SCMs&and&
incorporaang&watershed&goals,&site&characterisacs,&development&land&use,&
construcaon&erosion&and&sedimentaaon&controls,&aestheacs,&monitoring,&and&
maintenance.&Stormwater&cannot&be&adequately&managed&on&a&piecemeal&basis&
due&to&the&complexity&of&both&the&hydrologic&and&pollutant&processes&and&their&
effect&on&habitat&and&stream&quality.&Past&pracaces&of&designing&detenaon&basins&
on&a&sitecbycsite&basis&have&been&ineffecave&at&protecang&water&quality&in&receiving&
waters&and&only&paraally&effecave&in&meeang&flood&control&requirements.&

•  Nonstructural%SCMs%such%as%product%subs4tu4on,%beHer%site%design,%downspout%
disconnec4on,%conservaaon&of&natural&areas,&and&watershed&and&landcuse&
planning&can&dramaacally&reduce&the&volume&of&runoff&and&pollutant&load&from&a&
new&development.&Such&SCMs&should&be&considered&first&before&structural&
pracaces.&For&example,&lead&concentraaons&in&stormwater&have&been&reduced&by&at&
least&a&factor&of&4&a.er&the&removal&of&lead&from&gasoline.&Not&creaang&impervious&
surfaces&or&removing&a&contaminant&from&the&runoff&stream&simplifies&and&reduces&
the&reliance&on&structural&SCMs.&&

•  SCMs%that%harvest,%infiltrate,%and%evapotranspirate%stormwater%are%cri4cal%to%
reducing%the%volume%and%pollutant%loading%of%small%storms.&Urban&municipal&
separate&stormwater&conveyance&systems&have&been&designed&for&flood&control&to&
protect&life&and&property&from&extreme&rainfall&events,&but&they&have&generally&
failed&to&address&the&more&frequent&rain&events&(<2.5&cm)&that&are&key&to&recharge&
and&baseflow&in&most&areas.&These&small&storms&may&only&generate&runoff&from&
paved&areas&and&transport&the&“first&flush”&of&contaminants.&SCMs&designed&to&
remove&this&class&of&storms&from&surface&runoff&(runoffcvolumecreducaon&SCMs—&
rainwater&harvesang,&vegetated,&and&subsurface)&can&also&help&address&larger&
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Adapted&from:&Urban&Stormwater&Management&in&the&United&States,&Naaonal&
Research&Council&Report.&The&Naaonal&Academies&Press,&Washington,&D.C.,&2008.&&

Structural/engineered%SCMs%help&capture&and&retain&stormwater&near&where&it&first&
falls.&&These&SMCs&serve&mulaple&funcaons&(such&as&prevenang&streambank&erosion,&
flood&control&
Examples&of&structural&SCMs&include:&
•  Bioswales:&a&swaled&drainage&course&with&gently&sloped&sides,&filled&with&

vegetaaon,&compost,&and/or&riprap.&&The&swale&is&designed&to&remove&silt&and&
polluaon&from&surface&runoff&water&and&allow&water&to&drain.%%

•  Wet/dry%ponds%(also%called%deten4on%basins):&wet&or&dry&areas&sunk&into&the&
ground&that&are&designed&to&collect&runoff&during&rain&events.&%

•  Stormwater%wetlands:&wetlands&constructed&to&absorb&excess&runoff&from&storm&
events.%

•  Green%roofs:&a&roof&that&is&paraally&or&completely&covered&with&vegetaaon&
(planted&over&a&waterproofing&membrane)&that&absorbs&rainwater&as&it&falls.%

•  Pervious%pavement:&a&special&type&of&concrete&with&a&high&porosity&that&allows&
water&from&precipitaaon&events&to&pass&through&the&pavement.&&

Source:&NRC&Stormwater&Report&
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Adapted&from:&Urban&Stormwater&Management&in&the&United&States,&Naaonal&
Research&Council&Report.&The&Naaonal&Academies&Press,&Washington,&D.C.,&2008.&&

Noncstructural&SCMs&are&generally&longercterm&and&lowercmaintenance&soluaons&than&
structural&SCMs,&and&can&also&greatly&reduce&the&need&for&and/or&increase&the&
effecaveness&of&structural&SCMs.&&Examples&of&nonstructural&SCMs&include:&

•  Earthwork%minimiza4on:&limiang&the&degree&of&clearing&and&grading&on&a&
development&site&in&order&to&prevent&compacaon,&conserve&soils,&and&prevent&
erosion&from&steep&slopes.&&

•  Watershed%and%landRuse%planning:&making&landcuse&decisions&that&change&the&
locaaon&or&quanaty&of&impervious&cover&created&by&new&development&through&
zoning,&watershed&plans,&comprehensive&landcuse&plans,&or&Smart&Growth.&

•  Conserva4on%of%natural%areas:&protecang&natural&features&and&environmental&
resources&that&help&maintain&the&precdevelopment&hydrology&of&a&site&by&reducing&
runoff,&promoang&infiltraaon,&and&prevenang&soil&erosion.&

•  Reforesta4on%and%soil%conserva4on:&improving&the&quality&of&naave&vegetaaon&
and&soils&present&at&a&site&by&planang&trees&and&plants,&alling,&and&amending&
compacted&soils&to&improve&their&hydrologic&properaes.&

•  Impervious%cover%minimiza4on:&reducing&the&amount&of&impervious&cover&
through&pracaces&such&as&reducing&street,&driveway,&and&parking&lot&areas;&using&
permeable&pavement;&and&installing&swales&and&other&biocretenaon&areas&near&
impervious&surfaces.&

Source:&NRC&Stormwater&Report& 15&



Resources:&
NOAA&Coastal&County&
Snapshots&
Easy&to&understand&overview&
of&hazards&for&coastal&
counaes,&including&vulnerable&
populaaons&and&flood&map&
NOAA&Criacal&Faciliaes&Flood&
Exposure&Tool&
Provides&quick&assessment&of&
communiaes’&criacal&faciliaes&
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Though&numerous&flood&risk&reducaon&measures&are&possible,&including&levees,&landc
use&zoning,&flood&insurance,&and&restoraaon&of&natural&floodplain&retenaon&
capacity,&economic&and&insatuaonal&condiaons&may&constrain&implementaaon.&The&
effecave&use&of&these&measures&would&require&significant&investment&in&many&
cases,&as&well&as&updaang&policies&and&methods&to&account&for&climate&change,&in&the&
planning,&design,&operaaon,&and&maintenance&of&flood&risk&reducaon&infrastructure.,&
(NCA&2014&–&“Water&Sector”)&

Structural%flood%preven4on:%
Structural&flood&prevenaon&is&sall&important.&&However,&regulaaons&may&need&to&be&
adjusted&(such&as&larger&pipe&diameters&or&different&configuraaons&of&drainage&
channels).&&These&changes&can&be&incorporated&into&regularly&scheduled&maintenance.&

NonRstructural%flood%preven4on:%%
Climate&change&will&increase&heavy&precipitaaon&events&and&may&cause&flooding&in&
areas&that&have&not&been&at&risk&in&the&past.&&Doing&an&analysis&of&flood&risks&using&the&
new&FEMA&flood&maps&can&help&prevent&development&in&areas&that&may&become&
vulnerable&in&the&future.&&Anacipaang&and&prevenang&damage&is&much&easier&than&
restoraaon&a.erwards.&

Se�ng&aside&floodcprone&areas&can&have&addiaonal&benefits.&&O.en&areas&that&are&
vulnerable&to&flooding,&erosion,&storm&surge,&and&other&climate&change&threats&have&
scenic&value&that&contributes&posiavely&to&community&character.&&Areas&that&are&
difficult&to&serve&efficiently&(rural,&mountainous,&or&rocky)&may&also&be&scenic.&&
Focusing&conservaaon&efforts&in&these&areas&can&reduce&risks&to&human&populaaons&
while&supporang&quality&of&life,&economic&development,&and&infrastructure&
efficiencies.&&Such&conservaaon&can&also&create&buffer&zones&to&minimize&climate&
change&stresses&on&community&resources.&&
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Wetlands&have&enormous&potenaal&for&reducing&climate&related&impacts&to&
infrastructure,&recreaaon,&agriculture,&and&other&highly&valued&sectors&if&they&are&
managed,&restored&and&leveraged&in&ways&that&complement&these&acaviaes.&Wetlands&
can&be&conserved&and&restored&to&improve&and&manage&both&the&quanaty&and&the&
quality&water&resources&ensuring&that&water&is&available&when&it&is&needed&in&
appropriate&quanaaes.&Simultaneously&this&will&provide&habitat&to&sustain&the&Great&
Lakes’&rich&wildlife&and&fishery&resources.&

Wetland&ecosystem&services&include:&
1.&Water&quanaty&management&–&flood&storage,&groundwater&storage,&etc.&
2.&Water&quality&protecaon&–&filtering&out&pollutants&as&part&of&buffering&against&
increased&storm&runoff&and&larger&precipitaaon&events&
3.&Hazard&management&–&shoreline&stabilizaaon,&storm&surge&buffering&
4.&Habitat/wildlife&protecaon&–&including&sustaining&habitat&corridors&and&maintaining&
biodiversity,&and&
5.&Carbon&sequestraaon&–&reducing&greenhouse&gases.&

However,&wetlands&are&more&sensiave&to&climate&change&than&other&landscape&or&
deep&water&habitat&types&for&three&major&reasons:&
1.&Flora&and&fauna&in&wetlands&are&more&sensiave&to&changes&in&water&levels&than&
those&of&lakes,&rivers,&and&streams.&For&example,&lowering&longcterm&water&levels&even&
a&few&inches&can&be&the&difference&between&a&wetland&or&dry&ground.&
2.&Wetlands&have&been&cut&off&from&other&wetlands&by&dams,&dikes,&roads,&and&other&
alteraaons&so&wetland&plants&and&animals&cannot&migrate&to&other&wetlands&in&
response&to&changes&in&temperature&or&water&levels.&
3.&Mankind&has&already&stressed&wetlands&which&has&reduced&the&biodiversity.&
Reduced&biodiversity&makes&wetlands&less&robust&and&more&vulnerable&to&small&
changes&in&temperature&and&water&levels.&
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Infiltraaon&is&groundwater&that&enters&the&sanitary&sewer&system&through&cracks&or&
leaks&in&sewer&pipes&or&manhole&covers.&&Inflow,&on&the&other&hand,&is&stormwater&that&
enters&sanitary&sewers&via&an&illicit&connecaon&like&a&roof&drain&or&down&spout.&&Either&
way,&it’s&a&serious&issue&for&sanitary&sewer&systems&and&a&community’s&right&to&clean&
water.&While&it&is&impossible&to&control&all&I/I,&it&is&certainly&desirable&to&reduce&I/I&
when&costceffecave.&&

Ground&water&infiltrates&poorly&constructed&or&aging&pipes&through&pipe&defects&such&
as&misaligned&joints,&cracks,&fractures,&and&holes.&&In&wet&weather,&inflow&enters&pipes&
of&all&condiaons&through&manhole&covers,&catch&basins,&and&rain&water&connecaons.&&&
Once&in&the&pipe,&excess&water&must&be&transported&to&the&plant,&reducing&the&pipe’s&
capacity&to&transport&wastewater.&At&the&plant,&the&infiltrated&water&and&inflow&must&
also&be&treated,&adding&an&unnecessary&expense&to&the&affected&municipality.&

The&most&effecave&soluaon&for&eliminaang&infiltraaon&and&exfiltraaon&is&to&accurately&
test&sewer&lines&and&manholes.&The&two&commonly&used&methods&to&test&sewer&lines&
and&manholes&are&with&water&and&pressure.&Pressure&tesang&is&a&proven&method&of&
tesang&sanitary&sewer&systems.&Conducang&a&lowcpressure&air&test&on&new&sewer&lines&
willensure&pipe&joints&are&aght&and&leakcfree.&Performing&vacuum&tests&on&new&
manholes&ensure&that&they&are&structurally&sound,&correctly&installed&and&leakfree.&It&
is&recommended&that&a&vacuum&test&be&given&to&verify&the&integrity&of&all&manholes.&
Manhole&tesang&is&performed&by&creaang&a&vacuum&in&the&manhole&and&monitoring&a&
gauge&for&vacuum&loss.&Vacuum&tesang&idenafies&potenaal&infiltraaon&and&exfiltraaon&
problems.&

CCTV&Inspecaons.&CCTV&inspecaons&can&be&augmented&with&smoke&tesang&or&dye&
tesang&to&improve&their&resolving&power.&However,&these&types&of&inspecaons&capture&
I&&&I&only&at&a&specific&instance&of&ame,&and&may&fail&to&reveal&all&the&problems.&For&
example,&CCTV&inspecaons&done&during&dry&weather&may&not&reveal&any&significant&
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Every&watershed&has&a&storm&water&conveyance&system&whether&it&is&natural&or&
manmade,&planned&or&unplanned.&When&the&exisang&system&cannot&accommodate&
exisang&or&future&runoff,&conveyance&system&improvements&may&be&warranted.&

Increasing&conveyance&focuses&on&increasing&the&capacity&of&the&downstream&
conveyance&system&to&carry&the&increased&runoff&from&urbanizing&upstream&areas.&
Conveyance&improvements&should&be&designed&taking&full&advantage&of&the&natural&
system,&without&impacang&property,&streams,&wetlands,&or&receiving&water.&However,&
when&the&natural&system&is&inadequate&because&site&specific&factors&limit&its&uality,&it&
may&be&necessary&to&construct&structural&conveyance&devices.&

Conveyance&devices&are&designed&for&rouang&flows,&improving&the&flow&carrying&
capacity&of&a&drainageway,&controlling&erosion&or&diverang&flow&away&from&problem&or&
sensiave&areas.&These&improvements&involve&either&replacing&exisang&pipes&and&storm&
systems&with&larger&faciliaes,&armoring&to&prevent&erosion,&removing&debris&or&
installing&smooth&liners&that&reduce&channel&fricaon&and&increase&capacity.&

These&features&do&not&improve&water&quality&except&by&reducing&erosion.&Many&
structural&faciliaes&increase&the&concentraaon&of&storm&water&pollutants&by&directly&
discharging&to&streams&and&bypassing&natural&filtraaon&processes&available&in&
drainageways.&In&most&instances,&these&devices&move&flood&peaks&through&a&basin&
faster&and&worsen&flooding&in&the&downstream&areas.&Regardless&of&these&
shortcomings,&structural&conveyance&improvements&are&someames&necessary&and&
therefore&consatute&viable&opaons&in&the&formulaaon&of&your&stormwater&adaptaaon&
plan.& 20&



CSO%separa4on%(most%expensive):%One&of&the&most&effecave&ways&to&address&the&CSO&
problem&is&for&a&city&to&undertake&a&sewer&separaaon&project—that&is,&build&a&second&
piping&system&for&all&(or&part)&of&the&community.&&However,&high&capital&costs&or&
physical&limitaaons&may&preclude&this&as&an&opaon&for&most&communiaes.&&&&

Alterna4ve%op4ons:%
•  Another&soluaon&is&to&build&a&CSO&storage&facility&(such&as&a&tunnel)&that&can&store&

flow&from&many&sewer&connecaons.&&Storage&tunnels&store&combined&sewage,&but&
do&not&treat&it.&&When&the&storm&is&over,&the&flows&are&pumped&out&of&the&tunnel&
and&sent&to&a&wastewater&treatment&plant.&&&&

•  Installing&retenaon&treatment&basins&is&another&opaon.&&These&large,&concrete&tanks&
store&and&treat&combined&sewage&by&(1)&sending&the&most&polluted&water&(from&the&
first&part&of&a&storm)&to&the&wastewater&treatment&plant&a.er&the&storm&and&(2)&
treaang&the&later&flows&with&bleach.&&&&

•  Screening&and&disinfecaon,&or&flowcthrough,&faciliaes&treat&CSO&without&ever&
storing&it.&&They&use&fine&screens&to&remove&solids&and&sanitary&trash&from&the&
combined&sewage,&and&inject&disinfectant&into&the&flows.&&All&of&the&materials&
removed&by&the&screens&are&then&sent&to&a&wastewater&treatment&plant.&

•  Stormwater&control&measures,&or&green&infrastructure,&is&the&least&resourcec
intensive&opaon.&We’ll&dive&into&different&SCMs&in&the&next&few&slides.&

Grand%Rapids%CSO%Separa4on%
[h>p://grcity.us/enterprisecservices/EnvironmentcServices/Pages/CombinedcSewerc
Overflow.aspx]&
Grand&Rapids&has&been&a&leader&in&the&State&of&Michigan&in&eliminaang&combined&
sewer&overflow&(CSO).&Combined&Sewers&were&a&common&construcaon&pracace&unal&
the&1920s.&In&the&late&1980s&the&City&of&Grand&Rapids&embarked&on&a&comprehensive&
program&to&eliminate&all&combined&sewer&overflows&(CSO)&in&the&City.&Believe&it&or&not,&
installing&the&CSOs&was&a&significant&step&in&improving&water&quality.&The&result&of&
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Rain&ready&for&homeowners:&h>p://rainready.org/forchomeowners&
Simple&methods&for&available&for&homeowners&in&order&to&be>er&manage&water&
problems.&&

Stormwater&communicaaons:&h>p://choosecleanwater.org/toolkit/
stormwatertoolkit.pdf&
Tools&to&help&your&community&understand&and&support&an&effecave&stormwater&uality&
plan.&

Huron&River&Watershed&Council:&h>p://www.hrwc.org/millerscreek/&
HRWC&takes&a&watershedcapproach&to&increase&the&vibrancy&of&the&Huron&River&and&its&
communiaes.&Its&Millers&Creek&program&is&paracularly&apt&at&engaging&residents.&

Superior,&WI&Stormwater&Flood&Control&Program:&h>p://www.ci.superior.wi.us/
index.aspx?nid=85&

Milwauke,&WI&2013&Stormwater&Management&Charge:&h>p://milwaukee.gov/
ImageLibrary/Groups/WaterWorks/files/StormWaterManagementCharge_201.pdf&
Brief&overview&of&Milwaukee’s&Stormwater&Charge&
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Milwaukee&is&a&leader&in&climate&change&adaptaaon.&An&increase&in&extreme&storm&
events&have&moavated&the&Milwaukee&Metropolitan&Sewerage&District&(sewerage&
district),&City&of&Milwaukee&Office&of&Environmental&Sustainability&(sustainability&
office),&and&The&Water&Council&(water&council)&to&build&a&network&of&programs&that&
engage&the&public&to&build&resilience&to&climate&change.&Building&poliacal&capital&for&
adaptaaon&following&&various&crises,&these&organizaaons&have&focused&on&shared&
resources&to&empower&the&private&sector&and&community&residents&&and&to&build&
adapave&capacity&in&Milwaukee.&&
&I&thought&“building&poliacal&capital&out&of&various&crises”&sounded&opportunisac—so&
tweaked.&
&Changed&because&“ciazens”&refers&to&people&who&owe&their&allegiance&to&the&U.S.,&not&
local,&regional,&or&state&residents.&Used&“community&members,”&“residents,”&and&the&
like.&
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The&City&of&Milwaukee&is&the&largest&of&28&communiaes&in&the&Milwaukee&
metropolitan&area,&with&a&populaaon&of&around&600,000&and&a&total&area&of&96.80&
square&miles,&of&which,&0.68&square&miles&are&water.&Milwaukee’s&access&to&water&is&a&
great&opportunity,&but&it&presents&challenges&for&stormwater&and&wastewater&
management&as&well&as&beach&quality.&&

Climate&change&is&predicted&to&increase&storm&frequency&and&intensity&in&the&U.S.&
Midwest&region.&The&number,&duraaon,&and&volume&of&combined&sewerage&overflows&
(CSOs)&are&expected&to&increase&as&well.&Milwaukee&is&predicted&to&experience&a&25c&to&
37cpercent&increase&in&the&frequency&of&storm&events&by&2050.&

Milwaukee&is&already&experiencing&impacts.&In&May&2004&Milwaukee&experienced&8.9&
inches&of&rain,&the&most&in&110&years.&This&storm&caused&a&1.565cbillioncgallon&CSO.&In&
June&2008,&Milwaukee&observed&12.27&inches&of&rain,&se�ng&a&new&maximumcrainfall&
record&for&any&month.&&

Major&storm&events&and&the&foreclosure&crisis&are&two&examples&in&which&Milwaukee&
catalyzed&crisis&moments&into&climate&acaon.&The&city&and&the&sewerage&district&used&
the&2010&storms&crisis&to&build&the&poliacal&capital&necessary&for&addressing&climate&
change&in&two&areas:&the&funding&of&green&infrastructure;&and&financing&enabling&
homeowner&to&rebuild&the&lateral&pipe&structures&that&connect&pipes&in&houses&to&the&
storm&system.&

The&sewerage&district&is&collaboraang&with&municipaliaes,&nonprofits,&and&the&public&
to&increase&access&to&funds&that&can&help&protect&water&resources.&“We&helped&the&
region&understand&that&in&order&to&either&save&money&or&protect&our&watershed,&we&all&
needed&to&work&together,”&says&Kevin&Shafer,&execuave&director&of&the&sewerage&
district.&Its&plan&idenafies&the&faciliaes,&programs,&operaaonal&improvements,&and&
policies&required&by&the&year&2020&to&meet&the&exisang&regulatory&framework&and&
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!
Image&credits:&&&
!

High!speed!train!
h.p://drupal.in4cdn.net/cdn/ar6cle/public/
transporta6on_and_driving_in_germany.jpg!
!
Bike!commuter!h.p://www.900mpg.org/images/dave_snow_long.jpg!
!
Traffic!!
h.p://media.cleveland.com/metro/photo/traffic477n4
july74745amjpg43ac2573c0e5530a6.jpg!
!
Hybrid!bus!
h.p://greenbigtruck.com/wp4content/uploads/2011/04/SwedishHybridBus1.jpg!
!!
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“While!all!orders!of!government!share!some!responsibility!for!various!aspects!of!
public!infrastructure,!municipali6es!carry!the!greatest!responsibility!for!adap6ng!
infrastructure!to!climate!change.!So!what!are!the!implica6ons!of!climate!change!for!
municipal!infrastructure?!!In!the!context!of!climate!change,!municipal!infrastructure!
is!increasingly!being!exposed!to!weather!extremes!that!were!not!accounted!for!in!
their!original!design.!!This!is!because!construc6on!has!historically!been!based!on!the!
assump6on!that!past!climate!extremes!will!represent!future!condi6ons.!!In!turn,!the!
useable!lifespan!and!performance!of!city!infrastructure!becomes!reduced,!
maintenance!and!opera6on!costs!increase,!public!safety!is!compromised!and!
municipal!opera6ons!suffer!significant!disrup6ons.!Extreme!weather!events!also!
subject!municipali6es!to!severe!and!oWen!unan6cipated!economic!losses!due!to!
necessary!repairs!and!updates!to!damaged!or!overwhelmed!infrastructure!required.!
These!climate!related!risks!are!further!aggravated!by!the!frequent!co4loca6on!and!
interdependency!of!municipal!infrastructure!systems.!!Municipal!infrastructure!is!
oWen!like!a!web!of!interwoven!strands4!when!one!starts!to!fray,!there!is!a!poten6al!
for!complex!failures!among!surrounding!infrastructure.!!Climate!related!risks!are!also!
further!exacerbated!by!the!fact!that!most!municipal!infrastructure!is!aged!and!has!
already!exceeded!its!normal!service!life,!and!public!spending!in!municipal!
infrastructure!has!declined!as!a!result!of!budget!limita6ons.!!Moreover,!ballooning!
popula6ons!in!Ontario!municipali6es!put!added!pressures!on!exis6ng!infrastructure.!!
Current and projected climate change impacts in the Great Lakes region of 
Ontario will!affect!all!phases!of!municipal!transporta6on!infrastructure!management,!
from!planning!and!design!and!construc6on!to!opera6ons!and!maintenance.”!!!
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The!MRCC!offers!frost/freeze!maps,!as!well!as!the!cli4MATE!tool!
(the!MRCC's!Applica6on!Tools!Environment!for!accessing!climate!data!and!value4
added!tools.!)!!The!MRCC!also!has!helpful!resources!for!forecas6ng!vegeta6on!and!
crop!impacts,!weather!maps!and!other!useful!resources.!!!
!
The!Na6onal!Weather!Service!Climate!Predic6on!Center!offers!weather!maps,!
drought!and!flooding!informa6on,!and!informa6on!for!severe!storm!tracking!and!
readiness!planning.!!The!Climate!Predic6on!Center!also!offers!climate!outlooks!that!
are!customizable!to!a!specific!6me!frame:!!
h.p://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predic6ons/90day/!
!
The!Great!Lakes!Hydro4Climate!Dashboard!provides!water!level!informa6on,!
monthly4level!forecasts,!decade4long!weather!trends!compila6ons,!and!historic!and!
paleoclimate!reconstruc6ons!as!well.!
!
Image:!!Winter!storm!warning!!
h.p://www.csmonitor.com/var/ezflow_site/storage/images/media/content/
2014/02124atlanta4ice4storm/18065471414eng4US/02124atlanta4ice4
storm_full_600.jpg!
!
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[Perhaps!this!slide!could!be!omi.ed?!!I!am!leaving!it!in!the!deck!
for!now,!just!in!case!it!is!useful.]!
!
Notes:!!Climate!change!and!resul6ng!warmer!temperatures!has!
already!resulted!in!a!greater!frequency!of!freeze4thaw!cycles!
during!the!winter!months!in!all!of!Southern!Ontario,!except!in!
the!Greater!Toronto!Area!where!there!has!been!an!observed!
decrease!in!freeze4thaw!cycles.!Accelerated!freeze4thaw!cycles!
contribute!to!the!rapid!deteriora6on!and!instability!of!paved!
surfaces,!par6cularly!ditches,!culverts,!drains,!ramps,!bridges!
and!tunnels!as!water!within!these!structure!expand!and!
contract!with!temperature!fluctua6ons.!!This!results!in!an!
increase!in!the!frequency!and!intensity!of!bleeding!(upward!
shiW!of!asphalt!to!pavement!surface),!cracking!and!rumng!of!
paved!surfaces,!and!more!rapid!road!surface!and!structural!
deteriora6on.!!This!occurrence!increases!the!poten6al!for!
required!maintenance,!rehabilita6on!and!reconstruc6on!of!
paved!structures!earlier!in!their!design!life.!!
!
Sources:&IISD&Literature&Review&&&References:&Canada’s&First&!
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Weather!impacts!include!visibility!impairments!due!to!precipita6on!and!high!winds!
(blowing!snow,!dust),!temperature!extremes!that!may!affect!driver!capabili6es,!
vehicle!performance!(i.e.,!trac6on,!stability!and!maneuverability),!pavement!fric6on,!
roadway!infrastructure!(degree!of!proper!maintenance),!poten6al!lane!obstruc6ons!
(downed!tree!limbs,!telephone!lines,!etc.),!crash!risk,!and!overall!traffic!flow.!!!
44!From!h.p://www.ops.owa.dot.gov/weather/q1_roadimpact.htm!!
!
Ways!to!increase!resilience!to!motor!transporta6on!include!conducing!infrastructure!
vulnerability!assessments,!ensuring!that!all!new!construc6on!is!planned!and!designed!
in!accordance!with!the!latest!research!on!resilient!transporta6on,!and!taking!a!
systems!view.!!“System&Resilience:!TransportaCon&systems&are&more&than&just&the&
sum&of&their&individual&parts.!Some!elements!are!of!par6cular!importance!because!of!
their!vital!economic!role,!absence!of!alterna6ves,!heavy!use,!or!cri6cal!func6on.!The!
Na6onal!Airspace!System,!for!example,!plays!a!vital!economic!role,!while!hurricane!
evacua6on!routes!perform!a!cri6cal!func6on.!Transporta6on!systems!are!poten6ally!
vulnerable!to!the!loss!of!key!elements.!Therefore,!selec6vely!adding!redundant!
infrastructure!may!be!a!more!efficient!strategy!than!hardening!many!individual!
facili6es!on!the!exis6ng!system.!System!resilience!is!best!viewed!across!
transporta6on!modes!and!mul6ple!system!owners.!While!some!key!elements!are!!
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The increased use of salt for incidences of freezing rain 
will likely corrode bridges and degrade the surrounding 
natural environment, causing damage to vegetation, street 
trees, birds & wildlife, freshwater fish, drinking water.Road 
salt used in high traffic areas results in a spray high in salt 
concentrate during thaw periods. This gets inside electrical 
equipment and causes shorting. As part of winter 
maintenance, crews remove salt buildup, but in harsh 
winters cannot keep up.  Although  a projected reduction in 
average snowpack signifies an overall reduction in snow 
removal costs for municipalities in Ontario as a result of 
warming, unusual extreme weather events in the winter 
months, namely; freezing rain, and rain-on-snow are 
projected to increase in our region. These types of weather 
events present a significant challenge to winter road 
maintenance and road safety in Ontario Great Lake !

!!



Network!Rail!in!the!UK!has!developed!some!interes6ng!and!useful!adapta6on!plans!
(called!“Route!Weather!Resilience!and!Climate!Change!Adapta6on!Plans”)!for!its!
various!railways!throughout!the!country.!!!The!Scotland!report!details!how!the!
country!installed!new!weather!monitoring!sta6ons:!“Improvements!in!our!capability!
to!receive!weather!forecasts!and!alerts!in!Scotland!Route!
is!being!provided!by!the!recently!installed!102!weather!sta6ons”!all!along!the!train!
route.!From:!!h.p://www.networkrail.co.uk/publica6ons/weather4and4climate4
change4resilience/!
!!
!
Sources:!!
h.p://www.epa.gov/climatechange/impacts4adapta6on/transporta6on.html!
h.p://2climate.dot.gov/documents/workshop1002/rossem.pdf!
!
!
Weather!events,!climate!!
oscilla6ons,!and!climate!trends!hence!affect!!
railroad!safety,!including!fatali6es,!injuries,!and!!
property!damage.!Through!their!interac6ons!!
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Source:!!
h.p://www.aci4na.org/sites/default/files/vanderbilt.p4climatechangeadapta6on4
sunday.pdf!!!
h.p://www.epa.gov/climatechange/impacts4adapta6on/transporta6on.html!
!
Image:!!
h.p://abc7chicago.com/weather/chicago4weather4i41904ramps4flood4aWer4storms/
149380/!
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New!York!just!allocated!$3.6!billion!in!federal!disaster!releif!funds!to!help!rebuild!and!
“harden”!its!public!transit!system!against!climate!change.!!“In!general,!the!projects!
selected!for!resilience!funding!were!required!to!demonstrate!that!they!would!reduce!
the!risk!of!damage!to!public!transporta6on!assets!inflicted!by!future!natural!
disasters.!Emphasis!was!placed!on!a!project’s!ability!to!protect!the!most!essen6al!and!
vulnerable!infrastructure,!as!well!as!effec6ve!collabora6on!and!coordina6on!among!
local!and!regional!governments.!The!project!evalua6on!process!was!rigorous,!
involving!specialists!from!the!FTA,!the!Federal!Highway!Administra6on,!the!Federal!
Railroad!Administra6on,!and!the!Federal!Emergency!Management!Agency.!FTA!
received!61!proposals!seeking!a!total!of!$6.6!billion.”!
Source:!!h.p://www.dot.gov/briefing4room/transporta6on4secretary4foxx4
announces4nearly4364billion4make4transit4systems4more!
!
In!New!York!in!2010,!record!snowfall!stranded!city!buses.!!Flooding!in!2007!shut!
down!19!major!segments!of!the!subway!system,!affec6ng!2million!customers.!!
Hurricane!Katrina’s!storm!surge!flooded!bus!terminals!and!deposited!debris,!
devasta6ng!public!transit!agencies!and!opera6ons.!
44From!h.p://www.Wa.dot.gov/documents/FTA_0001_4
_Flooded_Bus_Barns_and_Buckled_Rails.pdf!
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“Sea!level!rise,!which!is!correlated!to!changes!in!global!temperatures,!appears!to!be!
occurring!faster!than!previously!predicted!and!may!exceed!the!ranges!predicted!by!
the!IPCC!AR4!(2007).!Ports!will!be!affected!by!climate!change,!with!the!main!drivers!
being!sea!level!rise!and!extreme!events!such!as!storm!surges.!When!assessing!the!
vulnerability!of!ports!to!climate!change!impacts,!it!is!important!to!also!take!into!
account!the!poten6al!impacts!of!climate!change!on!coastal!transport!networks!and!
port!hinterland!connec6ons.!Port!opera6ons!depend!on!the!integrity!of!relevant!
hinterland!transport!connec6ons;!for!instance,!a!failure!of!cri6cal!inland!network!
links!may!impact!severely!on!port!opera6ons….!In!2005,!about!40!million!people!and!
assets!of!$3!trillion!(around!5!per!cent!of!global!GDP)!were!es6mated!to!be!exposed!
to!flood!risks,!due!to!sea4level!rise!and!increased!storminess!and!subsidence!in!136!
major!port!ci6es.!By!2070,!popula6on!and!asset!exposure!in!the!same!136!port!ci6es!
could!rise!to!150!million!people!and!$35!trillion!respec6vely.!Given!the!large!number!
of!ports!globally,!overall!global!asset!and!popula6on!exposure!could!be!of!a!far!
greater!magnitude.!”!!
Source:!!h.p://unctad.org/en/Docs/dtltlb2011d3_en.pdf!!
!
Addi6onal!notes:!!(For!more!in4depth!informa6on,!please!also!refer!to!Ports,!Harbors!
and!Marinas!module.)!!Shipping!plants!and!factories!may!have!to!adjust!shipping!!
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Climate-related disruptions to transportation infrastructure 
in the central sub region of Ontario are most likely to be as 
a result from the increase in frequency and intensity 
extreme rain events, as well as flooding.More frequent and 
intense extreme rain and flooding events has the capacity 
to cause significant drainage issues and erosion to road 
and bridge structures. It also lends to increasingly 
overwhelmed culverts.Causeways, bridges and roadways, 
particularly low-lying ones are particularly vulnerable to 
wash outs or inundation as a result of more frequent and 
more intense rainstorms and the resulting overflow of 
streams and water bodies.An increase in extreme rain and 
flooding events also causes risks for the joint expansion of 
pavement and bridge infrastructure, as well as asphalt 
softening.Added precipitation also increases soil moisture, 
which lends to slope instability and landslides which could !

!!



Increases in the number and severity of hot days in 
Ontario will likely result in an increase in pavement 
softening and the distortion of pavement in wheel paths 
during extreme heat events.  This may require 
municipalities to reduce maximum loads of transport 
vehicles on paved surfaces on certain routes.  Extreme 
heat events also promote traffic related rutting, flushing or 
bleeding to old or poorly constructed paved surfaces.  
Pavement rutting, flushing and bleeding of course affects 
the functional performance of the pavement (ride quality) 
and presents implications for safety and maintenance 
costs.  Hotter and drier summers also leads to a shorter lifespan among roads, 
rail, bridges and culverts 
 
Reference: IISD Literature Review & From Impacts to 
Adaptation: Canada in a Changing Climate, !

!!



Source:!!
h.p://www.cakex.org/virtual4library/climate4change4energy4
infrastructure4risks4and4adapta6on4efforts!
!
h.p://www.rff.org/News/Features/Pages/Electricity4
Renewables4and4Climate4Change.aspx!
!
Image:!!h.p://i.telegraph.co.uk/mul6media/archive/00435/air4
traffic404_435384c.jpg!
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Image!source:!!h.p://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/
usinventoryreport.html!
!

“The!electric!power!sector!was!the!largest!source!of!CO2!emissions!in!2009,!
accoun6ng!for!40!percent!of!all!energy4related!CO2!emissions.!The!electric!power!
sector!consists!of!those!en66es!whose!primary!business!is!the!produc6on!of!
electricity.!!The!transporta6on!sector!was!the!second4largest!source,!at!34!percent!of!
the!total.!Those!emissions!are!principally!from!the!combus6on!of!motor!gasoline,!
diesel!fuel,!and!jet!fuel.!
Direct!fuel!use!in!the!residen6al!and!commercial!sectors!(mainly!for!hea6ng)!and!the!
use!of!fuels!to!produce!process!heat!in!the!industrial!sector!together!accounted!for!
26!percent!of!total!CO2!emissions!in!2009.”!
!
Greenhouse!gas!emissions!from!the!energy!and!transporta6on!sectors!are,!happily,!
projected!to!decline!through!2020.!!However,!emissions!from!other!sectors!may!
increase!during!this!same!6me!period.!
!
Source:!h.p://www.state.gov/documents/organiza6on/218993.pdf!!
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Buildings, roads, shipping channels, shoreline conditions, 
and energy supplies and usage may all be affected by 
climate change.  Examples of infrastructure impacts 
include: 
• Stress on the power grid due to more summer heat waves  
• Increased annual energy costs due to probable need for 
additional air conditioning/cooling during summer  
• Need to get greater penetration of A/C to residential units 
(particularly in areas of high risk resident populations)  
• Increased vehicle-fleet replacement and maintenance 
costs  
• Damage to key infrastructure (pump stations, electrical 
distribution equipment, etc.) caused by extreme weather 
events (temperature and/or precipitation) 
• Increased wear on buildings due to heat and weather 
extremes 

!!



!
Source:!!
h.p://www.cakex.org/virtual4library/climate4change4energy4
infrastructure4risks4and4adapta6on4efforts!
!
Image:!!h.p://www.newstalk980.com/sites/default/files/news4
image/US%20Storm%204%20Power%20Outage%204%20AP%204
%20traffic%20lights%204%20Washington%204%20july
%203%202012.jpg!
!
• “Plants!may!have!to!adjust!shipping!schedules,!because!
shallower!draW!means!lighter!loads!of!fuel!arriving!at!power!
plants!by!ship.!!
• If!lake!levels!drop,!extending!water!intake!pipes!can!help!
maintain!cooling.!
• ShiWing!power!usage!can!redistribute!energy!loads.!!For!!
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Climate4related!impacts!on!
transporta6on!infrastructure!have!
huge!financial!implica6ons!for!
municipali6es,!as!a!result!of!:!
!
▪ The premature replacement of deteriorated 
transportation infrastructure 
▪ Increases in maintenance  and operating costs 
▪ Expenditures during & after weather emergencies ; 
repair to weather-related damage 

!!



Source!Cita6on:!The!MARS!Webinars,!h.ps://
www.ccadapta6on.ca/en/training/webinars!
!
And!
!
h.p://www.shillingtons.ca/pdfs/Shillingtons%20LLP
%20Municipal%20Law%20Bulle6n%204%20January
%202012%204%20Giuliani%20v%20%20Halton
%20Bulle6n.pdf!
!
Image:!!Judge!gavel!
h.p://latest.com/wp4content/uploads/2014/06/wooden4
judges4gavel.jpg!
!
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WawaG&total&populaCon&2,634&
!
On!October!25th!2012,!an!excess!of!100mm!of!rain!fell!in!a!12!
hour!period.!!Excessive!rainfall!had!a!severe!impact!on!
municipal!government!infrastructure,!with!total!flood!damage!
exceeding!$3.5!million!and!transporta6on!related!infrastructure!
taking!the!greatest!hit.Severe!damage!occurred!among!3!
bridges!and!one!culvert!collapsed.!!This!culvert!con6nues!to!
cause!washouts!on!the!surrounding!municipal!roads!s6ll!today4!
it!requires!the!installa6on!of!a!larger!or!2!culverts,!however!the!
municipality!is!not!able!to!install!these!different!culverts!
without!prior!provincial!approval.!!Such!provincial!
requirements/legisla6on!has!been!a!great!hindrance!to!Wawa!
in!their!a.empts!to!repair!the!flood!damage.Several!sec6ons!of!
a!popular!municipal!biking!and!snowmobile!traiL!were!also!
destroyed.!!Severe!damage!also!occurred!to!provincial!Highways!17!&!101,!as!well!as!!

!!
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Source!cita6on:!!
h.p://www.railstotrails.org/resources/documents/whatwedo/
TrailLink%2007%20Program_Climate.pdf!
!
Image:!!
h.p://www.bikearlington.com/tasks/sites/bike/assets/Image/
ProtectedBikeLane.jpg!
!
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“Using!hybrid!and!plug4in!electric!vehicles!instead!of!conven6onal!vehicles!can!help!
reduce!U.S.!reliance!on!imported!petroleum!and!increase!energy!security.!Hybrid!
electric!vehicles!(HEVs)!typically!use!less!fuel!than!similar!conven6onal!vehicles,!
because!they!employ!electric4drive!technologies!to!boost!efficiency.!Plug4in!hybrid!
electric!vehicles!(PHEVs)!and!all4electric!vehicles!(EVs)!are!both!capable!of!using!off4
board!sources!of!electricity,!and!almost!all!U.S.!electricity!is!produced!from!domes6c!
coal,!nuclear!energy,!natural!gas,!and!renewable!resources.”!!
!
Source:!!h.p://www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/electricity_benefits.html!
h.p://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/evtech.shtml!
!
Image:!h.p://www.marke6nginautomo6ve.com/tag/electric4
vehicles/page/2/!
!
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•  Permanent,!remotely!ac6vated!warning!signs!free!up!
personnel!to!focus!on!higher!priority!ac6ons!during!an!
emergency.!

•  Housing!areas!that!have!only!one!entry!road!may!need!to!
add!emergency!secondary!access!roads.!!This!can!be!added!
to!development!regula6ons.!

•  Dirt!roads!used!for!industrial!transport!(such!as!logging)!
oWen!have!higher!weight!limits!during!the!winter,!when!
freezing!makes!the!roads!firmer.!!These!may!need!to!be!
revised.!

 
!

!!



Zoning is an important regulatory tool that can:  
• Minimize impervious surfaces to reduce heat island effects 
and water runoff. 
• Increase mixed land use to shorten vehicle trips, which 
reduces road surface and repair and the need for parking.  
This also reduces paved land use and preserves natural 
areas. 
• Require landscaping, mature tree preservation, open 
spaces, and other types of “green infrastructure” that help 
manage stormwater, reduce the heat index, and improve 
air and water quality. 

Image:   
• Pervious!v.!impervious!
h.p://cbiconsul6nginc.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/pervious4!

!!



•  Permanent,!remotely!ac6vated!warning!signs!free!up!
personnel!to!focus!on!higher!priority!ac6ons!during!an!
emergency.!

•  Housing!areas!that!have!only!one!entry!road!may!need!to!
add!emergency!secondary!access!roads.!!This!can!be!added!
to!development!regula6ons.!

•  Dirt!roads!used!for!industrial!transport!(such!as!logging)!
oWen!have!higher!weight!limits!during!the!winter,!when!
freezing!makes!the!roads!firmer.!!These!may!need!to!be!
revised.!

 
!

!!
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Source!cita6ons:!!
h.p://www.a2gov.org/government/publicservices/
systems_planning/Transporta6on/Documents/
2010Presenta6on_2008407402.pdf!
h.p://www.annarbor.com/news/ann4arbor4adopts4climate4
ac6on4plan4with4goal4of4reducing4greenhouse4gas4emissions4
by4904by42050/!
h.p://www.a2gov.org/government/publicservices/
systems_planning/Transporta6on/Pages/Bike.aspx!
h.p://cec4mi.org/mobility/programs/ann4arbor4bike4share/!
!
Imagery:!!
h.p://www.a2gov.org/government/publicservices/
systems_planning/Transporta6on/PublishingImages/
SeventhStreetNewBikeLane.jpg!
h.p://www.annarbor.com/assets_c/2013/05/fixitstand4!

!!



Source:!!!
h.p://www.sfenvironment.org/transporta6on/clean4fuels4
vehicles/electric4vehicles4sf4electric4drive!
h.p://www.prnewswire.com/news4releases/hertz4and4
marrio.4announce4game4changing4ev4car4sharing4partnership4
san4francisco4airport4marrio.4waterfront4and4downtown4san4
francisco4first4launch4loca6ons4128266128.html!

!!



As!a!rapidly!growing!municipality,!York!Region!has!had!to!
accommodate!an!increase!in!vehicles!and!higher!road!usage.!!
This!has!result!in!road!steadily!growing!wider!and!less!space!to!
store!snow.!!!
!
York!region!is!also!experiencing!a!long!term!trend!of!warmer!
winters!and!more!variable!weather.!!Snow!is!increasingly!
replaced!with!more!frequent!episodes!of!freezing!rain,!extreme!
cold,!as!well!as!accelerated!freeze!thaw!cycles.!
!
These!local!characteris6cs!have!posed!dis6nct!challenges!to!
winter!road!maintenance!in!the!region!and!necessitates!
increased!road!sal6ng.!!We!know!that!standard!road!sal6ng!
prac6ces,!if!used!excessively,!can!be!hazardous!to!the!
surrounding!environment!and!watersheds!and!can!also!
accelerate!the!corrosion!of!road!infrastructure.!!!

!!



Sources!on!power!grid!“hardening”:!!!
!
h.p://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor4cuomo4
announces4broad4series4innova6ve4protec6ons4vice4president4
biden4credits!
h.p://money.cnn.com/2012/11/07/news/economy/power4
grid4sandy/!
h.p://www.elp.com/ar6cles/2014/04/ameren4illinois4
improves4electric4power4grid4with4storm4hardening.html!
h.p://www.smartgridnews.com/story/new4york4launches4
massive4grid4hardening4and4moderniza6on4effort/2014401416!

!!



In!an!effort!to!address!the!increasingly!costly!maintenance!of!
potholes,!pavement!and!surface!cracks,!as!well!as!increasing!
traffic!jams!as!a!result!of!road!maintenance,!the!city!of!
Kingston,!City!Road!engineers!has!partnered!with!Queen’s!
university!in!the!tes6ng!of!alterna6ve!standards!for!asphalt!use!
in!road!construc6on!and!repaving.!!These!standards!involve!the!
use!of!a!purer!type!of!asphalt!that!is!free!of!cheap!and!harmful!
addi6ves!and!modifiers.!!According!to!Queen’s!University!
Engineering!Dept.,!although!these!standards!are!10%!percent!
more!expensive!than!tradi6onal!asphalt!standards,!these!
standards!less!harmful!to!the!environment!and!offer!significant!
savings!in!road!repair.!!!
!
Research!findings!suppor6ng!this!ini6a6ve!has!yet!to!be!release!
and!remain!in!the!tes6ng!stage!(just!in!its!5th!winter!of!use).!!
!

!!



Sources:!!
h.p://www.nrdc.org/health/climate/wi.asp#ap_airpollu6on!
!
Crea6ng!Transporta6on!Choices:!!Conges6on!Mi6tga6on!and!
Air!Quality!Improvement!Program!Success!Stories!
!
h.p://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyNET.exe/00000FI7.txt?
ZyAc6onD=ZyDocument&Client=EPA&Index=1995%20Thru
%201999&Docs=&Query=&Time=&EndTime=&SearchMethod=
1&TocRestrict=n&Toc=&TocEntry=&QField=&QFieldYear=&QFie
ldMonth=&QFieldDay=&UseQField=&IntQFieldOp=0&ExtQField
Op=0&XmlQuery=&File=D%3A%5CZYFILES%5CINDEX%20DATA
%5C95THRU99%5CTXT
%5C00000013%5C00000FI7.txt&User=ANONYMOUS&Password
=anonymous&SortMethod=h%7C4
&MaximumDocuments=1&FuzzyDegree=0&ImageQuality=r75g!

!!



In!order!to!get!a!be.er!understanding!of!the!impact!of!climate!
change!on!the!performance!of!road!and!associated!structures4!
the!city!of!Sudbury!underwent!a!Public!Infrastructure!
Engineering!Vulnerability!Commi.ee!(PIEVC)!assessment,!
similar!to!that!adopted!in!Toronto.!
!
These!were!the!main!road!and!associated!infrastructure!
vulnerabili6es!that!were!iden6fied!in!the!assessment,!as!well!as!
PIEVC!recommenda6ons!to!the!city,!based!on!the!findings!
!
The!City!of!Greater!Sudbury!assessment!resulted!in!104!
recommenda6ons:!
!
•!Remedial!ac6on!10!recommenda6ons:!!
- 3!related!to!the!effects!of!rainfall!on!drainage!infrastructure,!1!
related!to!the!effects!of!high!temperatures!on!road!surfaces!!

!!



This!next!road!adapta6on!measure!will!be!discussed!in!further!
detail!by!John!Nemeth,!Manager!of!Infrastructure!Programming!
and!Studies!in!the!Transporta6on!Division!of!Peel!Region!in!our!
webinar!training!session!on!March!27th!as!it!overlaps!with!storm!
water!management!in!the!context!of!climate!change.!
!
However!given!its!overlap!with!transporta6on!infrastructure,!
we!thought!we’d!point!out!the!innova6ve!LID!road!retrofit!
projects!they!have!introduced!in!the!region!involving!permeable!
pavement,!curb!cuts!and!bio!reten6on!units.!
!
Permeable!pavement!allows!rainfall!and!road!runoff!to!be!
filtered!as!it!flows!through!the!paved!surface!and!returns!to!the!
ground.!!Curb!cuts!acts!as!an!entrance!point!for!street!runoff!to!
flow!into!bio4reten6on!units!which!absorb!and!filter!rainfall!and!
road!runoff!as!the!water!flows!through!plants,!soils!and!back!!

!!
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Image:!!h.p://images.natureworldnews.com/data/images/full/
5871/great4lakes.jpg?w=600!
!
GLISA!logo:!!www.glisaclimate.org!
!

!!



Source:!!www.epa.gov/climatechange/impacts4adapta6on/
energy.html!!(including!imagery!and!logo)!
!
!

!!



!
Sources:!!
h.p://princegeorge.ca/environment/climatechange/
adapta6on/pages/default.aspx!
!
h.p://princegeorge.ca/environment/climatechange/
adapta6on/Documents/2012_PGRAC_Transport_volume
%20with%20Exec%20Sum.pdf!
!
!

!!



Image:!!h.p://3.bp.blogspot.com/4M9FudPw1vW4/
TyLHKlE1hyI/AAAAAAAAAuY/HWQWKx9AdRs/s1600/freezing
+rain+Jan17+07+007.jpg!
!
!

!!



!
!

!!



!
Source!cita6on:!h.p://water.epa.gov/infrastructure/
greeninfrastructure/index.cfm#tabs43!
!
Addi6onal!reading!on!green!infrastructure!tools:!!h.p://
publica6ons.naturalengland.org.uk/publica6on/
6264318517575680!
!
!
!

!!



!
Source!cita6on:!h.p://water.epa.gov/infrastructure/
greeninfrastructure/index.cfm#tabs43!
!

!!



This!PPT!will!be!posted!on!the!MARS!CoP!website!for!your!reference!
!
Source!Cita6on:!The!MARS!Webinars,!h.ps://www.ccadapta6on.ca/en/training/
webinars!
!
!
!
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Image&credits:&
&
Marina&&
h1p://www.newporthotel.com/wp8content/uploads/2013/03/Marina8View.jpg&
Family&
h1p://springmaidbeach.com/family8hotels8myrtle8beach8sc8a1racDons8
wonderworks/&
Cargo&ship&at&port&h1p://hamptonroads.com/node/143291&
Dock&&
h1p://dotsoJ.info/wp8content/uploads/2013/09/lake8dock8wallpaperdownload8
boat8dock8windermere8lake8engl8wallpaper82487328wmxgjzu6.jpg&
&
&

1&



2&



3&



Image:&&
h1p://fineartamerica.com/featured/48manistee8michigan8lighthouse8and8pier8
twenty8two8north8gallery.html&
&
Notes:&&&
&
In&the&Great&Lakes,&on&the&U.S.&side&alone,&there&are&130&coastal&ciDes&and&towns&with&
federal&navigaDon&projects&that&include&channels&for&navigaDon,&and&structures&like&
breakwaters&and&piers.&&
Although&originally&authorized&to&safeguard&navigaDon&and&mariDme&commerce,&
these&navigaDon&structures&also&provide&criDcal&flood&and&storm&protecDon&for&public&
and&private&buildings,&roads,&faciliDes&and&waterfront&areas,&and&in&some&cases,&for&
things&like&power&plants,&water&supply&systems,&and&wastewater&treatment&faciliDes.&&
More&than&half&of&these&structures&were&built&prior&to&WWI,&and&over&80%&of&them&
are&older&than&their&typical&808year&design&line&and&are&thus&vulnerable&to&climate&
change.&
&

4&



Source:&&h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8paper.pdf&
h1p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port_of_Detroit&
&
Image:&&h1p://www.howard.edu/asb/2013/detroit/default.htm&

5&



AddiDonal&sources:&&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
&
Image:&&h1p://www.roensalvage.com/stone8breakwaters.html&
&
&
&

6&
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Source:&&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
Image:&&
h1p://i2.cdn.turner.com/cnn/dam/assets/1310280833088018uk8storm810288
horizontal8gallery.jpg&
&

8&



Source:&&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
&
Images:&&&
h1p://blog.mlive.com/chronicle/2007/12/Low_water.jpg&
h1p://sustainable19125and19134.org/sites/default/files/stormwater_1.jpg&

9&



Sources:&
&
h1p://www.glerl.noaa.gov/pubs/brochures/lakelevels/lakelevels.pdf&&&
***Please&note:&&the&GLERL&brochure&linked&above&is&updated&seasonally***&&Find&the&
latest&iteraDon&here:&&h"p://www.glerl.noaa.gov/pubs/brochures/4
&
h1p://research.noaa.gov/News/NewsArchive/LatestNews/TabId/684/ArtMID/1768/
ArDcleID/10944/NOAA8and8partners8document8surge8in8Great8Lakes8water8
levels8.aspx&
h1p://www.therecord.com/news8story/52015858great8lakes8water8levels8bounce8
back8but8long8term8future8uncertain/&
h1p://michiganradio.org/post/168years8later8great8lakes8levels8rebound&
&
&
Image:&&
h1p://www.therecord.com/news8story/52015858great8lakes8water8levels8bounce8
back8but8long8term8future8uncertain/&
&
&
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Source:&
h1p://www.glerl.noaa.gov/pubs/brochures/lakelevels/lakelevels.pdf&&&
h1p://research.noaa.gov/News/NewsArchive/LatestNews/TabId/684/ArtMID/1768/
ArDcleID/10944/NOAA8and8partners8document8surge8in8Great8Lakes8water8
levels8.aspx&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8paper.pdf&
h1p://www.circleoglue.org/&
h1p://glisa.msu.edu/media/files/projectreports/148728%20Increase%20Resilience
%20at%20Marinas%20and%20Harbors.pdf&
&
ArDcle&“Great4Lakes4Ports4and4Shipping4Companies4Confounded4by4Climate4Changes4
and4Water4Levels”4by&Keith&Schneider:&
h1p://www.circleoglue.org/waternews/2012/world/great8lakes8ports8and8shipping8
companies8confounded8by8climate8changes8and8water8levels/&
&
Image:&&h1p://media.cmgdigital.com/shared/lt/lt_cache/thumbnail/960/img/photos/&

11&



Sources:&&&
&
h1p://glisa.umich.edu/climate/great8lakes8ice8coverage&
h1p://www.miseagrant.umich.edu/downloads/climate/1187008Preparing8for8
Variable8Lake8Levels.pdf&
h1p://www.glerl.noaa.gov/pubs/brochures/lakelevels/lakelevels.pdf&&&
h1p://research.noaa.gov/News/NewsArchive/LatestNews/TabId/684/ArtMID/1768/
ArDcleID/10944/NOAA8and8partners8document8surge8in8Great8Lakes8water8
levels8.aspx&
&
Image:&&h1p://glisa.umich.edu/climate/great8lakes8ice8coverage&
&
 
&

12&



Sources:&&&
h1p://www.miseagrant.umich.edu/downloads/climate/1187008Preparing8for8
Variable8Lake8Levels.pdf&
&
h1p://www.fws.gov/uploadedFiles/BestManPracDcesManual2000.pdf&
&
Image:&h1p://www.fws.gov/refuge/detroit_river/what_we_do/
resource_management/soJ_shoreline_engineering.html&
&
 
&

13&



Source:&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8paper.pdf&
h1p://greatlakesresilience.org/stories/ohio/climate8change8implicaDons8port8toledo&
h1p://glisa.msu.edu/media/files/projectreports/148728%20Increase%20Resilience
%20at%20Marinas%20and%20Harbors.pdf&
&
Image:&&&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/home/Portals/0/Images/Coastal%20CommuniDes/
photo_lighthouse.png&
CapDon:&&h1p://glisa.msu.edu/media/files/projectreports/148728%20Increase
%20Resilience%20at%20Marinas%20and%20Harbors.pdf&
&
Alternate&image&available&here:&&&
h1p://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo8way/2013/10/28/241415669/storm8packing8
hurricane8force8winds8hits8western8europe&
AddiDonal&notes:&&&
Marinas&and&harbors&may&contain&contaminated&sediments&once&considered&“safe”,&&

14&



Sources:&&&
h1p://www.epa.gov/climatechange/impacts8adaptaDon/transportaDon.html&
h1p://www.leelanau.com/blog/lowest8water8levels8ever8a8problem8for8leland8and8
other8harbors/&
h1p://www.glisaclimate.org/media/HRWC%20Infrastructure.pdf&
&
Image:&&h1p://michpics.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/low8great8lakes8water8levels8
by8ken8sco1.jpg?w=480&
&
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Source:&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8paper.pdf&
h1p://glisa.umich.edu/climate/great8lakes8ice8coverage&
&
Image:&&
h1p://www.nwf.org/news8and8magazines/naDonal8wildlife/animals/archives/2007/
alien8invasion8a8great8lakes8dilemma.aspx&

16&



Source:&
h1p://glisa.umich.edu/climate/algal8blooms&
h1p://www.businessinsider.com/lake8erie8algal8blooms8are8out8of8control8201483&
h1p://www.glerl.noaa.gov/res/waterQuality/?targetTab=habs&
&
Image:&&h1p://www.businessinsider.com/lake8erie8algal8blooms8are8out8of8
control8201483&

17&



Source:&
h1p://epa.gov/greatlakes/glwqa/usreport/part1.html&
h1p://epa.gov/greatlakes/aoc/index.html&
&
Image:&&h1p://www.ec.gc.ca/raps8pas/&
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Source:&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=641&
&
Image:&&&
h1p://www.dredgingtoday.com/2013/01/21/lake8julia8dredging8progresses8well8
usa/&
&
▪  Cost8intensive&dredging&to&deepen&harbors&for&commercial&shipping,&with&

associated&treatment&costs&and&environmental&risks&related&to&contaminated&
materials&brought&to&surface&

▪  More&frequent&adjustment&of&docks&and&water&intake&pipes&
 
Harbors and channels in Great Lake municipalities may also require extensive, 
cost intensive dredging- dredging also results in treatment costs and 
environmental risks as a result of the contaminated materials that it brings up &

19&



Source:&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=641&
&
Image:&&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=641&
&
Text&below&excerpted&from&Wisconsin&Sea&Grant:&
&
In&the&Great&Lakes&alone,&average&dredging&volumes&from&just&the&federally&
maintained&channels&is&385&million&cubic&yards&of&material&per&year.&Nearly&half&of&this&
volume&is&considered&not&contaminated&and&does&not&need&to&be&placed&into&confined&
disposal&faciliDes&(CDFs)&built&to&contain&contaminated&sediments.&The&CDFs&are&filling&
rapidly,&costly&to&build&and&take&many&years&to&design&and&permit.&Therefore,&
alternaDve&uses&need&to&be&implemented&for&the&clean&dredged&material.&
The&beneficial)use)of)dredged)material&is&the&term&used&for&uDlizing&dredged&&
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Need&to&develop&/&expand&upon&each&bullet&further…&
&
Source:&&h1p://changingclimate.osu.edu/webinars/archives/2011803801/&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8paper.pdf&
&
Image:&&
h1p://sd.defra.gov.uk/2010/12/insurance8central8to8global8agreement8on8climate8
change/&
&
&
Consider&discussing&the&possible&opening&of&the&Northwest&passage&–&benefits&and&
drawbacks&
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&
Source:&&h1p://changingclimate.osu.edu/webinars/archives/2011803801/&
h1p://www.seagrant.wisc.edu/Home/Topics/PortsHarborsandMarinas/Details.aspx?
PostID=1562&
h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8paper.pdf&
&
h1p://coastalmanagement.noaa.gov/programs/czm.html&
&
Image:&&h1p://coastalmanagement.noaa.gov/about/media/about_220_3.jpg&
&
&
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Sources:&&
h1p://www.torontosun.com/2012/08/17/life8almost8back8to8
normal8a8year8aJer8goderich8tornado&
h1p://www.southwesternontario.ca/news/creaDng8resiliency8
the8goal8of8mvca/&
h1p://www.goderich.ca/en/visitors/resources/dl8
BlueFlagBrochure.pdf&
h1p://lakehuron.ca/uploads/pdf/Bluff.conservaDon8
erosion.process.pdf&
&
Source:&&Maitland&Watershed&Resiliency&Challenge,&May&2014&–&
document&supplied&by&Town&of&Goderich&officials&&
&
Image:&&h1p://www.goderich.ca/en/townhall/resources/
Aerialjuly16%20041.jpg&
&

&&



&
Source:&&&
h1p://greatlakesresilience.org/stories/ohio/climate8change8
implicaDons8port8Toledo&
h1p://greatlakesresilience.org/case8studies/infrastructure/
economic8valuaDon8port8infrastructure&
&
Sediment&Management&and&Use&Plan:&&
h1p://lakeerie.ohio.gov/Portals/0/GLRI/
Final_THSMUP_GLE00523_20121231.pdf&

&&



Source:&
&
h1p://greatlakesresilience.org/case8studies/land8use8zoning/
engaging8communiDes8promote8coastal8zoning&
&
h1p://www.heraldpalladium.com/news/local/no8more8
mistakes8on8the8lake/arDcle_07442a1b8
ea73858a089dd48586c01725b16.htmlorg/case8studies/land8use8
zoning/engaging8communiDes8promote8coastal8zoning&
&
h1p://www.heraldpalladium.com/news/local/a8line8in8the8
sand/arDcle_7a3g0828276885e7c8b0c28ac6cfacc7648.html&
Image:&&h1p://stjosephcitymi.iqm2.com/CiDzens/default.aspx&

&&
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Great&Lakes&MariDme&Research&InformaDon&Clearinghouse:&
Data&repository&for&vessel&movements,&port&funcDons,&economic&
acDviDes,&environmental&impacts,&GIS&mapping&tools,&
visualizaDons&and&graphics,&stakeholder&communicaDon&tools,&
workshops,&public&policy&issue&consideraDons,&financial&
informaDon&and&links&to&US&mariDme&agencies&such&as&the&Coast&
Guard.&
&
CE&Dredge:&&naDonal&database&for&dredging&info;&provides&aid&
with&forecasDng&budgets&and&schedules,&in&addiDon&to&future&
volumes,&capaciDes,&and&needs&for&dredging&and&disposal&
faciliDes.&&Aims&to&improve&environmental&analysis&capabiliDes&
relevant&to&dredging&operaDons,&such&as:&delineaDng&sea&grass&
beds,&bird&islands,&and&marsh&creaDon&areas;&and&enhancing&
environmental&compliance&monitoring&and&assessments&
&

&&



Sources:&
h1p://www.miseagrant.umich.edu/great8lakes8clean8marina/
about/&
h1p://www.miseagrant.umich.edu/michigan8clean8marina8
program/&

&&



&
Sources:&&&
h1p://www.lre.usace.army.mil/Missions/
GreatLakesInformaDon/GreatLakesWaterLevels/
WaterLevelForecast/
MonthlyBulleDnofGreatLakesWaterLevels.aspx&
h1p://www.glerl.noaa.gov/pubs/brochures/lakelevels/
lakelevels.pdf&&&
h1p://glisa.msu.edu/media/files/projectreports/
148728%20Increase%20Resilience%20at%20Marinas%20and
%20Harbors.pdf&
&
&
&
&

&&



AddiDonal&info:&
The&Great&Lakes&Environmental&Research&Laboratory’s&Great&
Lakes&Water4Level4Dashboard4provides&a&way&to&visualize&and&
examine&historic&lake&levels&and&future&projecDon&comparisons&
at&a&variety&of&user8designated&Dme&scales.&OpDons&are&
available&for&customizing&output&graphs&in&addiDon&to&Dme&
scale.&
&
The&Nature&Conservancy’s&Climate4Wizard4allows&users&to&
explore&future&climate&scenarios&(change&in&temperature&and&
precipitaDon&under&different&future&carbon&emissions)&for&
specific&regions.&This&informaDon&can&be&used&to&inform&a&
community’s&planning&goals,&resource&management,&and&
investment&decisions.&
&
The&AssociaDon&of&State&Floodplain&Managers&new&Great4Lakes4&

&&



AddiDonal&info:&&&
Please&note&that&MANY&more&funding&resources&and&tools&are&
listed&in&the&document&below:&
h1p://glisa.msu.edu/media/files/projectreports/
148728%20Increase%20Resilience%20at%20Marinas%20and
%20Harbors.pdf&
&
BIG&grants&program&!&
This&program&provides&funds&to&States&for&the&construcDon,&renovaDon,&and&
maintenance&of&public&boaDng&infrastructure&De8up&faciliDes&for&transient&boats&26’&or&
more&in&length.&The&program&is&designed&to&provide&transient&dockage&for&
recreaDonal&opportuniDes&and&safe&harbors,&as&well&as&to:&
Enhance&access&to&recreaDonal,&historic,&cultural&and&scenic&resources;&
Strengthen&community&Des&to&the&water’s&edge&and&economic&benefits;&
Promote&public/private&partnerships&and&entrepreneurial&opportuniDes;&
Provide&conDnuity&of&public&access&to&the&shore;&and,&
Promote&awareness&of&transient&boaDng&opportuniDes.&
&
This&website&offers&links&to&at&least&a&hundred&different&grant&opportuniDes&in&the&US&&

&&



h1p://changingclimate.osu.edu/webinars/archives/
2011803801/&
&

&&



h1p://changingclimate.osu.edu/webinars/archives/
2011803801/&
h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8
paper.pdf&
&
Image:&&
h1p://geographyrachel.blogspot.com/2011/06/land8forms8and8
sea8defences.html&
&
Sample&infrastructure&modificaDons:&&
• Increase&dock&elevaDon&and&infrastructure&heights&when&
possible;&install&floaDng&docks&
• Reinforce&dock&walls&or&if&no&other&recourse,&may&require&
relocaDon&of&enDre&facility&
&

&&



Sources:&
h1p://changingclimate.osu.edu/webinars/archives/
2011803801/&
h1p://www.epa.gov/sectors/pdf/ports8planing8for8cci8white8
paper.pdf&
h1p://glisa.msu.edu/media/files/projectreports/
148728%20Increase%20Resilience%20at%20Marinas%20and
%20Harbors.pdf&
&
Image:&&&
&
Sample&infrastructure&modificaDons:&&
• Increase&dock&elevaDon&and&infrastructure&heights&when&
possible;&install&floaDng&docks&
• Reinforce&dock&walls&or&if&no&other&recourse,&may&require&
relocaDon&of&enDre&facility&
&

&&



This&PPT&will&be&posted&on&the&MARS&CoP&website&for&your&reference&
&
Source&CitaDon:&The&MARS&Webinars,&h1ps://www.ccadaptaDon.ca/en/training/
webinars&
&
&
&
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